INVITATION TO ACQUIRE
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Global Coordinator and Sole Bookrunner

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR INVESTORS
This prospectus (“the Prospectus”) has been prepared in connection with Climeon AB’s
(publ) offering of class B shares to the general public in Sweden and to institutional investors in Sweden and internationally (“the Offering”) and a listing of the Company’s class B
shares on Nasdaq First North Premier in Stockholm (“Nasdaq First North Premier”). Nasdaq First North Premier is a Multilateral Trading Facility (“MTF”) that does not have the
same legal status as a regulated market. “Climeon” or “the Company” refers to Climeon AB
(publ) (a Swedish public limited liability company). “Pareto Securities” or “Global Coordinator” refers to Pareto Securities AB. See section “Definitions” for the definitions of these and
other terms in the Prospectus.
The Offering is not directed to the general public in any country other than Sweden. Nor is
the Offering directed to such persons whose participation requires additional prospectuses,
registrations or measures other than those prescribed by Swedish law. No measures have
been or will be taken in any other jurisdiction than Sweden that would allow any offer of the
shares to the general public, or allow the possession and distribution of the Prospectus or
any other documents pertaining to the Company or shares in such a jurisdiction. Applications to acquire shares that violate such rules may be deemed invalid. Persons who come
into possession of the Prospectus are requested by the Company and Global Coordinator to
inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. Neither the Company nor the
Global Coordinator accepts any legal responsibility for any violation by any person, whether
or not a prospective investor, of any such restrictions.
The shares in the Offering have not been reviewed by any U.S. federal or state securities
commission or regulatory authority in the United States. Furthermore, the aforementioned
authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of the Prospectus.
Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense in the United States. The Offering
does not constitute an offer to sell, or an invitation to offer to buy, shares in any jurisdiction
where such an offering is unlawful. The shares in the Offering have not been and will not be
registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (“Securities Act”) or under any
relevant securities authority in any state or other jurisdiction in the United States and may
not be offered or sold within the United States, except for by people who are deemed to be
qualified institutional buyers (QIBs), or outside the USA through transactions that are not
covered by these laws, in compliance with Regulation S. Prospective buyers are hereby notified that the sellers of the shares in the Offering may be relying on the exemption from the
provisions of Section 5 of the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A.
The Prospectus has been prepared by the Board of Directors of Climeon in accordance
with Chapter 2 of the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act (1991:980), (“LHF”), implemented through Directive 2003/71/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (the
“Prospectus Directive”), and Commission Regulation (EC) No 809/2004 of 29 April 2004 implementing Directive 2003/71/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (including
Regulation (EC) No 486/2012). The Prospectus has been prepared in both a Swedish and an
English version. If there are any discrepancies between the language versions, the Swedish
version of the Prospectus shall prevail. The Swedish version of the Prospectus has been approved and registered by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority in accordance with
Chapter 2, Sections 25 and 26 of the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act. The approval and registration do not mean that the Financial Supervisory Authority guarantees the
accuracy or completeness of the facts in the Prospectus. The Prospectus is available at the
Company’s headquarters, whose address is Jan Stenbecks Torg 17, 164 40 Kista, on the
Company’s website, climeon.se, Pareto Securities’ website, paretosec.se, the Financial Supervisory Authority’s website, fi.se, and the European Securities and Markets Authority’s
website esma.europa.eu. Any disputes relating to the Offering or the content in the Prospectus shall be determined exclusively by Swedish law and Swedish courts.

competition conditions, changes in laws and regulations and the occurrence of accidents or
environmental damage.
After the date of approval of the Prospectus, neither the Company nor Pareto Securities
assumes any obligation, except as required by law or Nasdaq First North Premier’s Rules for
Issuers, to update these forward-looking statements or to adapt these forward-looking
statements to actual events or developments.

Stabilisation
In connection with the Offering, Pareto Securities may carry out transactions aimed at supporting the market price of the shares at levels above those which might otherwise prevail in
the market. Such stabilisation transactions will be executed in accordance with the conditions
in the EU’s Market Abuse Regulation (596/2014) and the Commission Delegated Regulation
with regard to technical standards for buy-back programs and stabilisation measures
(2016/1052). Stabilisation transactions will be executed on Nasdaq First North Premier, the
OTC market or otherwise, at any time during the period starting on the date of the commencement of trading in the shares on Nasdaq First North Premier and ending no later than 30 calendar days thereafter. However, Pareto Securities is not required to undertake any stabilisation
and there is no assurance as to which stabilisation will be undertaken. Stabilisation, if initiated,
may be discontinued at any time without prior notice. In no event will stabilisation transactions
be effected at levels above the price set in the Offering. Where necessary, Pareto Securities
will provide information through the Company about the stabilisation measures during and after the stabilisation period that have been taken in accordance with the requirements to disclose stabilisation transactions pursuant to the EU’s Market Abuse Regulation (596/2014)
and the Commission Delegated Regulation with regard to technical standards for buy-back
programs and stabilisation measures (2016/1052). For more information, see section
“Legal considerations and supplementary information – Stabilisation”.

Industry and market information
This Prospectus contains industry and market information that relates to Climeon’s business and the market in which Climeon operates. Unless otherwise stated, such information
is based on the Company’s analysis of several different sources.
As a rule industry publications or reports state that, while the information in them has
been obtained from sources that are deemed to be reliable, the accuracy and completeness
of the information cannot be guaranteed. The Company has not independently verified and
cannot therefore guarantee the accuracy of the industry and market information that is contained in the Prospectus and that has been taken from or derived from these industry publications or reports. By its nature industry and market information is forward-looking, and
subject to uncertainty and may not necessarily reflect actual market conditions. Such information is based on market surveys, which in turn are based on extracts and subjective assessments, including assessments of the types of products and transactions that should be
covered by the relevant market, both by those who carry out the surveys and the respondents.
The content on the Company’s website or websites that belong to a third party referred to
herein do not form part of the Prospectus.
Information provided by third parties has been accurately reproduced and, as far as the
Company is aware and has been able to ascertain from information published by such third
parties, no facts have been omitted that would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.

Presentation of financial data
Forward-looking statements
The Prospectus has certain forward-looking statements and opinions. Forward-looking
statements are statements that do not relate to historical facts or events and include such
statements and opinions pertaining to the future and that, by example, contain wording
such as “assumes”, “thinks”, “intends”, “assesses”, “should”, “according to estimates”,
“predicts”, “projects”, “expects”, “is of the opinion”, “may”, “will”, “plans”, “potential”, “predicts”, “to the knowledge of”, “believes” or similar expressions that are intended to identify
a statement as being forward-looking. This applies, in particular, to statements and opinions in the Prospectus concerning the future financial returns, plans and expectations
with respect to the business and management of the Company, future growth and profitability, and the general economic and regulatory environment and other matters affecting
the Company.
Forward-looking statements are based on current estimates and assumptions made according to the best of the Company’s knowledge. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause the actual results, including
the Company’s cash flow, financial position and operating profit to differ materially from the
results, or fail to meet expectations expressly or implicitly assumed or described in those
statements, or turn out to be less favorable than the results expressly or implicitly assumed
or described in those statements. Accordingly, prospective investors should not place unreasonably high reliance on these forward-looking statements and are strongly recommended to read the Prospectus in its entirety. Neither the Company nor Pareto Securities
may give any assurance regarding the future accuracy of the opinions set forward herein or
as to the actual occurrence of any predicted developments.
In light of the risks, uncertainties and assumptions associated with forward-looking
statements, it is possible that the future events mentioned in the Prospectus may not occur.
The forward-looking estimates and forecasts derived from third-party studies referred to in
the Prospectus may prove to be inaccurate. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation: changes in general
economic conditions, in particular economic conditions in the markets in which the Company operates, changed interest rate levels, changed currency exchange rates, changes in

The figures included in the Prospectus have, in certain cases, been rounded off and consequently the tables included in the Prospectus do not necessarily add up. All financial
amounts are in Swedish kronor (“SEK”) unless otherwise indicated. Thousands are expressed as SEK thousand, millions as SEK million and billions as SEK billion. Except as expressly stated herein, no financial information in the Prospectus has been audited or reviewed by the Company’s auditors. Financial information relating to the Company in the Prospectus that is not part of the information audited or reviewed by the Company’s auditor as
outlined herein originates from the Company’s internal accounting and reporting systems.

Nasdaq First North Premier
Nasdaq First North Premier is an alternative marketplace operated by the different exchanges within the Nasdaq Group. Companies on Nasdaq First North Premier are not subject to
the same rules as companies listed on the regulated main market. Instead they are subject
to a less extensive set of rules and regulations adjusted to small growth companies. The
risk in investing in a company on Nasdaq First North Premier may therefore be higher than
investing in a company on the main market. All companies with shares traded on Nasdaq
First North Premier have a Certified Adviser that monitors that the rules are followed. The
exchange (Nasdaq Stockholm AB) approves the application for admission to trading.
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THE OFFERING IN SUMMARY
THE OFFERING IN SUMMARY
Number of shares in the Offering
Offering price

The Offering comprises a maximum of 6,451,614 newly issued shares.
The Offering price is 31 SEK per share. No commission will be charged.

OTHER INFORMATION
ISIN code (class B share)
Short name (ticker) on Nasdaq First North Premier

SE0009973548
CLIME

PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE
Application period for the general public in Sweden
Application period for institutional investors
Settlement date
Planned first day of trading on Nasdaq First North Premier1)

25 September–9 October 2017
25 September–10 October 2017
13 October 2017
13 October 2017

FINANCIAL CALENDAR
Interim report for the period 1 January–30 September 2017
Year-end report 2017

30 November 2017
23 February 2018

1) Provided that Nasdaq Stockholm AB approve the Company’s application for admission to trading.
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SUMMARY
The summary of the Prospectus is made up of disclosure requirements known as “Elements”. These elements are
numbered in Sections A–E (A.1–E.7).
The summary in the Prospectus contains all the Elements required to be included in a summary for this type
of securities and issuer. Because some Elements are not required to be addressed, there may be gaps in the numbering sequence of the Elements.
Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in the summary because of the type of securities and
issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can be given regarding the Element. In this case a short description of the Element is included in the summary with the mention of “Not applicable”.
SECTION A – INTRODUCTION AND WARNINGS
A.1

Introduction and
warnings

This summary should be read as an introduction to the Prospectus. Any decision to invest in the securities should be based on
consideration of the Prospectus as a whole by the investor. Where a claim relating to the information contained in the
Prospectus is brought before a court, the plaintiff investor might, under the national legislation of the Member States, have to
bear the costs of translating the Prospectus before the legal proceedings are initiated. Civil liability attaches only to those persons who have tabled the summary including any translation thereof, but only if the summary is misleading, inaccurate or
inconsistent when read together with the other parts of the Prospectus or it does not provide, when read together with the other
parts of the Prospectus, key information in order to aid investors when considering whether to invest in such securities.

A.2

Subsequent resale of
securities or final
placement of securities by financial intermediaries

Not applicable; The Company is not engaging any financial intermediaries for any resale of securities or final placement of securities after publication of this Prospectus.

SECTION B – ISSUER AND PROSPECTIVE GUARANTOR
B.1

Company and trading
name

The Company’s name (the same as its trading name) is Climeon AB (publ).

B.2

Registered office/
Corporate form/
Jurisdiction/Country
in which the Company
was formed

Climeon AB (publ) is a Swedish public limited liability company formed and registered in Sweden on 16 March 2011. Its current
company name was registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office on 10 May 2017. The Corporate Registration
Number of the Company is 556846-1643. Climeon has its registered office in Stockholm Municipality, Stockholm County, and
its operations are conducted in accordance with the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551).

B.3

Current operations

Climeon is a technology company, with its headquarters in Kista, Stockholm. The Company primarily offers one product, the
Climeon Heat Power system. It utilises the energy in waste heat and low temperature geothermal heat to generate electricity.
The product is tried and tested technologically and is patented. It provides a unit cost per kWh as low as or lower than competing technologies.1)
Thanks to the Heat Power system’s superior performance2) the Company is able to address a previously, largely unexploited
market, a so called greenfield market, within utilisation of energy in waste heat and low temperature geothermal heat. This market is unexploited since it resides in a low temperature segment that competing technologies are not able to address3) and as a
result Climeon faces competitors in as few as 15 percent of all order negotiations. Climeon’s Heat Power system can generate
electricity independently of the sun, wind and precipitation and thus has the potential to fully replace fossil energy sources as a
baseload. At present Climeon’s main focus is to provide the Heat Power system to four segments: maritime, steel and cement
production, genset (generators) and geothermal.
1) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook
2017, April 2017.
2) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
3) Sylvain Quoilin et. al., Techno-economic survey of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems, March 2013; Siemens, Waste Heat Recovery with Organic
Rankine Cycle Technology, 2014; GE Marine, Extra Power - With no additional fuel burned, September 2014.

B.4a Significant trends

Below is a description of the latest and most significant trends that affect the Company and its industry.
• Strong growth is expected in the production of environmentally friendly electricity over the next few years. The growth forecast is supported by a number of favorable trends in which technological development and political initiatives can be seen as
notable driving forces.
• Political drivers include both international initiatives, such as regulations on CO2 emissions and the Paris Agreement, as well
as national initiatives, such as the phasing out of nuclear power in Japan.
• The most important technological development in the renewable energy sector during the past five years is the decrease in
the unsubsidised levelised cost of energy (LCOE). Development has been strongest within the area of photovoltaic solar energy. In January 2017, photovoltaic solar energy reached grid parity with coal for the first time in certain markets, and by 2020
the technology is estimated to have reached a lower LCOE than coal and natural gas-fired power plants worldwide. Climeon
sees this milestone as a catalyst for the positive perception of all renewable energy alternatives.
• Furthermore are investments in renewable energy increasing. Historically, institutions have been prevented from providing
large amounts of capital to the sector. However, this is changing and Climeon believes it will benefit both the Company's operations and the industry as a whole.
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B.5

Description of the
Group

Not applicable; Climeon AB (publ) has no subsidiaries.

B.6

Major shareholders

The Company’s ten largest shareholders as of 30 June 2017 and known changes thereafter, are listed below. The Company has
issued two share classes, class A shares and class B shares. The only differences between the share classes are in voting rights.
Each class A share entitles the holder to ten (10) votes and each class B share entitles the holder to one (1) vote at general meetings.

SHAREHOLDER

CLASS A SHARES

CLASS B SHARES

% OF SHARE
CAPITAL

% OF VOTES

Thomas Öström

9,500,000

155,900

27.05

58.04

Joachim Karthäuser

4,750,000

228,300

13.95

29.11

B Garden (Olle Bergström)

0

1,323,500

3.71

0.81

BFV Förvaltning AB

0

1,035,200

2.90

0.63

Stefan Brendgen

0

650,000

1.82

0.40

Susanne Brendgen

0

650,000

1.82

0.40

Frontcore Logic AB

0

640,000

1.79

0.39

Mathias Carnemark

0

635,300

1.78

0.39

Andreas Billström

0

629,300

1.76

0.38

Klas Händel
Ten largest shareholders in total
Other shareholders
Total

0

543,700

1.52

0.33

14,250,000

6,491,200

58.10

90.88

0

14,955,600

41.90

9.12

14,250,000

21,446,800

100.00

100.00

As far as the Company’s Board is aware there are no shareholder agreements or other agreements between the Company’s
shareholders that aim to jointly affect the Company. Nor is the Company’s Board aware of any agreements, or the equivalent,
that can lead to a change in the control of the Company.
B.7

Selected historical key The selected historical financial information presented below has been taken from Climeon’s complete financial information
financial information for the financial years 2016 and 2015 which has been produced specifically for the Prospectus and drawn up in accordance
with the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS“) and established in accordance with RFR 2 Accounting for legal
entities. RFR 2 means that the Company applies all of the EU-approved International Financial Reporting Standards and statements as far as it is possible within the framework of the Annual Accounts Act and taking into consideration the relationship
between accounting and taxation. The recommendations state which exceptions and additions should be made from IFRS.
The financial information for the financial years 2016 and 2015 has been audited by the Company’s auditor in accordance with
RevR5 — Review of financial information in the Prospectus. The selected historical financial information relating to the period
1 January–30 June 2017 and 1 January–30 June 2016 has been taken from the Climeon interim report for the period
1 January–30 June 2017 drawn up in accordance with IAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting. The interim report has been reviewed
by the Company’s auditor. No other information in the Prospectus has been reviewed or revised by the Company’s auditor.
The amounts have been rounded to SEK thousands while the calculations have been carried out with a larger number of decimal places. Rounding may mean that certain statements do not add up.

INCOME STATEMENT IN BRIEF

SEK thousand

Reviewed
1 January–
30 June
2017

Not reviewed
1 January–
30 June
2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2015

OPERATING INCOME
Net sales
Capitalised work for own account

713

311

2,888

36

6,717

2,914

10,596

3,034

Other operating income

99

500

1,357

1,082

Total operating income

7,528

3,725

14,841

4,152

-5,021

OPERATING EXPENSES
Raw materials and consumables

-3,400

-1,693

-10,769

Other external expenses

-8,414

-5,550

-15,170

-4,145

-17,434

-10,886

-22,332

-8,930

-1,752

-767

-2,012

-4,418

-1

-3

-3

-17

Total operating expenses

-31,001

-18,898

-50,286

-22,531

Operating profit/loss

-23,473

-15,172

-35,444

-18,379

37

Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Other operating expenses

FINANCIAL ITEMS
Interest income and other financial items
Interest expense and other financial items
Profit/loss after financial items
Taxes
PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE PERIOD

-

-

51

-99

-94

-197

-4

-23,571

-15,266

-35,590

-18,346

-

-

-

-

-23,571

-15,266

-35,590

-18,346
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION IN BRIEF
SEK thousand

Reviewed
30 June
2017

Not reviewed
30 June
2016

Audited
31 December
2016

Audited
31 December
2015

22,979

10,948

16,813

6,593

5,585

1,134

5,220

1,181

28,564

12,082

22,033

7,774

4,873

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Intangible non-current assets
Tangible non-current assets
Total non-current assets

Current assets
Inventories, including work in progress

9,126

5,996

4,551

Accounts receivable

1,603

2

241

15

Other current receivables

1,069

923

3,102

1,340

Cash and cash equivalents

27,232

16,906

51,320

34,557

Total current assets

39,030

23,828

59,214

40,785

TOTAL ASSETS

67,594

35,910

81,247

48,559

Share capital

534

329

356

329

Paid up, non-registered share capital

225

-

-

-

16,144

2,914

10,200

-

Share premium reserve

111,878

57,706

111,878

57,706

Retained earnings

-98,034

-43,524

-69,092

-25,344

30,746

17,425

53,342

32,691

Borrowings

16,081

14,081

16,081

10,074

Total non-current liabilities

16,081

14,081

16,081

10,074

886

1,420

-

1,420

5,039

1,174

6,748

3,025

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Reserve for development costs

Total equity

Non-current liabilities

Current liabilities
Advance payments from customers
Accounts payable

6

Other current liabilities

14,842

1,810

5,077

1,349

Total current liabilities

20,767

4,404

11,824

5,794

Total liabilities

36,848

18,485

27,905

15,868

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

67,594

35,910

81,247

48,559
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CASH-FLOW STATEMENT IN BRIEF

SEK thousand

Reviewed
1 January–
30 June
2017

Not reviewed
1 January–
30 June
2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2015

-23,473

-15,172

-35,444

-18,379

1,654

673

1,893

4,451

-21,819

-14,500

-33,551

-13,928

-4,575

-1,123

322

-4,771

671

429

-1,988

-582

-658

-1,390

6,030

3,584

-4,562

-2,083

4,364

-1,769

-26,381

-16,583

-29,187

-15,697

-7,440

-5,034

-11,974

-3,054

-844

-41

-4,297

-3,143

-8,284

-5,075

-16,271

-6,197

-34,664

-21,658

-45,458

-21,894

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating profit/loss
Adjustments for non-cash items
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in
working capital

Changes in working capital
Increase (-) / Decrease (+) in inventory
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in current receivables
Increase (+) / Decrease (-) in current liabilities
Cash flow from changes in working capital
Cash flow from operating activities

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investments in intangible assets
Investments in tangible assets
Cash flow from investing activities

Cash flow after investments

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Change in short-term debt
Change in long-term debt
New issue

9,600

-

-

-

-

4,008

6,007

6,176

-

-

54,172

39,829

Paid up, non-registered share capital

225

-

-

-

Premiums received for warrants

751

-

2,042

-

10,576

4,008

62,221

46,005

-24,088

-17,651

16,763

24,111

Cash flow from financing activities

CASH FLOW FOR THE PERIOD

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period

51,320

34,557

34,557

10,446

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

27,232

16,906

51,320

34,557
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THE COMPANY’S KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
IN SEK (SEK THOUSAND)
IF NOT OTHERWISE STATED

1 January–
30 June
2017

1 January–
30 June
2016

1 January–
31 December
2016

1 January–
31 December
2015

FINANCIAL RATIOS
IFRS key performance indicators
35 612 300

32 872 300

35 612 300

32 872 300

Basic earnings per share, SEK 2)

-0,66

-0,46

-1,06

0,56

Diluted earnings per share2)

-0,66

-0,46

-1,06

0,56

Operating margin, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Profit margin, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on equity, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on total assets, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on operational capital employed, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Number of shares1, 2)

Alternative performance measures

Interest coverage ratio (times)

neg

neg

neg

neg

Equity ratio, %

45,5

48,5

65,7

67,3

1,2

1,1

0,5

0,5

Debt ratio (times)
Net debt ratio (times)

-0,1

-0,2

-0,7

-0,7

Equity per share, SEK

0,86

0,53

1,50

0,99

32

23

25

12

NON-FINANCIAL RATIOS
Average number of employees

1) Number of shares at the end of each period. The number of shares for the period 1 January–30 June 2016 and the fiscal years 2016 and 2015 have
been adjusted for the share split (1:100) registered in May 2017.
2) Audited.

DEFINITIONS OF ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES NOT DEFINED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH IFRS
ALTERNATIVE
PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
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DEFINITION

EXPLANATION

Operating margin

Operating profit after depreciation
as a percentage of net sales.

Operating margin is a measure of the Company's profitability.

Profit margin

Net profit after financial items as a
percentage of net sales.

Profit margin is a measure of the Company's profitability.

Return on equity

Earnings after financial items as a
percentage of the average equity
for the period.

Return on equity is a measure to illustrate return of the
owners, invested capital during the year.

Return on total assets

Operating profit plus financial
income as a percentage of total
assets.

Return on total assets is used to gain an understanding of
the return on all assets.

Return on capital
employed

Operating profit plus financial
income as a percentage of capital
employed.

Return on capital employed has been included to facilitate
the investors' understanding of the Company's profitability in
relation to the capital employed in the business.

Interest coverage ratio Operating profit plus interest
income divided by financial
expenses.

Interest coverage ratio is included as this measure is
expected to provide the investors with an understanding of
the Company's ability to pay their interest expenses.

Equity ratio

Equity as a percentage of the
balance sheet total.

Equity ratio is a performance measure used in order to illustrate the Company’s financial stability and perseverance.

Debt ratio

Liabilities, including deferred tax
liability and provisions, divided by
equity.

Debt ratio is presented as the Company considers the
measure to contribute to the investors' understanding of the
Company's financial position.

Net debt ratio

Interest-bearing net liabilities minus Net debt ratio is presented as the Company considers the
cash and cash equivalents divided
measure to contribute to the investors' understanding of the
by equity.
Company's financial position.

Equity per share

Equity divided by the number of out- Equity per share is used to give the investors a deeper
standing shares at the end of the
understanding of historical return per share.
period.
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B.7

(cont.)

Background and
Summary
reasons

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO CLIMEON’S FINANCIAL SITUATION DURING THE PERIOD JANUARY 1–JUNE
30 2017, JANUARY 1–DECEMBER 31 2016 AND JANUARY 1–DECEMBER 31 2015
Climeon’s turnover during 2016 amounted to SEK 2,888 thousand, increasing by SEK 2,852 thousand compared to 2015. The
increase was mainly attributable to sales of the Heat Power system. Capitalised work for own account during the same period
amounted to SEK 10,596 thousand, which represents an increase of SEK 7,562 thousand.
The Company’s total operating expenses during 2016 amounted to SEK 50,286 thousand, which represents an increase of
SEK 27,754 thousand. The increase was mainly attributable to an increase of the Company’s personnel expenses of SEK 13,402
thousand, to SEK 22,332 thousand, due to an expansion of the sales- and service organisation as well as an increase of other
external expenses of SEK 11,025 thousand, to SEK 15,170 thousand, which mainly was attributable to a successive expansion
of the organisation. Other changes in the operating expenses between 2016 and 2015 were mainly attributable to costs for raw
materials and consumables, (increase of SEK 5,748 thousand), decreased depreciations and write-downs (reduction of SEK
2,406 thousand), as well as other operating expenses.
As a result of the increased expenses the operating profit of Climeon decreased by SEK 17,065 thousand between 2016 and
2015, and reached SEK -35,444 thousand during 2016. The operating profit for the period 1 January-30 June 2017 amounted to
SEK -23,473 thousand, decreasing by SEK 8,301 thousand compared to the same period the previous year. The change was
mainly attributable to increased personnel expenses.
In 2016 Climeon performed a share issue of SEK 52,699 thousand. During the period 1 January–30 June 2017, the Company
received a short-term interest-bearing loan of SEK 9,600 thousand from existing shareholders.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES REGARDING CLIMEON’S FINANCIAL SITUATION AND OPERATING PROFIT/
LOSS AFTER 30 JUNE 2017
From 30 June 2017 to the date of the Prospectus Climeon has borrowed approximately SEK 23.3 million. These loans consist of
SEK 2.5 million in shareholder borrowings taken in July 2017, a loan from Collector Bank of SEK 8.8 million taken in August 2017
and a loan from ALMI secured by a guarantee from EKN of SEK 12 million taken in August 2017.
B.8

Selected key proforma Not applicable; no pro forma financial statements are included in the Prospectus.
financial information

B.9

Profit/loss forecast

Not applicable; no profit/loss forecast or calculation of expected earnings are included in the Prospectus.

B.10 Auditor report
qualifications

Not applicable; there are no qualifications in the auditor's report for the period covered by the historical financial information.

B.11 Insufficient working
capital

The Board is of the opinion that the existing working capital is insufficient for the current needs during the coming 12-month
period. To achieve the planned rate of growth and reach a positve cash flow from operating activities, the Board is of the opinion
that the Company’s working capital need amounts to around SEK 100 million during the coming 12-month period. Existing
working capital is expected to last until November 2017.
The need for working capital for the upcoming twelve months is expected to be met through the share issue carried out as
part of the Offering, and the Company’s existing cash, which amounts to SEK 23 million before the Offering. The proceeds of the
new share issue are expected to provide the Company with approximately SEK 200–230 million after transaction costs, contingent on the extent to which the Over-allotment Option is exercised.
In light of the Company’s need for working capital, the Board has decided to make the completion of the Offering and listing
on Nasdaq First North Premier contingent on the Offering yielding at least SEK 200 million before transaction costs. If this condition is not met the Offering will be withdrawn and the subsequent listing on Nasdaq First North Premier will not take place.
Were the Offering not to be pursued the Company could revise the planned rate of growth by, for example, choose not to conduct such extensive expansion of the sales organisation and service organisation, or seek alternative financing opportunities in
the form of, for example, a share issue, a directed share issue, or long-term loan finance from existing or new investors. The
Board is of the opinion that all of these solutions are feasible.
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SECTION C – SECURITIES
C.1

Class and category

Class B shares in Climeon AB (publ) (ISIN: SE0009973548)

C.2

Currency

The shares are denominated in SEK.

C.3

Number of shares
issued

As of the date of the Prospectus there are a total of 35,696,800 shares in the Company of which 14,250,000 are class A shares
and 21,446,800 are class B shares. The shares in the Company have been issued in accordance with Swedish law. All issued
shares are fully paid. Each share has a quota value of SEK 0.015.

C.4

Share voting rights

The shares in the Offering are of the same class and consist of class B shares. The rights associated with shares issued by the
Company, including those arising from the Articles of Association, can only be changed in accordance with the procedures
specified in the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551).

Voting rights
The Company has issued two share classes, class A shares and class B shares. However, the Offering only relates to class B
shares. Each class A share entitles the holder to ten (10) votes and each class B share entitles the holder to one (1) vote at general meetings.

Preferential rights to new shares etc.
If the Company decides to issue new class A and class B shares through a cash issue or an offset issue, owners of class A and
class B shares shall have the preferential right to subscribe for the same type of shares in relation to the number of shares
already held (primary preferential right). Shares not subscribed for on the basis of primary preferential rights shall be offered for
subscription to all shareholders (subsidiary preferential right). If the number of shares offered in this manner is insufficient for
subscription based on subsidiary preferential rights, the shares shall be distributed in relation to the number of shares already
held and, to the extent that this is not possible, by lottery.
If the Company decides to issue new shares solely of class A or class B through a cash issue or an offset issue, all shareholders,
regardless of whether their shares are class A or class B, shall have the preferential right to subscribe for new shares in relation
to the number of shares already held.
The aforementioned stipulations shall not constitute any restriction on the possibility to make a decision regarding a cash issue
or an offset issue with deviation from the pre-emptive rights of existing shareholders.
If the Company decides to issue warrants or convertibles through a cash issue or offset issue, the shareholders shall have the
preferential right to subscribe for warrants as if the issue applied to the shares that may be subscribed for as a result of the warrant rights, or shall have the preferential right to subscribe for convertibles as if the issue applied to shares for which the convertibles may be exchanged.
If the share capital is increased through a bonus issue, new shares of each class shall be issued in relation to the number of
shares of the same classes already held. In such cases, old shares of a specific class shall carry entitlement to new shares of
the same class in relation to their proportion of the share capital. The aforementioned stipulation shall not constitute any
restriction on the possibility, following the requisite amendment of the Articles of Association, to issue shares of a new class
through a bonus issue.

Share conversion clause
At the request of the shareholder to the Board, a class A share can be converted into a class B share. The Board shall, without
delay, notify the Swedish Companies Registration Office of this conversion. The conversion is considered to have been implemented when it has been registered with the Companies Registration Office and Euroclear Sweden AB (“Euroclear Sweden”)
or another central securities depository.

Right to dividends and surpluses in the event of liquidation
All shares carry equal rights to dividends as well as the Company’s assets and any surplus in the event of liquidation.
Resolutions regarding dividends in a limited liability company are made by the general meeting. Dividends are paid to shareholders that are recorded in the share register maintained by Euroclear Sweden on the record day determined at the general
meeting. Dividends are normally paid to shareholders as a cash amount per share through Euroclear Sweden, but payment can
also be made in forms other than cash (distribution in kind). If a shareholder cannot be reached through Euroclear Sweden, the
shareholder retains their claim on the Company with respect to the amount of dividend, subject to a limitation period of ten
years. Upon the expiry of the limitation period, the full dividend amount accrues to the Company.
There are no restrictions regarding the right to dividends payable to shareholders resident outside Sweden. Shareholders not
resident in Sweden for tax purposes must normally pay Swedish withholding tax.
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C.5

Restrictions on the
free transferability

Not applicable; all class B shares issued are freely transferable.

C.6

Application for admis- Not applicable; Climeon has applied for the listing of the Company’s class B shares (ticker CLIME) on Nasdaq First North
sion to trading on a
Premier which is a Multilateral Trading Facility (MTF) and which does not have the same legal status as a regulated market. On
regulated market
condition that Nasdaq Stockholm AB grants the Company’s application, the first day of trading will be 13 October 2017.

C.7

Dividend policy

The Company has not adopted a dividend policy and has not decided on any dividend for the period covered by the historical
financial information. Future dividends that may be paid by Climeon depend on a number of factors such as future revenues,
the financial position, cash flows, the need for working capital, the cost of investments and other factors. Climeon may also lack
adequate distributable earnings and Climeon’s shareholders may not decide to pay dividends. There are also many risks that
may impact the Company's operations negatively and that could mean that the Company's future earnings do not allow the
payment of dividends.
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Background and
Summary
reasons

SECTION D – RISKS
D.1

Key risks related to the Climeon’s business and market are subject to certain risks which are completely or partly outside the control of the Company, and
issuer and industry
which influence or could influence the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings. Described below, in no particular
order and without claim to be exhaustive, are some of the risk factors considered to be material to Climeon’s future development.
Key risks related to the Company and industry include:
General economic climate
Climeon’s business is affected by the general economic climate and this can affect the Company both locally and globally.
While Climeon mainly carries on its operational activities in Sweden the Company is looking for business opportunities globally,
in the USA and Asia for example. A weak economic trend throughout or in parts of the world could result in lower than expected
market growth for the Company’s products. The demand, cost and price of Climeon’s products can vary substantially in the
future, and an economic or market downturn could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial
position and earnings.
Potential faults in products developed by the Company
Climeon’s products are relatively new to the market and the Company has therefore not had the opportunity to gather essential
and exhaustive data with regard, for example, to the service life of the products and their components, typical faults or defects,
the need for servicing and costs related to this. Should the Company’s products prove to be of a technically defective design, or
fall short of the promised performance and/or functionality, the Company may become liable to participate in or undertake a
program of corrective measures as well as having guarantee obligations imposed upon it. Furthermore, flaws in Climeon’s
products or guarantees can result in the Company incurring significant costs, for example damages, a liability the scope of
which could increase as the Company expands its operations. Complaints, recalls and product liability, along with the risk of
this, may negatively impact Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings if they occur. There is also a risk that the
Company’s insurances does not cover such incidents. Long guarantee periods can also mean that warranty claims can arise
several years after delivery. It is by no means certain that the provisions regarding guarantee commitments made in the ongoing administration will be adequate. The occurrence of these risks could have a negative impact on Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings.
Increased consumer demands and political decisions contributes to high rate of technical evolution in the environmental
sector
The markets in which Climeon is active are currently characterized by a propensity to streamline operations and to switch to
more environmentally sound technical solutions. This is due, among other things, to increased consumer demand for environmentally aware and energy efficient products and manufacturing processes, and due to increased competition. In addition to
this, political decisions and international agreements, both domestic and international, can change the market conditions for
Climeon and its customers. Hence, the Company must effectively predict the development of environmental technologies,
market demand, consumer expectations and other market trends, and develop and adapt its products accordingly. There is a
risk that the Company’s current or future assumptions regarding the development of environmental technologies, market
demand, consumer expectations, and other market trends, are or will be incorrect or misleading. Furthermore, there is a risk
that the Company’s competitors will develop new environmental technologies, adapt their products to prevailing consumer
expectations and market trends more effectively, or make more accurate assumptions regarding the development of environmental technologies. If Climeon fails to develop its products as its markets and technology evolve, or if the Company’s competitors do this more effectively, there is a risk that it will have a significantly negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
Risk associated with protracted sales processes
Climeon’s products were introduced to the market in 2015 and the Company is currently investing a great many resources into
the intensification of marketing and commercialisation processes in order to penetrate specific markets and market segments.
As a result of factors such as high barriers to entry and other regulations as well as obligations and other commitments pursuant to terms of agreement that the Company must observe, the introduction of the Company’s products onto the market are
preceded by a protracted sales process. Climeon is of the opinion that before the Company’s products have achieved a high
degree of market acceptance within a certain segment, the caution for investments in new technology is high and to process
new customers are both time and resource intensive as customers are very thorough when evaluating new technology. Any
orders that are postponed or placed earlier can have a significant impact on the Company’s net turnover and earnings and can
also result in a strain on the Company’s liquidity. Thus there can be large fluctuation in the Company’s net turnover and earnings
between quarters, due in part to factors outside the control of the Company. Climeon’s development depends on the continued
growth of the market for the Company's products, and any delay in market penetration could have a significantly negative
impact on the Company's operations, financial position and earnings.
The risks described above are not the only risks to which the Company and its shareholders may be exposed. There are other risks
related to the markets in which Climeon is active, or related to Company operations as yet unknown or as of the date of the
Prospectus not considered material by the Company, that can also negatively affect Climeon’s operations, financial position or
earnings.
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Key risks related to the Any investment in securities involves risk. Such risks could cause the price of the Company’s shares to fall significantly, and invessecurities
tors risk losing all or part of their investment.
Key risks related to the Company’s shares include:
The risk of an illiquid market and volatile share price
Climeon’s class B shares have not previously been traded on an exchange. It is therefore difficult to predict the level of trading
and the level of interest that the class B shares will receive. There is a risk that the price of the class B shares will become highly
volatile in conjunction with their listing. If active and liquid trading does not succeed or remain stable, this could make it difficult
for shareholders to sell the class B shares.
The risk related to large shareholders and their influence over the Company
The class A share, which carries ten votes, will not be included in the Offering, and there are currently no plans to list the class A
share on an exchange. The holders of class A shares will still have a controlling influence over the Company after the Offering.
There is a risk that the holders of class A shares will have influence over the Company that is not necessarily in the interest of
the holders of class B shares.
The risk of dilution in the event of new share issues and the utilisation of warrants
Climeon may need additional capital to fund its operations. In addition, Climeon may need to make additional investments in
new technology and may need to raise additional funds through an issue of new shares, equity-related debt instruments or convertible debt instruments. There is a risk that additional financing will not be available to the Company at acceptable terms
when required, or will not be available at all. The holdings of existing shareholders may be diluted if the Company resolves to
raise additional capital, for example, by way of a new share issue, which could also affect the share price. Were these risks to
materialize, this could have a significantly negative impact on investors’ capital and/or the share price.
The subscription undertakings in the Offering are not secured
Climeon has received subscription undertakings in the Offering from Cornerstone Investor corresponding to a total of SEK 100
million. These subscription undertakings are not secured through pledges, blocked funds or other similar arrangements to
ensure that the Company obtains the guaranteed proceeds of the issue. There is a risk that the subscription undertakings made
in the Offering will not be met, which could have a significant negative impact on the completion of the Offering.
The risks described above are not the only risks to which the Company and its shareholders may be exposed. There are other risks
as yet unknown to or as of the date of the Prospectus not considered material by the Company, but that can negatively affect the
value of the shares.

SECTION E – OFFERING
E.1

Issue proceeds and
issue costs

E.2a Reasons for the
Offering and use of
proceeds
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In conjunction with the Offering and the listing of its class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier, the Company is carrying out
a share issue that, upon full subscription, is expected to provide the Company with approximately SEK 200–230 million before
transaction costs, contingent on the extent to which the Over-allotment Option is used. The costs in connection with the
Offering are expected to amount to approximately SEK 12 million. These costs mainly relate to remuneration to financial advisers, auditors, legal advisers, the translation and printing of the Prospectus and the cost of company presentations.
The purpose of the Offering and the utilisation of the proceeds from the share issue are to finance the continued growth of the
Company until the Company achieves a positive cash flow from operating activities. The Offering is expected to provide the
Company with proceeds amounting to SEK 200–230 million after transaction costs. Approximately SEK 49 million will be used
to expand the sales and marketing organisation, in part through recruitment in Sweden but also locally in specific geographical
areas or through external sales and marketing partners, circa SEK 49 million is to be used for an expansion of the service and
delivery organisation in order to serve a larger and global customer base. In the near future internal personnel will be used to
ensure customer operations. As Climeon’s customer base grows the Company will use external service partners to a greater
extent so as to maintain a capital-efficient organisation. Approximately SEK 40 million of the proceeds of the issue will be used
for product development. In the short-term the priority is to increase the reliability of the system and reduce production costs,
however, a number of easily implemented efficiency measures are also planned for 2017. In addition to this the Company is
exploring new additional features for the existing system. Climeon’s system may also need market certification for certain geographical areas. Circa SEK 40 million of the proceeds of the issue will be used to finance operating activities until the Company
has achieved a positive cash flow, and the remaining circa SEK 10 million will be used to repay short-term loans.
The Board is of the opinion that the existing working capital is insufficient for the current needs during the coming 12-month
period. To achieve the planned rate of growth and reach a positive cash flow from operating activities, the Board is of the opinion that the Company’s existing working capital before the Offering is insufficient. The existing working capital is expected to
last until November 2017. The Company’s need for working capital during the coming 12-month period is expected to amount to
around SEK 100 million. This need is expected to be met by the new share issue carried out as part of the Offering and through
the Company’s existing cash, which amounts to SEK 23 million before the Offering.
Were the Offering not to be pursued the Company could revise the planned rate of growth by, for example, choose not to conduct such extensive expansion of the sales organisation and service organisation, or seek alternative financing opportunities in
the form of, for example, a share issue, a directed share issue, or long-term loan finance from existing or new investors. The
Board is of the opinion that all of these solutions are feasible.
Furthermore the Company’s application for the listing of its class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier is intended to
improve Climeon’s access to the Swedish and international capital markets, which the Company believes will promote
Climeon’s growth and continued development. The listing of the Company’s class B shares is also aimed at widening Climeon’s
shareholder base, and further increasing awareness of the Company among potential investors. For these reasons the Board
has applied for a listing of the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier.
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E.3

Terms and conditions

Background and
Summary
reasons

General: The Offering comprises up to 6,451,614 newly issued shares being offered by the Company. The new shares in the
Offering are being issued by the Company with deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights.
The Offering is divided into two parts: (1) the Offering to the public in Sweden1); and (2) The Offering to institutional investors
in Sweden and internationally 2).
The Offering price: The Offering price is set at SEK 31 per share.
Over-allotment option: In order to cover any potential over-allotment in connection with the Offering the Board has, at
the request of Pareto Securities, with the support of the authorisation from the extraordinary general meeting held on
18 September 2017, undertaken to issue up to an additional 967,742 new shares, equivalent to a maximum of 15 percent of the
total number of shares covered by the Offering. The Over-allotment option can be exercised completely or partly for 30 calendar
days from the first day of trading in the Company’s shares on Nasdaq First North Premier. The price of shares in the Overallotment option will be the same as the Offering price.
Application period: The general public in Sweden may apply for acquisition of shares during the period 25 September 2017–
9 October 2017. For institutional investors in Sweden and internationally, the application period is 25 September 2017–
10 October 2017.
Application: For the general public in Sweden the application for acquisition of shares shall comprise a minimum of 320 shares
and a maximum of 32,250 shares, 3) in even lots of 10 shares. Applications are binding. The application from institutional investors in Sweden and internationally shall be to Pareto Securities in accordance with separate instructions.
Allotment: A decision regarding the allotment of shares will be made by the Board in consultation with Pareto Securities, the
goal being to achieve a sound institutional shareholder base and a broad distribution of the shares among the general public so
as to facilitate regular and liquid trading in the Company’s shares on Nasdaq First North Premier. The final outcome of the
Offering will be published in the form of a press release which will also be available on the Company’s website, climeon.com, on
or around 11 October 2017.
The first day of trading: The first day of trading is planned to be 13 October 2017.
Settlement date: The planned settlement date is 13 October 2017.
Offset of shareholder loans: The Company has entered into 13 loan agreements with existing shareholders amounting to SEK
12.1 million. Ten of these loans, corresponding to SEK 9.4 million, may be partly offset against new class B shares in the
Offering. Set-off, if called upon, will be carried out based on the same principles as other shareholders are alloted shares in the
Offering. Each loan carries an annual interest rate of 7.5 percent and matures on 30 December 2017.
According to the terms and conditions of the loans and in accordance with the extraordinary general meeting’s authorisation
on 18 September 2017, each lender may call for repayment of loan by offset against new class B shares in the Company. In such
case, the offset shall be effectuated to a subscription price and in accordance with the terms and conditions applicable in the
Offering. A call for offset shall be made in writing to the Company no later than three business days following the commencement of the offering period, i.e. 28 September 2017 at the latest. If set-off is called upon, the Company intends, in accordance
with the principles set out above, set-off the loan against class B shares and any surplus shall be paid in cash to each lender.
Accrued interest is paid in cash to the lender.
The remaining three shareholder loans amount to a total of SEK 2.7 million and are provided by board members, senior executives or related parties to such individuals. These loans will for reasons due to the Swedish Companies Act not be offset in the
Offering. Instead, these loans will be repaid in cash.
Conditions for the completion of the Offering: The Offering is conditional upon (i) that interest in the Offering according to
Pareto Securities is considered sufficient for satisfactory trading in the share, (ii) that Nasdaq approves the Board’s application
for a listing on Nasdaq First North Premier and (iii) that no events take place that have such a negative impact on the Company
that completing the Offering is considered unfeasible.
The Offering is also conditional on the Offering yielding at least SEK 200 million before transaction costs. If interest in the
Offering is not sufficient and this minimum requirement is not met the Offering will be withdrawn and the subsequent listing on
Nasdaq First North Premier will not take place.
1) The general public are defined as private individuals and legal entities that subscribe for up to 32,250 shares.
2) Institutional investors are defined as private individuals and legal entities that subscribe for 32,250 or more shares.
3) Institutional investors applying for 32,250 shares or more must contact Pareto Securities in accordance with the procedure in section “Terms and
conditions – Offering to institutional investors”.

E.4

Material interest in the Climeon’s financial advisor in connection with the Offering and the listing is Pareto Securities which is acting as the Global
Offering
Coordinator. Pareto Securities (and companies closely related to it) have provided, and may in the future provide, services in the
ordinary course of business and in connection with other transactions for the Company, for which Pareto Securities has
received, and may in the future receive, compensation.

E.5

Lock-up arrangement

The Board and senior executives in Climeon together with existing shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the
Offering have undertaken, through lock-up agreements entered into in September 2017, vis-á-vis Pareto Securities, during a
certain period of time from the first day of trading in the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier, with certain
reservations, not to sell any shares without the written consent of Pareto Securities (the “Lock-up period”). The Lock-up period
for the board and senior executives is 360 days from the first day of trading in the Company’s share, and for the other shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the Offering the Lock-up period is 180 days from the first day of trading in the
Company’s share. The undertaking covers both class A and class B shares in the Company as well as class B shares subscribed
to as part of the Offering. In total, approximately 80 percent of the outstanding shares before the Offering are subject to lock-up
commitments. The obligation not to sell any shares does not apply, for example, if a public takeover bid is directed to all shareholders in the Company. Pareto Securities may allow exceptions from lock-up undertakings on an entirely discretionary basis.
Consent to such exceptions will be determined by Pareto Securities on a case by case basis and can be of both a personal and
commercial character.

E.6

Dilution

In the event of full subscription of the Offering, but excluding the Over-allotment option, the number of class B shares in Climeon
will increase by 6,451,614, from 21,446,800 to 27,898,414, which corresponds to a dilution of 15.3 percent of the total number of
shares and 3.8 percent of the total number of voting rights in the Company after the Offering.
In the event of full subscription of the Offering, and if the Over-allotment option is used in its entirety, the number of class B
shares in Climeon will increase by 7,419,356, from 21,446,800 to 28,866,156, which corresponds to a dilution of circa 17.2 percent of the total number of shares and circa 4.3 percent of the total number of voting rights in the Company after the Offering.

E.7

Expenses charged to
the investor

Not applicable; there will be no costs to investors in the Offering.
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in Climeon’s shares involves various risks. A number of factors affect, or could affect, Climeon’s
business, both directly and indirectly. In this section some of the risk factors and significant circumstances are described that are considered to be material for Climeon’s business and future development; they are in no particular
order and without claim to be exhaustive. The risks described below are not the only risks to which the Company
and its shareholders may be exposed. Additional risks that are not currently known to the Company, or that the
Company currently believes are immaterial may also adversely affect Climeon’s operations, financial position or
operating profit. If any of the risks described below, or any other risk of which the Company is not aware, were to
occur, it could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
Such risks could also cause the price of Climeon’s shares to fall substantially, and an investor risks losing all or
part of their investment.
This Prospectus contains forward-looking statements that are subject to future events, risks and uncertainties. The Company’s actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of many factors, including, but not limited to, the risks described below and elsewhere in this
Prospectus. In addition to this section, an investor should also observe the other information in the Prospectus.

RISKS RELATED TO THE COMPANY AND ITS INDUSTRY
General economic climate
Climeon’s business is affected by the general economic climate and
this can affect the Company both locally and globally. While Climeon
mainly carries on its operational activities in Sweden the Company is
looking for business opportunities globally, for example in the USA
and Asia. A weak economic trend throughout all or parts of the world
could result in lower than expected market growth for the Company’s
products, for example due to delays in customer orders, an absence
of customer orders, reduced access to external financing and potential disruptions to distribution. This also affects the general willingness to invest among Climeon’s current and potential customers.
The demand, cost and price of Climeon’s products may vary substantially in the future, and an economic or market downturn could have a
significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial
position and earnings.

Potential faults in products developed by the Company
Climeon’s products are relatively new to the market and the Company has therefore not had the opportunity to gather essential and
exhaustive data regarding, for example, the service life of the products and their components, typical faults or defects, the need for servicing and costs related to this. For example, Climeon’s Heat Power
System contains a system for handling chemical substances, which
either individually or together with other substances and external
conditions could be flammable. Should the Company’s products
prove to be of a technically defective design, or fall short of the promised performance and/or functionality, the Company may become
liable to participate in or undertake a program of corrective measures as well as having guarantee obligations imposed upon it. Guarantees, to the extent that they are provided, normally relate to the
overall functionality and performance of the system, usually in the
form of recovered energy and/or saved energy. Furthermore, defects
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in Climeon’s products or guarantees could result in the Company
incurring significant costs, e.g. for liability damages the scope of
which could increase as the Company expands its operations to, for
example the United States, where some states have stricter rules
than Sweden for product liability and related issues. Defects in
Climeon’s products could also damage the Company’s reputation
and standing in the market.
Liability for faulty products is regulated through Climeon’s customer agreements in accordance with the general terms and conditions used in the industry and contractual obligations for costs arising from complaints from customers due to defective products and
statutory provisions. In such instances, Climeon may be required to
repair or replace the defective products, and in certain cases, may be
liable for damages and losses incurred by customers as a result of
faulty products. Climeon may also be liable for property damage and
personal injury arising from safety defects in its products. Climeon’s
Heat Power System also contains built-in software for registering
and monitoring energy use and other conditions that are necessary
for the product’s functionality. If the performance and functionality
of the software do not reflect the guarantees provided or cause
faults to other parts of the product or its components, the Company
may need to replace the defective software and other products and
components that have been damaged.
Depending on which services the customers sign up to, Climeon’s
service organisation carries out an inspection once the project has
been completed. Complaints, recalls and product liability, along with
the risk of this, may negatively impact Climeon’s operations, financial
position and earnings if they occur. There is also a risk that the Company’s insurances does not cover such incidents. Long guarantee
periods can also mean that warranty claims can arise several years
after delivery. It is by no means certain that the provisions regarding
guarantee commitments made in the ongoing administration will be
adequate. If these risks were to materialize, it could have a negative
impact on Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings.
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Product and technology developments
Climeon’s C3 technology and products are based on continual technical development and refinement. It is extremely important for the
Company’s products, software and other technical solutions to be
developed so that their functionality meets the requirements and
wishes of the customers and the market.
The Company invests capital in product development in order to
adapt the Company’s products to a commercial environment that
can secure its revenue flow; this will also take place after the date of
the Prospectus. However, product development and its associated
operations are complex, particularly in the Company’s industry, and it
is difficult to predict the time and financial consequences of individual investments. There is a risk that planned product development
will require more time and money than the Company had anticipated
or that the Company’s products cannot be adapted to a commercial
environment, which could have a significant negative impact on the
Company’s operations, financial position or earnings. In addition
there is a risk that future developments in technology that Climeon
carries out, for example in collaboration with some of the Company’s
component suppliers, will not be able to be used without delays,
start-up difficulties or disruptions to operations, or that these developments will not be successful and accepted by customers and the
market. There is a risk that the results of current collaboration initiatives and investments, or future investments in products or technologies, will not meet the expectations and assumptions made by the
Company. If these risks were to materialize, this could result in
delays to deliveries, which in turn could make the Company liable, for
contractual reasons or otherwise. The current or future development
of products or technologies may prove to have hidden faults, whose
consequences may only come to light further down the line. Were
any of these risks to materialize, this could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and
earnings.
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mitments amount to SEK 16.1 million and SEK 20.8 million respectively. The Company has also financed its operations using interestbearing shareholder loans. These interest-bearing loans normally
accrue interest of approximately 5.5–7.5 percent. There is a risk that
the Company will not have enough revenue in the future to finance its
operations and will be forced to seek additional external financing in
order to continue to grow its operations at the rate planned by the
Company. This financing could come from existing shareholders, or
from third parties through public or private financing alternatives. In
addition, market conditions, the general availability of credit, the
Company’s credit rating as well as uncertainty and/or disruptions on
the capital and credit markets could affect the opportunities for
financing and its availability. As the Company is still relatively young
and does not yet have stable revenue flows, agreements for loans
and other kinds of financing would need to be concluded on terms
that are worse than for other companies with stronger revenue
flows. There is a risk that new capital might not be able to be raised
when it is required, that new capital will not be able to be raised on
terms that are acceptable to the Company, that new capital can only
be raised on worse terms than for other financially stronger companies, or that the capital raised is not enough to finance the operations
in accordance with the Company’s development plans and objectives. This could result in the Company’s position on the market
weakening compared to the Company’s competitors. Were any of
the risks stated above to materialize, this could have a significant
negative impact on Climeon’s operations, financial position and
earnings.

Competition

It is the assessment of the Company that its current working capital
is not adequate for the Company’s actual needs over the next 12
months. Based on its current business plan and the investments that
the Company intends to make, the Company estimates a need for
working capital over the next 12-month period of approximately SEK
100 million. The need for working capital for the next 12 months is
expected to be met through the new share issue as part of this Offering, which is expected to provide the Company with SEK 200–230
million before transaction costs. Were the Offering not to be pursued
and the Company were not able to generate additional income, the
Company would be forced to seek alternative financing or postpone
existing projects, and implement cost-cutting measures, which
would have a negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
Since the Company started conducting business, the Company
has carried out several measures to raise capital in order to expand
its operations and strengthen the Company’s cash. For instance, the

As of the date of the Prospectus, there are a number of known competitors to Climeon on both existing and new markets, who are developing and offering similar technology to the technology supplied and
developed by the Company. There may also be other competitors or
technology development projects that aim to meet the same needs
as the Company and that are as of the date of the Prospectus
unknown to the Company. Based on the development potential of
the technology that the Company is offering and developing, there is
a risk that other companies intend to establish themselves on the
same markets as the Company. There is a risk that competitors, both
known and unknown, are developing more effective systems and
technologies for products that are similar to those being developed
and offered by the Company. In the future, Climeon may also face
competition from other major, well-established and financially
strong companies who may acquire, invest in or establish joint ventures with other companies or competitors who have similar or competing technologies and products to the Company and who may
adopt an aggressive price strategy to capture early market shares. If
the Company’s competitors develop more effective systems and
technologies, or if its competitors decide to work together, through
acquisitions, joint ventures or investments, this could result in
increased price pressure, lower profit margins, increased R&D costs,
and/or increased marketing and sales costs. There is also a risk that

Company has applied for and received loans from, for example, ALMI
Företagspartner (“ALMI”) and loan commitments from Collector
Bank and ALMI. As of 30 June 2017, Climeon’s loans and loan com-

Climeon’s existing and future potential customers could themselves
develop technology and solutions that partly or fully resolve the
same problems that Climeon’s products resolve, which would reduce

Future capital needs
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the need for the Company’s offer. Were any of these events to materialize, there is a risk that the Company’s position in the market could
weaken, which could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position or earnings.

The Company’s markets are characterized by high entry
barriers
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company focuses its operations on four main segments: maritime, cement and steel, genset
(generators), and geothermal. Entry into these markets generally
requires the Company to respect and/or obtain permits from authorities or other administrative bodies. For example, the Company’s
operations in the marine segment are subject to high entry barriers,
due to special requirements that must be met and permits that must
be obtained before Climeon’s products can be installed on ships.
This means that the Company must test and determine at any given
time whether its products and operations are designed in accordance with public and private regulations, granted permits and authorisations. There is a risk that the Company cannot design its products
in accordance with applicable regulations, uphold its existing permits and authorisations or obtain such permits and authorisations
at all, which could result in the Company not being able to penetrate
the markets that the Company intends to approach. In addition,
many of the Company’s customers run operations that are specially
regulated or have products or substances that are sensitive to external impacts. This is particularly true in the steel and petroleum industry, where the Company’s products have to be designed and adapted
so as not to affect its customers’ existing systems and facilities.
These customers are extremely careful when choosing their suppliers and often require the Company to prove that its products do not
risk having any impact on their existing systems and facilities; this
means that the time between the initial customer contact and the
installation of Climeon’s products can be very long. Requirements
from customers can therefore differ widely and there is a risk that
Climeon’s products might not meet its customers’ requirements. If
the Company is not able to design its products in accordance with
applicable requirements, both from customers and from administrative and public bodies, this could result in a delay to the Company’s
penetration of this market, which could have a significant negative
impact on Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings.

Climeon needs to obtain and uphold permits, certifications
and authorisations
Climeon’s products are intended to be sold globally. This means that
the Company will operate in different jurisdictions, some of whom
set requirements for regulatory permits, certifications, authorisations or requirements from government authorities or other administrative bodies, and it is the Company’s intention to apply for and
obtain the relevant permits and authorisations that are required in
accordance with agreements or to carry out its operations. The
requirements placed on products used in the marine industry are
particularly strict, with the Company’s products having to meet a
number of strict safety requirements, for example, in order to have
the Company’s products installed on ships. The Company also
needs to obtain special certifications for marketing and sales in
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Asia, in particular Japan, and the United States. This means that
marketing and sales in different jurisdictions are and will remain
dependent on the Company receiving relevant permits, certifications
and authorisations, or that registration may be required at state or
administrative bodies (for example in the Lloyd’s Register for the
maritime industry) in countries where this is required. Further,
Climeon may need to obtain other national or local permits when
Climeon’s products are to be installed in and around land and other
heat sources, such as in the geothermal segment. There is a risk that
the Company will not be granted the necessary permits, certifications, authorisations or registrations. In addition, there is a risk that
legislation or other public or private regulations or standards may
change, which could result in the Company losing a permit that it has
already been granted, or no longer meeting the requirements of the
relevant authorities or administrative bodies. This is particularly true
for the Company’s operations in Asia, where various requirements
are often placed on different companies and products, or where regulations and standards are changed at short notice. The Company
may therefore need to make extensive adaptations to its operations
and products in order to address the changes in requirements and
standards, which could result in higher costs and lower margins.
Were any of these events to occur, there is a risk that they could have
a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial
position or earnings.
The Company’s products and operations also include processes
for handling substances and chemicals which, either individually or
together, could be flammable. The Company has therefore applied for,
and received, a permit to handle flammable substances. This permit is
valid until the end of 2026 and means that the Company has to store
certain flammable substances in a specific way. If the Company loses
its current permits or does not have them renewed, the Company may
need to outsource production and development to a third party, which
could result in higher costs and could have a negative impact on the
Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.

Climeon is exposed to risks related to production
disruptions
Climeon’s products are currently produced by external parties in
Sweden. There is a risk that the agreements with external parties
which are important for the production of Climeon’s products could
end or be terminated, which could result in delays or non-deliveries
of Climeon’s products. There is also a risk of other incidents taking
place, for example local strikes, factory fires, natural catastrophes or
other incidents that could disrupt production or result in delays or
non-deliveries of Climeon’s products. These external parties do not
work exclusively with Climeon’s products, which means that they
could be affected by capacity restrictions if their other customers
substantially increase their orders. In addition, Climeon’s products
may need to be modified to fit into the systems and processes of its
production parties. This could result in delays in customer deliveries
and have a negative impact on customer relations. These delays
could also make it more difficult for Climeon to win deals and
develop new customer relations. Were any of these risks to materialise, this could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s
reputation, operations, financial position and earnings.
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Risks associated with protracted sales processes and entry
barriers
Climeon’s products were introduced to the market in 2015 and the
Company intends to invest great resources into the intensification of
marketing and commercialisation processes in order to penetrate
specific markets and market segments. However, many of the Company’s markets are characterised by high entry barriers as a result of
public or private regulations or standards, strict product requirements
or obligations and other contractual obligations, which means that the
introduction of the Company’s products on some markets is preceded
by long sales processes in order to attract new customers and in some
cases to adapt its products. Climeon is of the opinion that it will take
time before the Company’s products have achieved a high degree of
market acceptance in specific segments. This is due to the high
degree of caution associated with investment in new technology, and
the time and resources needed to cultivate new customers because of
the care they take in evaluating new technology. Any orders that are
postponed or placed earlier can have a significant impact on the Company’s net turnover and earnings and can also strain the Company’s
liquidity. Thus, there can be large fluctuation in the Company’s net
turnover and earnings between quarters, due in part to factors outside
the control of the Company. Climeon is affected, for example, by the
purchasing ability of its customers, which is in turn affected by budget
years and suitable times for installing the Company’s products (for
example a planned stay in dry dock or other planned stoppages).
Climeon’s development depends on the continued growth of the market for the Company’s products, and any delay in market penetration
could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
In addition, long lead times and sales processes are a particular
feature of the Company’s geothermal market, where an organisation,
normally a major energy company or another private company, but
also an individual state, could make a decision on investments in
geothermal energy before the Company can start its sales process.
This is because extracting geothermal energy is very expensive and
is often closely connected to political decisions and investments. If
investments in geothermal energy decrease, are suspended, take
time or are canceled, there is a risk that the Company’s sales in this
market will fall, resulting in less revenue and higher storage costs,
and this will have a negative impact on the Company’s operations,
financial position and earnings.

Risks associated to agreements concerning geothermal
energy extraction on Iceland
In August, Climeon entered into an agreement with the Icelandic
company CP Energy Holding ehf. (“CP Energy”) concerning the sale
of 100 Heat Power modules. The order includes a pilot installation of
seven modules (phase 1) and expansion on several facilities which
comprises 93 modules (phase 2). The initiation and implementation
of phase 1 is conditional upon the fulfillment of a number of conditions, such as obtaining regulatory permits and concluding agreements with certain third parties. There is a risk that Climeon will not
obtain all necessary permits or that permits are not given to the
extent that Climeon assumed in advance. Furthermore, there is a risk
that Climeon will not successfully conclude agreements with the
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third parties required to initiate phase 1 or that agreements can only
be concluded on terms that are not commercially acceptable to
Climeon. Compliance with the necessary prerequisites for the initiation and implementation of phase 1 may be absent, delayed or
become more time consuming or costly than Climeon has assumed.
If these risks are to materialize, it can have a material adverse effect
on Climeon’s business, financial position and earnings.

The Company’s market is global and there is a risk of its
products being damaged during transport
The segments that the Company is targeting are not geographically
limited and the Company has delivered and will continue to deliver
its products both nationally and internationally. Climeon’s products
are produced in Sweden and are subsequently transported by ship
and/or truck to the customer. There is a risk that these methods of
transport could be delayed or that they could be affected by incidents that either completely or partly destroy or damage Climeon’s
products, including shipwrecks, loads spilling overboard, collisions
or severe weather. There is a risk that the damage caused to Climeon
might not be covered by existing transport insurance or that it may
only be partially covered. Were any of these incidents to occur, the
project in question may be delayed. If Climeon’s products are damaged during transport, it could have a significant negative impact on
the Company’s reputation, customer relations, operations, financial
position and earnings.

Climeon is dependent on certain suppliers and production
facilities
The end product that Climeon delivers to its customers comprises
many different components, instruments and systems that are provided by the Company’s suppliers. The supply of these components
to the market may be limited and other suppliers that the Company
does not currently use may have terms and conditions or prices that
are not acceptable to the Company. In addition, certain products and
components may be specifically adapted to Climeon’s wishes and
Climeon’s Heat Power System. For example, Climeon has worked
with the German turbine supplier Deprag Schulz to refine and
develop the turbine that runs the Heat Power System. In addition, the
Company uses Alfa Laval as a supplier of heat exchangers, while
Mastec Components AB (“Mastec”) runs the production facility that
is earmarked to handle the majority of the Company’s overall production. Climeon also uses an additional production facility that is run by
Svensk Licenssvetsning AB (“SLS”), which is mostly used if products
need to be adjusted or adapted based on specific wishes and
requirements. Were any of the Company’s production facilities or
suppliers to stop their production or their deliveries to the Company,
for example as a result of bankruptcy, liquidation, insolvency, strike
or any other reason, there is a risk that the Company would not be
able to replace them with other similar producers and suppliers at
short notice, if at all. This could result in the Company being liable to
customers for delays or non-deliveries, which could have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s reputation, operations, financial
position and earnings.
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Disruptions to Climeon’s IT system could have a negative
impact on the Company’s operations

A risk of design faults and quality defects as a result of
Climeon’s standardised production method for machinery

The Company’s ability to handle its operations in an effective and
secure manner depends on the reliability, functionality, maintenance,
operation and continued development of the Company’s IT system.
The Company’s IT system is exposed to risks including computer
viruses, sabotage, employee manipulation, intrusion and harmful
attacks, both internal and external, as well as human error. There is
also a risk that the Company’s back-up system may not work. The
Company’s product offer also includes the Company’s proprietary
alarm and monitoring system Climeon Live™. Climeon Live™ comprises two parts: a control system for the daily operation of Climeon’s Heat Power System, and the monitoring of data collection using
cloud-based services. There is a risk that disruptions to or other
problems with Climeon Live™, the Company’s IT system and website,
could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings, depending on the length,
scope and severity of the disruption.

Climeon’s Heat Power System has been in commercial operation
since 2015 and the Company intends to increase its rate of production from now on. The systems are manufactured using a standardised method and selected materials. There is a risk that any design
faults and/or quality defects that could occur could affect a few to
several systems. There is a risk that the long-term use of Climeon’s
products could result in design faults and/or quality defects coming
to light that are unknown to the Company as of the date of the Prospectus. Were design faults and/or quality defects to occur, this
could have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s reputation,
financial position and earnings.

Climeon operates in global markets, exposing it to local
business risks in many countries
Climeon operates in global markets and will or may deliver products,
open production facilities or sales offices, and hire distributors in
many different countries throughout the world. This means that
Climeon may need to employ staff or hire consultants or other intermediaries or agents for whom Climeon will be responsible. Some of
the countries in which the Company is active, or in the future may be
active in, is characterized, more than in Sweden, by risks relating to
corruption or other local business risk which, as of the date of the
Prospectus, are unfamiliar or unknown to the Company. Expanding
geographically to jurisdictions whose business risks differ from
Sweden requires Climeon’s Board of Directors and management
team to prepare and decide on governance processes and decisionmaking procedures to limit the risk of local business risks, including
corruption and other forms of dishonest behavior, which could damage Climeon’s reputation and result in fines, penalties and/or criminal liability. There is a risk that the Company might fail to adopt adequate procedures in time, if at all, and were the risks stated above to
materialize, this could have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s standing, reputation, operations, financial position and earnings.
There is also a risk that certain political decisions in a local market could prevent or delay Climeon’s ability to operate in the market.
In addition, local disputes between authorities and other businesses
in a local market could delay or prevent Climeon’s continued operations in the local market. For example, there is a risk in Japan that the
use of geothermal energy could be delayed or prevented if the general public opposes drilling when the sources are located in certain
protected areas. If political decisions or other decisions outside the
control of the Company are made in a local market that prevent or
delay Climeon’s establishment or existing operations, this could
have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s operations, financial
position and earnings.
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Increased consumer demands and political decisions contributes to high rate of technical evolution in the environmental sector
The markets in which Climeon is active are currently characterized
by a propensity to streamline operations and to switch to more environmentally sound technical solutions. This is due, among other
things, to increased consumer demand for environmentally aware
and energy efficient products and manufacturing processes, and
due to increased competition. In addition to this, political decisions
and international agreements, both domestic and international, can
change the market conditions for Climeon and its customers. For
example, the Paris Agreement came into force in 2016. This agreement means that the countries that have ratified it will continually
adopt national action plans in order to reduce their levels of greenhouse gas emissions. Political decisions also include, for example,
changes in legislation as well as authorities applying a stricter application of existing laws and regulations at both land and sea, in countries where Climeon operates. For example, both actual and expected
changes in taxation and subsidies of electricity prices, actual and
changed interest rate levels, changed regulations for electricity production, and a change in influence for classification organisations
could affect the demand for the Company’s products. Hence, the
Company must effectively predict the development of environmental
technologies, market demand, consumer expectations and other
market trends and develop and adapt its products accordingly. There
is a risk that the Company’s current or future assumptions regarding
the development of environmental technologies, market demand,
consumer expectations and other market trends are or will be incorrect or misleading. Furthermore, there is a risk that the Company’s
competitors develop new environmental technologies, adapt their
products to prevailing consumer expectations and market trends
more effectively; or make more accurate assumptions regarding the
development of environmental technologies. If Climeon fails to
develop its products as its markets evolves as a result of consumer
expectations or political decisions, or if the Company’s competitors
develop new technology, there is a risk that it will have a significant
negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and
earnings.
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Changes in oil and energy prices
In the future Climeon’s profitability from the sales of its products, in
particular in the marine segment and the steel and cement segment,
will be dependent, for example, on the price development of its raw
materials, fuel and electricity, which is affected by a number of external factors that are outside the Company’s control. A low oil price
could be expected to reduce the price of electricity, while a high oil
price could in turn be expected to result in the price of electricity rising. In the marine segment, the Company is partly dependent on the
price of oil, and if the oil price remains low in the long term, it could be
expected to reduce the growth rate in the Company’s customer market in the maritime segment. The development in the price of oil is
affected, for example, by market fluctuations, government regulations, the proximity to and capacity of oil pipelines, equipment, characteristics of the oil reserves, as well as financial and political developments. In addition, over the past decade, there has been high volatility in the oil market and the price of oil. For land-based customers,
for example in steel and cement, the price of electricity plays an
important role in their purchasing decisions. If the customers’ electricity prices are low, they will be much less likely to buy Climeon’s
systems, which could have a significant negative impact on the
Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
The Company is also affected by the price development in the
steel industry. At the moment, the steel industry is characterized by
falling steel prices, particularly as a result of the increased Chinese
presence in the steel market, which could be expected to result in the
Company’s customers and potential customers in this segment allocating less capital for investments in energy technology. A low steel
price in the long term or an extremely volatile steel price therefore
affects the general willingness of Climeon’s current and potential
customers to invest in this segment. Climeon must also take into
account the price development of other energy prices in the market,
as low energy prices could reduce its customers’ needs and willingness to invest in Climeon’s products.
An extensive and prolonged fall in prices in relation to average historic oil, steel and energy prices could result in lower sales of the Company’s products, which in turn could have a significant negative impact
on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.

Climeon is dependent on intellectual property rights and
the Company’s ability to protect them may be insufficient
Climeon’s operations and business strategy are tied to the Company’s products and technology. Climeon relies on a combination of
patent and trade mark laws, trade secrets, confidentiality procedures
and contractual provisions to protect the Company’s intellectual
property. As of the date of the Prospectus Climeon holds one granted
patent and have pending patent applications in six patent families.
There is a risk that the Company will not be able to obtain patent
protection for key components of its technology or that the Company will not obtain or uphold patents in key jurisdictions, such as
Japan or within the EU. There is a further risk that new products or
technologies developed by Climeon are not patentable, that issued
patents will not be able to provide the Company with the competitive
advantages it expected, that the patents will be nullified or canceled
by third parties, that the time required to obtain issued patents may
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be longer than the lifetime of the technology, or that the patents of
others will impair the Company’s ability to develop and conduct its
business. If the Company’s competitors develop new technologies
or innovations, there is also a risk that the Company’s intellectual
properties rights may be replaced or circumvented.
In addition, government authorities may not approve trade mark
applications filed by the Company, and even if the applications are
approved, external parties may seek to oppose or challenge these
registrations. There is a risk that the Company cannot uphold or
renew these rights or that other innovations developed by the Company in the future may not receive adequate protection. Furthermore,
there is risk that the Company may infringe or could be seen as
infringing a third party’s intellectual property rights, or that a third
party may infringe or could be seen as infringing the Company’s intellectual property rights. This could result in the Company having to
defend itself against alleged infringements or defend its intellectual
property rights. There is a risk that Climeon’s measures to protect the
Company’s intellectual property rights may be inadequate and that
other players will unduly try to plagiarize or gain access to and use
the Company’s technology. Monitoring the unauthorized use of technology is complicated and expensive, and the result of any legal
action is uncertain. There is also a risk that the Company’s competitors, in an attempt to capture early market shares or to prevent the
Company from taking market shares, may claim that the Company is
infringing the competitors’ intellectual property rights, which could
be time-consuming and costly, irrespective of whether the claim is
justified or not.
In addition to Climeon’s existing intellectual property protection,
the Company also relies on Freedom to Operate analyses. There is a
risk that the Company’s searches on existing rights, both before and
after the Company starts or progresses with a research or development program for a specific technology, method or product, will not
reveal all of the relevant rights that are held by a third party with relation to this kind of technology, method or product. As a result of this,
the Company’s competitors may have obtained or will obtain in the
future patents or other intellectual property protection for technologies, methods or products that resemble or compete with the Company’s.
There is a risk that the Company’s measures to protect the Company’s intellectual property rights and to maintain secrecy around its
trade secrets and confidential information will be insufficient to prevent others from obtaining such rights or information. Were any of
the risks stated above to materialize, this could have a significant,
negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position or
earnings.

Dependence on key personnel
Climeon operates in a high-tech market, where the expertise and
competence of key personnel and other staff in energy technology
play an important role for the Company’s operations and continued
development. This means that the Company is dependent on retaining these persons within the Company. If the Company expands its
operations, it will also need to attract employees with experience,
competence and/or expertise. If one or more key personnel or other
personnel with specialist expertise decide to resign or significantly
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change their involvement at the Company, and the Company, where
appropriate, cannot replace them with personnel with the corresponding experience, competence or expertise, there is a risk that
this could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position or earnings.

Climeon’s insurance cover may prove inadequate to protect
the Company against all of its obligations in its operations
Climeon has taken out insurance that covers its core operations
from losses and/or potential liability from claims from third parties.
The risks that are covered are property damage, operational stoppages, remuneration and benefits to employees, employment and
product liability, and product recalls. In addition, Climeon has taken
out liability insurance for the Board and the CEO. There are certain
kinds of losses that are generally not covered by insurance, as these
kinds of losses are not considered to be insurable. For example, this
could include damage caused by war or terrorism, and employment
liability or personal liability where there has been negligence, intent
or a criminal act.
There are also losses that are expressly exempted from or not
covered by the Company’s existing insurance for some reason. Most
of Climeon’s insurance is limited (insured amounts) to specific maximum amounts per damage or series of damage or a total amount
over a specific insurance period. Compensation is also generally
dependent on the insured party paying the surplus or excess, and
that the maximum amount has not already been paid out during the
insurance period. If a loss is not covered by insurance, exceeds the
limit or causes consequential losses, this could have a significant
negative impact on the Company’s reputation, operations, financial
position and earnings.

Ability to handle growth
Climeon is in a growth stage, which places high demands on the
Company’s management and the Company’s operational and financial infrastructure. The Company intends to grow substantially, placing further demands on the design and implementation of planning
and management processes in its operations. The Company will, for
instance, develop its sales, delivery and service organisations in the
coming years.
As of the date of the Prospectus, the Company runs its operational activities in Sweden, where product development and production also take place. However, the Company already has international
customers and the potential end user market for Climeon’s products
is global. In the future, the Company may therefore need to expand
its operations as part of its future growth plans to jurisdictions that
the Company has not had any previous contact with or experience
of. The expansion and sales to new markets always come with
uncertainties and risks, such as greater product liability if there are
any faults or defects with Climeon’s products, greater environmental
responsibilities and/or stricter requirements from authorities and
other public bodies. The Company must take these risks into consideration particularly when designing planning and management processes, and there is a risk that the Company will not be able to take
into account every relevant risk associated with the expansion to
existing and new markets and jurisdictions. As part of its future
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expansion, the Company will also need to recruit staff who meet specific competence requirements in terms of, for example, product
development, sales and marketing, and there is a risk that the Company may not be able to recruit the right competence, which could
result in the Company’s growth rate falling or coming to a complete
stop. This development would also result in higher costs or costs
that do not give the Company any benefit whatsoever.
If the processes stated above are not designed in a complete and
adequate way, are not in place well in advance of the Company deciding to expand its operations, or if the governance, planning and management processes cannot be adapted to the market development
or handle the risks associated with expansion to new markets or
jurisdictions, this could have a significant negative impact on the
Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.

Currency risk
As of the date of the Prospectus, Climeon’s currency risk comprises
a transaction risk. Transaction risk is the risk that the Company’s
earnings and cash flows will be affected by the value of cash flows in
foreign currencies changing due to fluctuations in exchange rates.
Climeon’s accounting currency is SEK and the Company normally
has an inflow of SEK and EUR, as well as a net outflow of SEK, EUR,
USD and GBP. The Company is therefore affected by changes in
these exchange rates as regards operational transaction exposure.
This risk is not hedged as of the date of this Prospectus. A negative
impact on the operational transaction exposure could have a significant negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and earnings.
The table below sets out the nominal net amounts of the crucial
flows that give rise to transaction exposure and are based on the
Company’s payment flows in the key currencies and are presented in
SEK thousand:
Currency

12/31/2016

12/31/2015
-88

EUR

-3,383

USD

-424

-18

GBP

-458

-38

Interest risk
Climeon is exposed to interest rate risk, primarily because the Company’s financial assets and liabilities are affected by changing market rates. The Company has applied for and received, and may apply
in the future for loans from third parties. The Company has previously applied for and received loans and loan commitments from,
among others, the Swedish Energy Agency, ALMI Företagspartner
and Collector Bank amounting to SEK 16.1 million and SEK 20.8 million respectively. The loans have an interest rate that is normally
around 5.5–7.5 percent. Interest rates, and the Company’s ability to
negotiate interest rates, are affected by many factors, some of which
are outside the Company’s control. The Company must therefore
take into account in particular the risk of having to raise capital
through loans at interest rates that are higher than what the Company’s competitors or other stronger, capitalised companies can
obtain, particularly bearing in mind the Company’s relatively short
life and the fact that the Company does not have stable revenue
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flows yet. Interest rates may also be raised, for instance, as a result
of the development of monetary policy both nationally and internationally, as well as other actions or events at a national or international level. High or raised interest rates could therefore have a negative impact on the Company’s operations, financial position or earnings.
Some of the Company’s existing loan agreements also have
terms and conditions that give the lender special rights if the Company does not meet specific financial key ratios stipulated in the
agreement (financial covenants). For example, the Company has
undertaken to have a minimum equity ratio of 10 percent in its loan
agreements with Collector Bank. If Climeon does not meet these
financial key ratios, both current and future ratios, there is a risk that
the Company may have to pay off its loans direct, more quickly and at
a higher interest rate. This would result in higher costs and would
potentially take capital away that had been allocated for other purposes, which could have a negative impact on Climeon’s operations,
financial position and earnings.

Credit risk
A credit risk or counterparty risk is the risk of a counterparty in a
financial transaction not meeting its obligations on the due date.
Climeon’s credit risk covers bank deposits, financial investments
and accounts receivable. The main financial risk in the Company is
the credit risk in outstanding accounts receivable and the fact that
the Company collaborates with financial players in its sales abroad,
including the Swedish Export Credit Agency and private credit insurers. The general credit risk that the Company is exposed to is particularly accentuated by the fact that the Company is dependent on a few
customer agreements as of the date of the Prospectus. If the Company fails to handle the Company’s credit control before credit is
given, or if the Company’s existing counterparties do not, or only
partly, fulfill their obligations pursuant to the agreements, this could
have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s operations, financial
position and earnings.

Tax
Climeon runs and has been running its business in accordance with
the Company’s interpretation of the tax legislation that applies at any
given time, requirements from relevant tax authorities, administrative practice, and where appropriate, tax agreements. There is a risk
that the Company’s interpretation of tax legislation (including valueadded tax rules), relevant tax authority requirements or administrative practice and/or tax agreements is incorrect, or that these rules
could be changed retrospectively, which could have a negative
impact on Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings.
Every year since it was formed until the date of the Prospectus,
the Company has reported losses. For the period covered by the historic financial information, the losses amounted to SEK -18,346 thousand for 2015 and SEK -35,590 thousand for 2016, while deferred tax
for accumulated tax losses amounted to SEK 13,333 thousand at the
end of 2016. This item has not been recognised as an asset in the
balance sheet. In the future the accumulated tax losses may reduce
any taxable profits that the Company makes and consequently
reduce the corporate tax payable on any future profit. Taxable losses

Risk factors

and their use are subject to extensive limitation rules. Climeon’s
opportunity to use the accumulated losses in the future, either fully
or partly, may also be affected by changes in relevant tax legislation.
If the tax losses cannot be used to reduce tax on future profit, it
means that the Company’s tax expenses will be higher, which may
have a significant negative impact on Climeon’s financial position
and earnings.

Disputes
Climeon is a commercial company that operates in an international
market. From time to time the Company may become involved in
legal disputes or be the subject of claims, investigations or other
administrative procedures, which could result in Climeon having to
pay damages or stop some of its operations, or that the Board members and other employees in the Company may risk criminal sanctions. These procedures are generally time-consuming and expensive, disrupt day-to-day operations in the Company and their outcome is difficult to predict. Potential disputes may also take place
abroad and be settled pursuant to foreign substantive law. The outcome, duration and costs of these disputes are generally more
uncertain than disputes that take place in Sweden and are settled by
Swedish law. If the Company becomes involved in legal disputes or
becomes the subject of administrative procedures, investigations, or
claims from a third party, irrespective of whether these disputes take
place in Sweden or abroad, this could have a negative impact on
Climeon’s operations, financial position and earnings.

RISKS RELATED TO THE OFFERING AND THE COMPANY’S
SHARES
The risk of an illiquid market and volatile share price
Climeon’s shares have not previously been traded on an exchange. It
is therefore difficult to predict the level of trading and the level of
interest that the class B shares will receive. The price at which class
B shares are traded and the price at which investors can realise their
investment will be affected by a large number of factors, some of
which are specific to Climeon and its operations, while others are
general for listed companies.
The listing of Climeon’s shares on Nasdaq First North Premier
should not be interpreted as there being a liquid market for the class
B shares. There is also a risk that the price of the class B shares will
become highly volatile in conjunction with or after their listing. If
active and liquid trading does not succeed or remain stable, this
could make it difficult for shareholders to sell the class B shares.
There is also a risk that the market price could differ considerably
from the price of the class B share in the Offering. Were any of these
risks to materialise, this could have a significant negative impact on
the price of the share.
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The risk related to large shareholders and their influence
over the Company
As of the date of the Prospectus, Climeon’s share capital comprises
class A and class B shares that have different voting rights. A class A
share in the Company carries 10 votes at Climeon’s general meetings, while a class B share carries one vote. The class A share will not
be listed and is not covered by the Offering, and there are no plans to
list the class A share on any regulated or unregulated market place in
Sweden or abroad. As of the date of the Prospectus, Thomas Öström
and Joachim Karthäuser own all of the class A shares in the Company, and provided that the Offering is realised and that all of the
class B shares in the Offering are subscribed, Thomas Öström and
Joachim Karthäuser will control 83.6 percent of the votes in the
Company. If the Over-allotment Option is fully exercised, Thomas
Öström and Joachim Karthäuser will control 83.2 percent of the
votes in the Company. After the Offering is implemented, they will
therefore still have a controlling influence over the Company and will
be in a strong position to influence the matters that are referred to
the Company’s shareholders for approval, such as the selection of
Board members and any increases in share capital, decisions on dividends, mergers, consolidations or sales of all, or almost all, of Climeon’s assets. Thomas Öström and Joachim Karthäuser’s interests
could differ from the interests of Climeon or the class B shareholders, and they could therefore exert their influence over Climeon in a
way that is not in the interests of the class B shareholders or the
Company. Investors who intend to subscribe for class B shares in the
Offering must therefore be aware that their ability to exert any influence through their holdings of class B shares could in practice be
limited.

The risk of dilution in the event of new share issues and the
utilisation of warrants
Climeon may need additional capital to fund its operations. In addition, Climeon may need to make additional investments in new technology and may need to raise additional funds through an issue of
new shares, other equity-related debt instruments or convertible
debt instruments. There is a risk that additional financing will not be
available to the Company at acceptable terms when required, or will
not be available at all. The holdings of existing shareholders may be
diluted if the Company resolves to raise additional capital, for example by way of a new share issue, which could also affect the share
price. As of the date of the Prospectus the Company has 30,561 outstanding warrants. These are held by some of the Company’s board
members, senior executives, employees and current shareholders. If
individual holders or all holders of the warrants from one of the fourteen outstanding option programs choose to subscribe for new
shares in the Company in accordance with the respective conditions
for these warrants, there is a risk that the holdings of the other shareholders may be diluted, which could affect the price of the shares.
Were these risks to materialize, this could have a significantly negative impact on investors’ capital and/or the share price. Refer to section “Share capital and ownership structure – Convertibles, warrants,
etc.” for further information on the Company’s outstanding warrants.
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Future sales of existing shareholders
The price of the class B shares in Climeon may fall if extensive sales
of shares take place in the Company, particularly sales from Climeon’s Board members, senior executives and major shareholders, or
when a large number of shares is sold. The Board and senior executives in Climeon have together with existing shareholders holding
more than 20,000 shares before the Offering through lock-up agreements entered into in September 2017, vis-á-vis Pareto Securities,
undertaken during a certain period of time from the first day of trading in the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier,
with certain reservations, not to sell any shares without the written
consent of Pareto Securities (the “Lock-up period”). The Lock-up
period for the Board and senior executives is 360 days from the first
day of trading in the Company’s share and 180 days from the first day
of trading in the Company’s share for shareholders holding more
than 20,000 shares before the Offering. The undertaking covers both
class A and class B shares in the Company and also class B shares
subscribed to as part of the Offering. Approximately, a total of circa
80 percent of the total number of shares before the Offering are subject to lock-up agreements. However, Pareto Securities may grant
exceptions from the lock-up obligations, on a completely discretionary basis, or for personal or commercial reasons. Sales of a high
number of shares from the major shareholders or sales from Board
members or senior executives, irrespective of when these take place,
or the perception that these sales will take place, can have a negative
impact on the Company’s share price.

Risk of no dividend
The Company has not adopted a dividend policy and the Company’s
shareholders have not historically decided on giving any dividends.
Future dividends that may be paid by Climeon depend on a number
of factors such as future revenues, the financial position, cash flows,
the need for working capital, the cost of investment and other factors. Climeon may also lack adequate distributable earnings and
Climeon’s shareholders may not decide to pay dividends.

The subscription undertakings in the Offering are not
secured
Cornerstone Investors have, provided that certain conditions are met
and to the same price as for other investors, undertaken to acquire
shares in the Offering. The undertaking corresponds to around 7.5
percent of the total number of shares after completion of the Offering. Thus, the undertaking corresponds to around 43.5 percent of the
Offering. Cornerstone Investors are guaranteed allotment in accordance with their respective undertaking.
The subscription undertaking from Cornerstone Investors is not
secured through a bank guarantee, deposited funds, pledges or similar arrangements. There is therefore a risk that Cornerstone Investors will not be able to fulfill its obligations. In addition, Cornerstone
Investors’ undertakings depend on certain terms and conditions
being fulfilled, including the distribution requirement being met and
the Offering being carried out within a specific period of time. If any
of these conditions are not met, there is a risk that Cornerstone
Investors will not be bound by its undertaking and will decide not to
acquire or buy shares, which could have a significant negative
impact on the opportunities to implement the Offering.
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Shareholders in the USA or other countries outside Sweden
may be excluded from future cash issues
If the Company issues new shares in a cash issue, shareholders
have, as a general rule, preferential rights to subscribe for new shares
proportional to the number of shares held prior to the issue. However, shareholders in certain countries may be subject to limitations
that prevent them from participating in preferential rights issues or
that make participation difficult or limited. For example, shareholders in the United States may be prevented from subscribing for new
shares if the shares and the warrants are not registered in accordance with the Securities Act, or if there is no exemption from the registration requirements in the Securities Act. Shareholders in other
jurisdictions outside Sweden may be similarly affected if the warrants and the new shares being offered have not been registered
with, or approved by, the relevant authorities in these jurisdictions.
Climeon is under no obligation to file a registration statement under
the Securities Act or to seek similar approvals under the laws of any
other jurisdiction outside Sweden in respect of any warrants and
shares, and doing so in the future may be impractical and costly. To
the extent that Climeon’s shareholders in jurisdictions outside Sweden are not able to exercise their rights to subscribe for new shares
in any future preferential rights issues, their proportional interests in
the Company would be reduced.
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INVITATION TO ACQUIRE CLASS B SHARES IN CLIMEON
The Company has decided to diversify the shareholder base and conduct a capital raise in order to promote Climeon’s growth and continued
development. For these reasons, Climeon’s Board has applied for a listing of the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier.
Investors are invited, in accordance with the terms and conditions stated in the Prospectus, to subscribe for a maximum of 6,451,614
newly issued class B shares in Climeon, which will be issued with the authorisation given by the extraordinary general meeting held on 18 September 2017. In order to cover any potential over-allotment of the Offering, the Company has, at the request of the Global Coordinator, undertaken to issue no more than an additional 967,742 existing shares, equivalent to a maximum of 15 percent of the total number of class B
shares covered by the Offering (“Over-allotment Option”). The Over-allotment Option can be used wholly or partly during 30 calendar days
from the first day of trading in the Company’s class B-shares on Nasdaq First North Premier. The price of class B-shares in the Over-allotment
Option will be the same as the Offering price.
The Offering price has been set to SEK 31 by the Company’s Board in consultation with the Global Coordinator and is the same for institutional investors as for the general public. No brokerage commission is charged. The Offering price is based on a number of factors, including
discussions with Cornerstone Investors, a comparison with the market price of other comparable listed companies, an analysis of past transactions for companies within the same sector and development phase, the current market situation and estimates of the Company’s business opportunities and profit outlook. Based on the Offering price of SEK 31, the total value of the shares in the Company amounts to circa
SEK 1,100 million before the Offering. If the Offering is fully subscribed for and the Over-allotment Option is exercised in full, the value of the
Company’s shares will amount to circa SEK 1,330 million after the Offering. The Company has outstanding warrants entitling the holders to
subscribe for 3,056,100 class B shares in Climeon. If all warrants are exercised in full, the total number of shares in the Company amounts to
38,752,900, not including the shares in the Offering, which corresponds to an implicit value of the Company’s shares of around SEK 1,200 million, not including the shares being issued as a part of the Offering.
The Offering is expected to provide Climeon with proceeds before deductions for transaction costs of approximately SEK 200–230 million contingent on the extent to which the Over-allotment Option is used. The right to subscribe for the new shares shall, by way of derogation
from the shareholders preferential rights, belong to the general public in Sweden as well as institutional investors. The reasons for the deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights is to achieve a greater distribution of ownership in the Company and thereby create conditions
for good liquidity in the Company’s shares on Nasdaq First North Premier and to give the Company access to the Swedish and international
capital markets. In the event of full subscription of the Offering, but excluding the Over-allotment Option, the number of class B shares in
Climeon will increase by 6,451,614, from 21,446,800 to 27,898,414, which corresponds to a dilution of around 15.3 percent of the total number of shares and around 3.8 percent of the total number of voting rights in the Company after the Offering. In the event of full subscription of
the Offering, and if the Over-allotment option is used in its entirety, the Offering will compromise 7,419,356 class B-shares in Climeon, which
corresponds to a dilution of circa 17.2 percent of the total number of shares and circa 4.3 percent of the total number of voting rights in the
Company after the Offering.
Ålandsbanken AB, Fondbolag AB, LMK Venture Partners AB, Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning AB, Gullspång Invest AB and Blue AB have, as
Cornerstone Investors, committed to acquire 3,227,000 class B shares in the Offering, corresponding to circa SEK 100 million. If the Offering
is fully subscribed and the Over-allotment Option is exercised in its entirety, the commitments correspond to around 43.5 percent of the number of shares in the Offering, and around 7.5 and 1.9 percent respectively of the total number of shares and votes in the Company after the
completion of the Offering. In addition, the Company has received non-binding subscription undertakings from existing shareholders equivalent to circa SEK 99 million, corresponding to circa 43.2 percent of the total number of shares included in the Offering, provided that the Overallotment Option is exercised in its entirety. The subscription undertakings, binding as well as non-binding, amount to circa SEK 199 million,
equivalent to circa 86.7 percent of the Offering provided that the Over-allotment Option is exercised in its entirety.
The total value of the Offering amounts to SEK 200 million if the Over-allotment Option is not exercised and to SEK 230 million if the Overallotment Option is exercised in its entirety. Reference is also made to the content of the present Prospectus, established by the Board of
Climeon in respect of the Offering.

Kista, 22 September 2017
The Board
Climeon AB (publ)

1) Climeon's costs for the Offering are expected to amount to a maximum of SEK 12 million, see also under the section “Legal considerations and supplementary information — Costs in
connection with the Offering”.
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BACKGROUND AND REASONS
Climeon provides a technology that uses the energy in waste heat from industries and low-temperature geothermal heat to generate electricity. The Company received its first order in 2015 and has since then established a customer base consisting of Viking Line, Virgin Voyages/
Fincantieri, Maersk Line, CP Energy and SSAB, among others. It has now reached a stage where it has established its technology and its commercial marketability through repeat orders from leading players in a number of industries. The product is protected by patents and offers
market-leading performance within its areas of application. Climeon has also built a scalable organisation with a high production capacity
and an experienced management team primed for rapid growth.
Waste heat and geothermal energy (below 120 °C) jointly comprise a vast energy source that is largely untapped today due to limitations
of existing technologies. Climeon's product is the first waste heat recovery system which is able to utilise this previously unexploited source
of energy to efficiently produce electricity. The Company therefore has the opportunity to enter a new market with limited competition.
Climeon is currently focusing on four segments: maritime, steel and cement production, genset (generators) and geothermal energy.
In the coming years, Climeon will prioritise sales growth through the use of the Company's established and knowledgeable sales organisation. As of the date of the Prospectus, the Company has an order book of more than SEK 350 million, of which the majority will be produced
and delivered during 2018 and 2019. In addition, the Company has 48 active sales prospects in different parts of the sales process. The Company estimates that the potential order value of the pilot installations in these prospects amounts to approximately SEK 750 million, and that
their total order potential in the long term is short of SEK 27 billion. However, it should be noted that the order potential is relying on the fulfilment of certain terms and conditions, whereof many are beyond the control of the Company and are dependent on third party actions.
The purpose of the Offering is partly to finance the Company's continued growth until the Company reaches a positive cash flow from
operating activities, and partly to increase the profile and knowledge of Climeon internationally among customers as well as current and
potential partners. The Offering is expected to provide the Company with proceeds amounting to SEK 200–230 million before transaction
costs, contingent on the extent to which the Over-allotment Option is used. Approximately SEK 49 million will be used to expand the sales and
marketing organisation, in part through recruitment in Sweden but also locally in specific geographical areas or through external sales and
marketing partners, circa SEK 49 million is to be used for an expansion of the service and delivery organisation in order to serve a larger and
global customer base. In the near future internal personnel will be used to ensure customer operations. As Climeon’s customer base grows
the Company will use external service partners to a greater extent to maintain a capital-efficient organisation. Approximately SEK 40 million
of the proceeds of the issue will be used for product development. In the short-term the priority is to increase the reliability of the system and
reduce production costs; however, a number of easily implemented efficiency improvements are also planned for 2017. In addition to this the
Company is exploring new additional features for the existing system. Climeon’s system may also need market certification for certain geographical areas. Another circa SEK 40 million of the proceeds from the issue will be used to finance operating activities until the Company
has reached a positive cash flow, and the remaining SEK 10 million, will be used to repay short-term loans.
The Board is of the opinion that, to achieve the planned rate of growth and to reach a positive cash flow from operating activities, the existing working capital before the completion of the Offering is insufficient. The existing working capital is expected to last through November
2017. The Company’s need for working capital over the next twelve month period is estimated to amount to approximately SEK 100 million.
This need is expected to be met by the new share issue carried out as part of this Offering and the Company’s existing cash, which amounts
to SEK 23 million before the Offering.
Given the Company’s working capital need, the Board has decided to make the completion of the Offering and listing on Nasdaq First
North Premier contingent on the Offering yielding at least SEK 200 million before transaction costs. If this condition is not met the Offering
will be withdrawn and the subsequent listing on Nasdaq First North Premier will not take place.
Were the Offering not to be pursued the Company could revise the planned rate of growth by, for example, choose not to conduct such
extensive expansion of the sales organisation and service organisation, or seek alternative financing opportunities in the form of, for example, a rights issue; a directed new issue; or long-term loan financing from existing or new investors. The Board is of the opinion that all of these
solutions are feasible.
For further information, see the Prospectus in its entirety, which has been established by the Board of Climeon for the purpose of the Offering.
The Board of Climeon is responsible for the content of the Prospectus. It is hereby certified that the Board has taken all reasonable precautions
to ensure that the information contained in the Prospectus, as far as is known to the Board, is in accordance with the facts and contains no omissions likely to affect its meaning.

Kista, 22 September 2017
The Board
Climeon AB (publ)
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FROM THE CEO
The background to Climeon lies in the challenges humanity is facing
in relation to climate change. The world's energy demand is increasing at the same time as the use of fossil fuels has to be reduced.
Change begins with a vision of the future but is created by solutions
which are commercially viable. It is this combination that is the basis
for Climeon.
By analysing existing areas in the field of renewable energy, its
technologies and their profitability, we saw an opportunity to make
electricity from waste heat at low temperatures. More than half of all
the energy used in the world is lost as heat, there is therefore a great
untapped energy source. There are systems today that produce electricity from hot water above 120 °C, but the big commercial opportunity lies at temperatures below 120 °C — how do we capture this?
In reality, the task was more difficult than that: to create electricity
from hot water with significantly higher conversion efficiency than
done in the past and at the same time doing it at a low cost. After having spent thousands of hours exploring, testing, analysing and evaluating, we found a solution. This was 2011 and the feeling was as revolutionary then as it is today. Our solution is easy to understand — we
make clean electricity from hot water — and create a significant
opportunity to contribute to the energy transition of the world.
To reach this point, innovation and skills have been crucial and
within each area of competence, we have employed the best that we
could find on the market, creating an ecosystem of strong partners
and an investor network full of experience and commitment. Everyone shares our values.
The journey with our customers began with Viking Line in 2015
when we installed a Heat Power system on Viking Grace. This system generates clean electricity for the vessel with the help of the
heat from the engine's cooling water which otherwise would be lost
into the sea. The maritime industry's demand for payback time, efficiency and limited size resulted in a competitive product that is now
certified by the Lloyd's register. During 2016, this was followed by an
order for three full-scale vessel installations totaling 18 Heat Power
modules, from Richard Branson's Virgin Voyages and the world-leading shipyard Fincantieri. The fact that Viking Line, in 2017, ordered an
installation nine times larger than the installation at Viking Grace and
that Maersk Line ordered its first pilot installation gives us a strong
potential to become an established industry standard in the maritime segment.
Our sales work is focused on the segments and customers with
which we can work to our best advantage. In industry, SSAB was our
first customer in 2015 and has since expanded its installed system

two more times. During
2017, we have won our
first Japanese deal, which
was also the first in the
biomass sector, and on
the Indian steel market, a
leading steel producer
has commissioned a
prestudy examining how
Climeon's modules can
be connected into their
operations.
The fact that customers make money from
this waste heat from generators and industrial
processes is a big step
forward. The largest
quantity of unused hot water, however, is in the earth in the form of
geothermal energy. Geothermal heat is well known but the technology to efficiently make electricity from heat at easily reachable low
temperatures was previously lacking. The sun and wind are important sources of energy for the future but vary with the weather and
the time of day. In order to supplement this, a renewable baseload is
required, electricity generated without variations. With geothermal
energy, Climeon has the opportunity to become this missing piece of
the puzzle. In August 2017, CP Energy placed a conditional order in
order to utilise such geothermal energy in Iceland. The order is our
first within the geothermal segment and comprises a total of 100
modules (corresponding to circa EUR 30 million) divided into two
phases, the first of which will be delivered in 2018. Iceland has good
conditions for geothermal energy, but very low electricity prices. In
spite of the low electricity prices, we have managed to create an
attractive investment for CP Energy and at the same time give an
indication of the global potential of the geothermal segment. With
this, we have taken a great step toward finally creating a renewable
baseload.
With strong customers who have shown how Climeon is creating
profitable business and, at the same time, helping the planet, we are
looking for ways to upscale. The present capital raise and listing provide security to customers and the power to accelerate the Company
to the next level. It is an extremely exciting journey with a real opportunity to make a difference and to create something we can be proud of.

Kista, 22 September 2017
Thomas Öström
CEO of Climeon AB (publ)
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Terms and conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
THE OFFERING
The Offering comprises up to 6,451,614 newly issued shares offered
by the Company. The new shares in the Offering are being issued by
the Company with deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights.
The Offering is divided into two parts:

price for the shares in the Over-allotment Option will be the same as
the price in the Offering. The Offering price is the same for both institutional investors and the general public. No commission will be
charged.

(1) The Offering to the general public in Sweden1); and

OFFERING TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN SWEDEN

(2) The Offering to institutional investors in Sweden and internationally2).

Application

The outcome of the Offering is expected to be made public in a press
release on or about 11 October 2017.

OVER-ALLOTMENT OPTION
In order to cover any potential over-allotment, the Board has, at the
request of Pareto Securities, with the support of the extraordinary general meeting held on 18 September 2017, undertaken to issue no
more than an additional 967,742 new shares, equivalent to a maximum of 15 percent of the total number of shares covered by the Offering. The Over-allotment Option can be exercised completely or partly
during 30 calendar days from the first day of trading in the Company’s
shares on Nasdaq First North Premier. The price of shares in the Overallotment Option will be the same as the Offering price.

SHAREHOLDERS OF CLASS B SHARES IN CLIMEON AB
Owners of class B shares in Climeon on the record date 22 September 2017 (”Existing Shareholders”) (“the Record Date”) are welcome to apply for subscription of class B shares in the Offering, but
without preferential rights or guaranteed allocation. The Board,
however, intends to handle applications for subscription of class B
shares from Existing Shareholders fairly upon allotment. In order to
be considered an Existing Shareholder in the allotment process,
Existing Shareholders must fill out the application form with information about the number of shares they owned as well as on which
depository/securities account and at which bank/nominee they
were held at the Record Date. Please note that application forms
from Existing Shareholders must be submitted to Pareto Securities
directly, subscriptions cannot be made via nominees nor via
Avanza.

Application for the subscription of shares may be made during the
period 25 September 2017–9 October 2017.
Application for the subscription of shares shall comprise a minimum of 320 shares and a maximum of 32,250 shares4) in even lots of
ten shares.
Application for the subscription of shares can be made either (1)
via a specially issued application form to be submitted to Pareto
Securities, or (2) via Avanza's internet service for those who are custody account holders at Avanza. The applications must be submitted
to Pareto Securities or Avanza no later than 9 October 2017 at 5:00
p.m. The application is binding.
Late applications, incomplete or incorrectly filled out application
forms, may be disregarded. No additions or amendments may be
made to the printed text on the application form. Only one application per investor is allowed. If multiple applications are made, Pareto
Securities reserves the right to consider only the first received.
Investors who have a depository with specific rules for securities
transactions, such as the IPS depository, ISK depository or depository with endowment insurance, must check with their custodian
bank or nominee if and how they can acquire shares in the Offering.
The Company, in consultation with Pareto Securities, reserves the
right to extend the application period. Such an extension will be
made public in a press release before the end of the application
period.
Application to Pareto Securities via application form

The Offering price is set to SEK 31 per share. This has been set by the
Board in consultation with Pareto Securities and is based on a nego-

Anyone applying for a subscription of shares through Pareto Securities must have a securities account or securities depository at a
Swedish securities institution or a securities depository or investment savings account at Pareto Securities. If the one who applies
does not have any of these mentioned accounts, such account must
be opened before submitting the application form. Kindly note that
opening such account may take time. Should you have a depository
with specific rules for securities transactions, such as IPS depository, ISK depository or depository with endowment insurance, you
have to check with your depository or nominee if and how you can
subscribe for shares in the Offering.
Application for a subscription of shares shall be made via a special application form available on Climeon's website (climeon.com)

tiation between Cornerstone Investors, other institutional investors
who provided subscription undertakings and the Company3). The

and Pareto Securities' website (paretosec.com/corp/climeon). The
application form can also be obtained from Climeon's or Pareto

1) The general public is defined as private individuals and legal entities that apply for up to
32,250 shares.
2) Institutional investors are defined as private individuals and legal entities that apply for
32,250 or more shares.

3) See section “Legal considerations and supplementary information — Undertakings
from Cornerstone Investors”.
4) Institutional investors applying for the acquisition of 32,250 or more shares, must
contact Pareto Securities in accordance with the information specified in the section
“Terms and instructions — Offering to institutional investors”.

DISTRIBUTION OF SHARES
The distribution of shares in the respective part of the Offering will be
made on the basis of demand. The distribution will be decided by the
Board in consultation with Pareto Securities.

THE OFFERING PRICE
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Securities' offices. The applications must be submitted to Pareto
Securities no later than 9 October 2017 at 5:00 p.m. The applications
must be sent or submitted to:
Pareto Securities AB
Issuer Service/Climeon
Box 7415
103 91 Stockholm
Street address: Berzelii Park 9, Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 402 51 40
Fax: +46 8 402 51 41
Email: issueservice.se@paretosec.com
(scanned application form)
Application via Avanza
Custody account holders at Avanza can apply for the subscription of
shares via Avanza's Internet service from 25 September 2017 up
until 9 October 2017, 5:00 p.m. In order to retain the right to the
potential allotment, custody account holders at Avanza shall have
cash available in the depository from 9 October 2017, up to the settlement date, which is expected to be 13 October 2017. More information on the application procedure via Avanza can be found at
avanza.se.

Allotment
A decision regarding the allotment of shares will be made by the
Board in consultation with Pareto Securities, the goal being to
achieve a good institutional shareholder base and a broad distribution of the shares among the general public so as to facilitate regular
and liquid trading in the Company’s shares on Nasdaq First North
Premier. The allocation does not depend on when the application is
received during the application period. In the event of over-subscription, the allotment may be withheld or made with a smaller number
of shares than specified in the application, whereby the allotment
may be made wholly or in part by random selection. Applications
from Existing Shareholders, employees, business partners and other
parties related to Climeon and investors who are believed to be beneficial for the Company’s business, as well as some customers of
Pareto Securities may be given special consideration in the allotment. To be considered an Existing Shareholder in the allotment process, Existing Shareholders have to complete the application form in
accordance with specific instructions. Allotment may also be made
to employees at Pareto Securities and Avanza, without these being
prioritised. In such a case, the allotment is carried out in accordance
with the Swedish Securities Dealers Association’s rules and the regulations issued by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority.

Notification of allotment
Via Pareto Securities
Notification of allotment for those applying via application form to
Pareto Securities is expected to be made around 11 October 2017. A
contract note will be sent to those receiving an allotment in the Offering as soon as possible thereafter. Those not allotted shares do not
receive any notification.
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Via Avanza
Those applying via Avanza’s internet service receive notification of
allotment through establishment of a note at the specified depository, which is expected to be on or around 11 October 2017.

Payment
Via Pareto Securities
Full payment for allotted shares shall be made in cash to Pareto
Securities no later than 13 October 2017 in accordance with instructions on the issued contract note.
Via Avanza
For those who are custody account holders of Avanza, allotted
shares will be booked against the debiting of cash at the specified
depository no later than the settlement date of the on 13 October
2017. Note that funds for the payment of allotted shares must be
available in the depository from the final application date on 9 October 2017 through the settlement date of 13 October 2017
Inadequate or incorrect payment
If sufficient funds are not available in the bank account, securities
depository or investment savings account on the settlement date, or
if full payment is not made at the correct time, allotted shares can be
assigned or sold to another party. Should the sales price during such
a transfer be less than the Offering price according to the Offering,
the party originally allotted these shares may be responsible for the
difference.

OFFERING TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
Application
For institutional investors in Sweden and internationally the application period is 25 September 2017–10 October 2017. The application
shall be made to Pareto Securities in accordance with specific
instructions.
Climeon retains the right to reduce or extend the application
period for the institutional offering. Such a reduction or extension of
the application period will be publicised by the Company in the form
of a press release prior to the expiration of the application period.

Allotment
A decision regarding the allotment of shares will be made by Climeon’s Board in consultation with Pareto Securities, the goal being to
achieve a good institutional shareholder base and a broad distribution of the shares among the general public so as to facilitate regular
and liquid trading in the Company’s shares on Nasdaq First North
Premier. The allotment decision will be entirely discretionary and no
guarantee will be issued for the allotment. Existing Shareholders may
be given special consideration in the allotment process. To be considered an Existing Shareholder in the allotment process Existing
Shareholders have to, when submitting their order, provide Pareto
Securities with information regarding the number of shares they
owned at the Record Date as well as on which depository/securities
account and at which bank/nominee they were held at the Record
Date. Cornerstone Investors are guaranteed allotment in accordance
with their respective commitments.
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Payment

in cash to each lender. Accrued interest is paid in cash to the lender.
The remaining three shareholder loans amount to a total of SEK
2.7 million and are provided by board members, senior executives or
related parties to such individuals. These loans will for reasons due
to the Swedish Companies Act not be offset in the Offering. Instead,
these loans will be repaid in cash.

Full payment for allotted shares shall be made in cash against the
delivery of shares no later than 13 October 2017 in accordance with
instructions on the issued contract note.

LISTING OF THE SHARES ON NASDAQ FIRST NORTH
PREMIER

Institutional investors are expected to be notified about the allotment in a specific order on or around 11 October 2017 and the contract note is sent thereafter.

Inadequate or incorrect payment
Note that if full payment is not received within the prescribed time,
allotted shares may be assigned to another party. Should the sale
price during such a transfer be less than the Offering price according
to the Offering, the party originally allotted these shares may be
responsible for the difference.

REGISTRATION OF ALLOTTED AND PAID SHARES
For both institutional investors and the general public in Sweden, registration of allotted and paid shares with Euroclear Sweden is
expected to take place on or around 13 October 2017, after which
Euroclear Sweden will send a securities notice, indicating the number of shares in Climeon registered on the recipient’s securities
account/service account. Notification to shareholders whose
shares are nominee-registered takes place in accordance with the
respective nominee’s procedures.
Note that those who applied for the Offering (the “Subscribers”)
who are part of the general public paying for the allotted shares in
accordance with the instructions on the contract note to the specified bank account, i.e. have not specified a depository at Pareto
Securities, will not get subscribed shares in the designated securities account or securities depository until full payment has been
received by Pareto securities. This may depend on where, how, and
at what time of day the payment is made and may take two to three
business days from the payment date, which can affect the ability to
trade.

OFFSET OF SHAREHOLDER LOANS
The Company has entered into 13 loan agreements with existing
shareholders amounting to SEK 12.1 million. Ten of these loans, corresponding to SEK 9.4 million, may be partly offset against new class
B shares in the Offering. Set-off, if called upon, will be carried out
based on the same principles as other shareholders are alloted
shares in the Offering. Each loan carries an annual interest rate of 7.5
percent and matures on 30 December 2017.
According to the terms and conditions of the loans and in accordance with the extraordinary general meeting’s authorisation on 18
September 2017, each lender may call for repayment of loan by offset against new class B shares in the Company. In such case, the offset shall be effectuated to a subscription price and in accordance
with the terms and conditions applicable in the Offering. A call for
offset shall be made in writing to the Company no later than three
business days following the commencement of the offering period,
i.e. 28 September 2017 at the latest. If set-off is called upon, the
Company intends, in accordance with the principles set out above,
set-off the loan against class B shares and any surplus shall be paid

Climeon’s Board has applied for the listing of the Company’s shares
on Nasdaq First North Premier which is a multilateral trading facility
and which does not have the same legal status as a regulated market. Provided that Nasdaq Stockholm AB admits the Company’s
application, the first day of trading in the Company’s shares is
expected to occur around 13 October 2017. A condition of approval
is that the distribution requirements for the Company’s shares are
met at latest on the first day of trading. The Company’s class B
shares on Nasdaq First North Premier will be traded under the short
name (ticker) CLIME.

STABILISATION
In connection with the Offering, Pareto Securities may conduct transactions to support the share price or market price of the shares or
otherwise affect the price of shares for up to 30 calendar days from
the first day of trading of its shares on Nasdaq First North Premier
(stabilisation). Pareto Securities is not obliged to take such stabilisation measures, and such stabilisation measures, if they occur, may
be discontinued at any time without prior notice. See section “Legal
considerations and supplementary information — Stabilisation” for
more information.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE OUTCOME OF THE OFFERING
The final outcome of the Offering will be published in the form of a
press release which will also be available on the Company’s website,
climeon.com, on or about 11 October 2017.

DIVIDEND RIGHT
The shares offered in connection with the Offering carry the right to
dividend from the first dividend record date following the Offering. If
provided, dividends are paid on the basis of a decision taken at the
Annual General Meeting. Payment will be administered by Euroclear
Sweden or, for nominee-registered share ownership, in accordance
with the respective nominee’s procedures. For more information, see
section “Share capital and ownership structure — Right to dividends
and surpluses in the event of liquidation” and “Dividends policy”.

CONDITIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE OFFERING
The Company, in consultation with Pareto Securities, intends to
decide on the allotment of shares in the Offering on or around 10
October 2017 and contract notes are expected to be sent to investors who have been allotted shares on or around 11 October 2011.
Trading in Climeon’s shares on Nasdaq First North Premier is
expected to begin on or around 13 October 2017.
The Offering is conditional upon (i) that interest in the Offering
according to Pareto Securities is considered great enough for satisfactory trading in the share, (ii) that Nasdaq approves the Board’s
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application for a listing on Nasdaq First North Premier and (iii) that
no events take place that have such a negative impact on the Company that completing the Offering is considered unfeasible (“Significant Negative Events”). Such Significant Negative Events may, for
example, be economic, financial or political in nature and may relate
to Significant Negative Events in Sweden or abroad. When determining if the interest in the Offering is sufficient for a satisfactory trading in the Company’s shares, factors such as the number of received
applications and the aggregated amount applied for will be considered. This assessment is made on a completely discretionary basis
by Pareto Securities. The Offering may be cancelled if the conditions
described above are not met. In that case, neither delivery nor payment for shares will be completed in conjunction with the Offering. If
the Offering is cancelled it will be announced by way of a press
release no later than 13 October 2017 and received applications will
be disregarded and any payments will be refunded.
The Offering is contingent on yielding at least SEK 200 million
before transaction costs. If the interest in the Offering is not sufficient and this minimum requirement is not reached, the Offering will
be cancelled and the subsequent listing on Nasdaq First North
Premier will not take place.

INFORMATION ON HANDLING PERSONAL DATA
Anyone acquiring shares in the Offering will submit personal data to
Pareto Securities. Personal data submitted to Pareto Securities will
be processed in data systems to the extent required to provide services and manage customer arrangements. Personal data obtained
from sources other than the Subscriber may also be processed. The
personal data may also be processed in the data systems of companies or organisations with whom Pareto Securities cooperates.

OTHER INFORMATION
The fact that Pareto Securities acts as issuing agent does not imply
that Pareto Securities regards any party that applies for shares in
the Offering as a client of Pareto Securities in connection with the
Offering.
The fact that Pareto Securities receives and handles application
forms does not imply that Parteo Securities regards Subscribers in
the Offering as a client of Pareto Securities in connection with the
Offering. For the Offering, the Subscriber is only regarded as a client
of Pareto Securities if Pareto Securities has advised the Subscriber
about the Offering or has otherwise contacted the Subscriber individually about the Offering. The consequence of Pareto Securities not
regarding the Subscriber as a client for the Offering is that the rules
for protecting investors under the Securities Market Act (2007:528)
will not apply. Among other things, this means that neither client
classification nor suitability assessment will be applied in connection with the Offering. As a result, Subscribers are themselves
responsible for having adequate experience and knowledge to understand the risks associated with participation in the Offering.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
The information regarding market growth and market size as well as Climeon’s market position in relation to competitors as set out in the Prospectus constitute Climeon’s overall assessment and is based on both internal and
external sources. The sources upon which Climeon has based its assessment will be provided in the information.
In addition, Climeon has made several statements in the Prospectus regarding the industry and its own competitive position in the industry. These statements are based on the Company’s experience and own analysis
in relation to market conditions. Climeon cannot guarantee that any of these assumptions are accurate or that
they correctly reflect the Company’s market position in the industry. None of the Company’s internal analysis or
information have been verified by independent sources which might have estimates or opinions that deviate from
those of Climeon in regards to industry-related information. Market and business information might include estimates regarding future market development and other forward-looking information. Forward-looking information
does not entail any guarantees in relation to future results or developments, and the actual outcome may deviate
significantly from the statements found in the forward-looking information.
Information from third parties has been reproduced accurately, and to the extent that the Company is aware
and can ascertain by comparison with other information that has been published by such third parties, no information has been excluded in a manner that would render the shared information as incorrect or misleading.

INTRODUCTION TO CLIMEON’S MARKET

within the heat power segment has seen strong growth despite its
technological limitations, such as the Organic Rankine Cycle (“ORC”)
that utilises heat at temperatures between circa 120 and 300 °C.
Climeon’s Heat Power system, the Company’s main product,
improves the ORC technology by making it more efficient and cheaper
when converting heat energy into electricity. This makes it economically viable to generate electricity from low temperature heat (herein
defined as below 120 °C), which effectively forms a greenfield market3)
within a temperature segment where the majority of the Company’s
competitors have difficulties to compete efficiently.
The segments that Climeon is currently focusing on are low temperature geothermal energy as well as waste heat from maritime
transportation (ships), cement and steel manufacturing, and gensets (large engines, primarily for production of electricity). Within the
geothermal segment, Climeon can also utilise waste heat from existing high temperature geothermal power plants operating at temperatures exceeding 150 °C.

The renewable energy sector has grown rapidly over the last decade,
a development that is likely to continue as technology within the sector improves and political pressure increases. It is relevant to note
that this development does not depend on a subsidy advantage. In
fact fossil-fuel consumption received SEK 4.2 trillion1) in subsidies
globally in 2014, more than four times the value of subsidies to
renewable energy.2) There is a distinct division within the sector
between intermittent (non-continuous, fluctuating) and baseload
(continuous) energy sources, where wind and solar power are intermittent energy sources and hydropower, geothermal energy and biomass are baseload energy sources. Continuous baseload electricity,
independent of sun, wind and also precipitation, is needed to sustain
a stable electricity grid.
Climeon is active within a subdivision of the market for the baseload energy sources called heat power, which is comprised of waste
heat recovery and geothermal energy. Geothermal energy utilises
heat from within the earth as an energy source whereas waste heat
energy utilises heat that is generated as a byproduct in industrial processes, for example production of cement, steel and transportation.
Heat power has a vast potential and is today largely untapped due to
technological shortcomings. However, traditional technologies used

THE GLOBAL ENERGY DEMAND
The global energy consumption has more than tripled during the last
50 years, and over 80 percent of the added consumption was supplied by increased use of fossil fuels.4) The growth in energy con-
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Source: Bloomberg, New Energy Outlook, 2016.

1) Assuming a USD/SEK exchange rate of 8.5.
2) International Energy Agency, worldenergyoutlook.org, retrieved July 2017.

3) Sylvain Quoilin et. al., Techno-economic survey of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
systems, March 2013; Siemens, Waste Heat Recovery with Organic Rankine Cycle
Technology, 2014; GE Marine, Extra Power – With no additional fuel burned, September
2014.
4) BP, Statistical Review of World Energy 2017, June 2017.
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sumption has historically been highly correlated with global GDP
growth, increased standard of living and population growth, and it is
likely that the global energy consumption will continue to increase in
the future as more and more developing countries improve their
quality of life. The latest United Nations projections indicate that
world population will increase from 7.5 billion in 2017 to 10 billion
persons in the year 2056.5) In parallel, 2.4 billion persons are projected to go from lower incomes to middle class between 2015 and
2030, which will bring an associated increase in environmental
impact.6) To cope with this increased need for energy and electricity,
substantial growth in energy production is required while simultaneously shifting to renewable sources.
Renewable energy sources have seen considerable absolute and
relative growth during the last decade and are becoming a larger part
of the global energy supply mix. This trend is expected to continue
and accelerate with time. Circa 40–89 percent of the net increase in
capacity until 2040 is expected to come from renewable energy
sources.7, 8) The large range covered by the prognosis is due to the
fact that different sources of information give different estimates.
This will make renewables the largest source of electricity by
20409), surpassing coal and natural gas. Note that the chart to the
right does not fully correspond to the chart on the previous page as
the source of the information differ.
The development within the sector has been driven by a number
of factors10), where one of the most important ones is the technological advancements making renewable energy cheaper than conventional fossil fuel-based energy sources. Several renewable energy
technologies have achieved similar or lower unsubsidised levelized
cost of energy (‘‘LCOE’’)11) compared to conventional energy sources,
which is demonstrated in the graph below, which shows the regional
average U.S. LCOE for new technologies12). For more information on
the LCOE of Climeon’s Heat Power System, see section “Business
description – Levelised cost of energy (LCOE)”.
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5) United Nations, 2017 Revision of World Population Prospects, June 2017.
6) Brookings, An emerging middle class, February 2017.
7) Bloomberg, New Energy Outlook, 2016.
8) U.S. Energy Information Administration, International Energy Outlook, 2016.
9) U.S. Energy Information Administration, International Energy Outlook, 2016.
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10) See section “Trends and key drivers for an increased production of environmentally
friendly electricity”.
11) LCOE is an economic assessment of an energy generating system. It is calculated by
accounting for all of a system’s expected lifetime costs and dividing them by the
expected total energy output of the system.
12) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of
New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2017, April 2017.
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INTERMITTENT ENERGY SOURCES – THREE
FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES
While the growth of renewable energy technologies is a positive and
needed development in order to limit global emissions of CO2 certain
issues exist, slowing their wide-scale adoption. Three fundamental
issues are: (1) the non-continuous energy supply from intermittent
energy sources; (2) geographical and geological requirements of
hydropower, high temperature geothermal energy, wind and solar
power; and (3) the physical size of mainly hydropower, wind and
solar power plants.

The non-continuous energy supply
Wind and solar power, being the second and third largest renewable
energy sources after hydropower, are intermittent. Energy output from
these sources is dependent on weather condition, season of the year
and hour of the day, which leads to the issue of having variable electricity generation over time. In contrast, electricity consumption is relatively predictable over the course of a day and year. This is an issue as
the power grid needs to be balanced at all times between consumption and supply. It can somewhat be mitigated by the use of energy

Market overview

Though, during long periods of drought, the production from hydropower may also vary.

Geographical and geological requirements
Several renewable energy technologies also have geographical or
geological limitations. Hydropower requires mountainous areas with
an available water source and large land areas for reservoirs. Wind
power requires large flat landscapes where wind speeds are generally high e.g. along coastal areas. The electricity output of solar
power plants is highest in areas with many days of sunshine and a
relatively stable amount of daylight hours over a year, making it less
suitable in geographies with monsoon seasons or geographies that
are closer to the poles, where daylight is scarce during winter. High
temperature geothermal power plants need high temperature bedrock, which limits their deployment primarily to areas along the
edges of the tectonic plates. In contrast, low temperature geothermal energy can be exploited globally, as the drilling depths required
to reach sufficient temperatures are significantly shallower.

storage solutions e.g. industrial batteries and production of hydrogen
gas for fuel cells. This is referred to as peak shaving, where energy
from intermittent sources is stored during peak production hours and
later used when output decreases. However, none of these technologies are currently cost-competitive for large scale applications.13) The
fact thus remains that the power grid needs a baseload power source
to continuously supply electricity, maintaining (at least) the minimum
consumption levels over time in order to be balanced. Today, the only
widely adopted renewable energy sources that can provide a baseload
power supply are geothermal energy, hydropower and biomass.

13) Lazard, Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Storage Analysis 2.0 Key Findings, December 2016.
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Physical size of hydropower, wind and solar power plants
Another issue is that wind, solar and hydropower often needs considerable amounts of physical space compared to conventional
technologies (fossil fuels) or geothermal. For example, hydropower
requires space for the construction of dams and reservoirs. For intermittent sources, such as wind and solar power, this is even more evident as they have lower so called capacity factor. The capacity factor
is the ratio of actual electricity generated compared to the hypothetical maximum output of the power plant. This leads to a need for an
increased installed capacity (megawatt “MW”) to reach the same
amount of produced electricity (megawatt hours “MWh”), which is
both expensive and requires additional space. The capacity factor
for wind power typically range from 25 to 40 percent depending on
the height and location of the wind turbine, while the capacity factor
for solar power typically range from 15 to 40 percent, mainly depending on geographic location.14) For comparison, the capacity factor for
Climeon’s Heat Power system average around 98 percent (geothermal installation). In the illustration below, the physical footprint of a
17 MW windfarm and 13.5 MW solar power park is compared to a 5.4
MW installation of Climeon’s Heat Power system, where all three
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HEAT AS A BASELOAD ENERGY SOURCE
Different types of technologies based on working
temperatures
High working temperatures (>300 °C)
Heat power is the conversion of heat energy to electricity. The most
commonly used electricity-generating example today, steam turbines, works by exploiting the temperature and pressure differential
between the hot and pressurised steam created in a boiler and the
low temperatures and pressures of a cooled condensation chamber,
with the steam propelling a turbine situated between the two areas.
The general rule for heat power is that as the temperature differential
between the hot and the cold source increase, so does the potential
maximum conversion efficiency15) of the system. The main drawback of the traditional steam turbine is that it requires high temperatures and pressures in order to be efficient, limiting its application to
high temperature heat inputs such as e.g. the burning of coal and
natural gas.

respectively output 46,400 MWh electricity per year. The illustration
demonstrates that the physical area needed per MWh is considerably lower for a Heat Power system than for a solar or wind park.

Size and MW capacity corresponding to a yearly production of 46,400 MWh

Wind power: 1,244,000 m2 with 30 percent capacity factor.
Solar power: 92,600 m2 with 40 percent capacity factor.
Climeon: 900 m2 with 98 percent capacity factor.

14) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Capacity Factors for Utility Scale Generators
Not Primarily Using Fossil Fuels, January 2013 – March 2017, May 2017.
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15) Conversion efficiency is the rate at which input energy is converted into useful work.
E.g. an engine with 100% conversion efficiency would have no waste heat, while an
engine with 50% conversion efficiency would waste half of its energy input, mostly in
the form of heat.
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Mid working temperatures (120 °C–300 °C)
In order to be able to exploit lower temperatures a system called
Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is mainly used. In ORC systems an
organic liquid, e.g. hydrocarbons or fluorocarbons, is used instead of
water. The organic liquid has, among other things, a lower boiling
point than water and is thus able to be more efficient at low temperature differentials, at which a traditional steam turbine would not be
able to function. Traditional ORC systems typically utilise heat
between 120 and 300 °C at a pressure of 10–30 bar, achieving a net
conversion efficiency of 8–16 percent (after deduction for internal
energy losses, primarily in the form of powering system pumps).16)
This makes ORC systems suitable for some waste heat recovery
applications as well as high temperature geothermal.
As of January 2016, the combined capacity of the globally
installed base of ORC systems amounted to 2,749 MW, which would
be enough energy to provide for the household electricity usage of
more than 4.8 million typical Swedish detached villas.17) Of the total
installed capacity, 77 percent resides within geothermal energy, 13
percent within waste heat recovery and eleven percent within biomass.18)

The globally installed capacity of ORC systems, per heat
source
Geothermal
Bio mass
Waste heat recovery
Solar

76.5%
10.7%
12.7%
0.1%

Source: Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retreived June 2017.

The main drawback of traditional ORC systems is the low conversion
efficiency of the systems, especially at heat source temperatures
close to 120 °C or below, which makes the system less profitable or
simply unprofitable in low temperature applications.
Low working temperatures (<120 °C)
Compared to ORC systems, Climeon’s Heat Power system achieves
higher conversion efficiency through the use of a unique low pressure system and a proprietary condensing solution, among other
things. The system can operate efficiently with heat source temperatures between 70 and 120 °C at a system pressure of around 2.5 bar.
Due to the low pressure, the internal energy consumption (system
pumps) can be reduced by 90 percent compared to a typical ORC
system19), and the individual modules are cheaper to produce as
component dimensions are reduced. Collectively, these improvements make it economically justified to generate electricity from low
temperature heat sources (below 120 °C).

16) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
17) Energirådgivaren, Elförbrukning i en genomsnittlig villa respektive lägenhet, retreived
August 2017.
18) Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.
19) Climeon’s estimates based on the Company’s own observations and investigations of
high pressure systems.
20) C. Forman et. al., Estimating the global waste heat potential, December 2015.

Climeon’s Heat Power system targets the same industrial segments as traditional ORC systems, but given the increased performance, Climeon can address a greenfield market that has never on a
wide scale been successfully addressed before – waste heat recovery and low temperature geothermal that utilises heat sources below
120 °C.

Two types of heat sources – waste heat recovery
and geothermal energy
Waste heat recovery
Through the use of heat power technologies significant amounts of
waste heat can be recovered. Heat is a byproduct in most industries.
Examples of sources of recoverable waste heat include combustion
engine cooling and exhaust gases or melting processes in steel
plants. This heat would otherwise be lost through dissipation into
the surrounding environment. As more than half of the global energy
consumption today is lost as waste heat,20) recovering only a few percentages of this would be an enormous source of renewable energy.
Geothermal energy
Geothermal energy refers to the heat energy stored in the bedrock of
the earth’s crust and it is one of few renewable energy baseload
sources. Typical high temperature geothermal reservoirs reach circa
3,000 meters below the surface and aim to provide a heat source
above 150 °C. Most of the geothermal energy that is explored today
is derived from high temperature reservoirs, which are primarily
located in certain geographical regions along the edges of the tectonic plates. The geothermal heat is more accessible in these
regions as the bedrock is hotter at more shallow depths. In the construction of new geothermal plants, costs and risks associated with
exploration are the greatest challenges. Drilling costs constitute
circa 42 percent21) of the total cost of setting up a high temperature
geothermal plant.
However, the majority of the potential capacity of reachable geothermal energy lies within low temperature geothermal reservoirs.22)
Such reservoirs are currently used mainly for district and industrial
process heating due to insufficient conversion efficiency of ORC systems to justify electricity generation. With the introduction of Climeon’s Heat Power system, low temperature geothermal energy can be
used for electricity generation, and is thus not limited to the regions
along the edges of the tectonic plates, forming a greenfield segment.
If explored in for example Germany, the average reservoir depth for a
source of circa 100 °C would reach just over 3,000 meters below the
surface, while a source above 180 °C would require, on average, a
well depth of more than 6,000 meters.23) This reduction in depth can
reduce drilling costs by more than 60 percent24), which means that
upfront investments for geothermal power plants are lower, making
the technology more accessible.

21) U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, 2008 Geothermal Technologies
Market Report, July 2009.
22) Low temperature geothermal sources defined as below 130 °C in the source: Valgardur
Stefansson, World Geothermal Assessment, April 2005.
23) T. Agemar et. al., Subsurface Temperature Distribution of Germany, Leibniz Institute for
Applied Geophysics, October 2012.
24 ) Based on per kilometre cost in source: Alfrink, E.J, The value of geothermal energy
under scenarios, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, July 2011.
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High temperature geothermal energy (>150 °C)

Potential high temperature heat sources
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Low temperature geothermal energy (<150 °C)

Potential low temperature heat sources

Within the geothermal energy segment there are two different
uses for the Climeon Heat Power system, either as a complementary
system to existing technology or as the main system for generating

Additionally, many geothermal power plants are unprofitable
because they are utilising geothermal reservoirs with a temperature
below 150 °C in combination with technology that cannot convert

electricity at a low temperature geothermal power plant.
In a complementary role the Heat Power system can operate
alongside current technology at existing high temperature geothermal power plants, utilising heat at temperatures that would otherwise be wasted by an ORC system. This makes the globally installed
base of geothermal power plants using ORC systems immediately
addressable.

heat into electricity with a sufficient conversion efficiency at low
temperatures. Thus, the Climeon Heat Power system also has the
potential of replacing the electricity generation equipment of entire
sites. There are also a vast number of unused geothermal reservoirs,
mainly old oil and gas exploration boreholes or old geothermal boreholes which have failed to reach high enough temperatures for traditional geothermal technologies. Such reservoirs can be utilised and
new plants can be constructed at the sites.
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THE GLOBAL MARKET FOR WASTE HEAT RECOVERY
SYSTEMS
Climeon estimates the global market potential for waste heat recovery systems utilising heat sources below 120 °C to be large. As further described below, the Company has made this assessment
based on: the share of total useful waste energy that resides below
120 °C, the market appetite for ORC systems within waste heat
recovery applications and the total global market size of waste heat
recovery systems. For market value estimates of Climeon’s focus
segments, see the following sections.
More than half of the global primary energy output (circa 153
thousand TWh)25) is currently wasted as heat, making it a huge
source of energy if it can be efficiently recovered.26) Energy consumption is divided equally between transportation, industrial and
private (housing) use. Within the transportation sector, up to 73 percent of the wasted heat resides within a temperature range that can
be recovered and 46 percent of that is below 100 °C. Within the
industrial sector, up to 59 percent of the wasted heat resides within a
temperature range that can be recovered and 42 percent of that is
below 100 °C.27) The housing sector produces a limited amount of

The value of the total global market for waste heat recovery systems amounted to SEK 374 billion in 2015 and is estimated to reach
SEK 561 billion by 202128), growing at a compounded annual growth
rate (“CAGR”) of seven percent between 2016 and 2021.29) The total
market estimate includes preheating solutions, steam and electricity
generation, and thus not exclusively portraying the market for low
temperature waste heat recovery.
In 2013, the globally installed capacity of ORC systems within
waste heat recovery amounted to approximately 180 MW, and has
grown at a CAGR of 16 percent between 2008 and 2013. Between
2013 and 2015, the annual deployment rate increased by over 700
percent and the globally installed capacity grew by a CAGR of 39 percent. By 2015 the globally installed capacity amounted to 349 MW
and the installed capacity during the year amounted to 117 MW.30)
In addition to this, another application area where ORC systems
have enjoyed significant growth the past years is within biomass
power plants. Within this segment, a Climeon Heat Power system can
serve as a complement to an ORC system, utilising heat at temperatures that would otherwise be wasted by an ORC system. The graph
below illustrates the annual capacity deployment of ORC systems

useful waste heat.

within waste heat recovery and biomass between 1997 and 2015.

Annual installation of ORC system (MW, geothermal and solar thermal not included)
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Source: Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.

Climeon’s current focus segments
The following sections provide estimates of the market size of the Company’s focus segments. The purpose of the calculations is to demonstrate the market potential that may be available for Climeon’s Heat
Power system, as well as for competing waste heat recovery systems.
In order to quanitfy the market potentials, the number of Heat Powermodules that could be installed within each segment is specified.
Climeon does not, in any way, deem it likely that the Heat Power-system
will be installed in such volumes as stated in the sections below.
The total market potential for waste heat recovery and geothermal energy is deemed to be large, with most industries and transportation sectors generating varying amounts of waste heat. Climeon
will initially focus on the industries and geographies where the Com-

pany rapidly can establish itself. Once these segments have been
successfully penetrated the Company can adopt a broader segment
scope. However, this does not stop the Company from seizing opportunities in non-focus segments should they appear.
The industries which Climeon has chosen to initially focus on
within waste heat are maritime, steel and cement manufacturing as
well as generator sets (gensets). In addition, the Company focuses
on the low temperature geothermal energy market. The market
potential is divided into retrofit installation at existing plants or ships
and annual sales for new plants or ships. The price for a single
Climeon Heat Power module is circa EUR 350 thousand, which corresponds to circa SEK 3.4 million. The price may however vary depending on order volume.

25) BP, BP Energy Outlook 2035, January 2017.
26) C. Forman et. al., Estimating the global waste heat potential, December 2015.
27) C. Forman et. al., Estimating the global waste heat potential, December 2015.
28) Assuming USD SEK exchange rate of 8.5.

29) Markets and Markets, Waste Heat Recovery System Market by Application (Preheating
and Steam & Electricity Generation), End-Use Industry (Petroleum Refining, Metal
Production, Cement, Chemical, Paper & Pulp, and Textile) – Global Trends & Forecasts
to 2021, September 2016.
30) Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.
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Maritime

Engine cooling water
Exhaust gas

The global maritime segment
Ships are typically driven directly by large diesel engines or, on newer
ships, driven by diesel gensets that generate electricity for electric
engines. The engines’ and gensets’ cooling water and exhaust gases
generate waste heat that most often is not utilised. In total, circa 60
percent of the energy used within the maritime industry is wasted as
heat within temperatures ranges that can be used for heat recovery.31)
Turning this heat into electricity reduces CO2 emissions and fuel consumption, helping both the environment and the fuel economy. For
example, a cruise ship with circa 6,000 passengers has a potential
capacity of twelve Heat Power modules, generating around 1.8 MW
electricity from waste heat. This translates to annual fuel savings of
circa 1,500 tons of fuel (MGO), corresponding to SEK 6.4 million.32)

38

Production volumes of new ships vary over time and ships differ
in size and technical specifications. Climeon estimates the number
of new ships produced annually that are compatible with a system
for utilisation of low temperature waste heat to be circa 500–1,500
ships33). Under the assumption that a ship operator chooses to utilise
Climeon’s Heat Power-system, the Company estimates that one ship
has a potential capacity of up to twelve modules, with the average
being two modules. Thus, the total segment potential within new
build installations, assuming two modules per ship, amounts to
1,000–3,000 modules annually, which corresponds to an annual segment potential of circa SEK 3.4–10.2 billion.
Climeon estimates that out of the circa 85,000 ships that exist
worldwide34), circa 15,000–30,000 are compatible with a system for

Climeon has found that passenger ship operators have historically been more responsive to heat recovery solutions than e.g. operators of bulk carriers, due to increased brand image awareness.
However, the Company expects the interest in heat recovery solutions to increase in all segments within maritime. A recent indication
of this is the newly won order for a pilot installation for Maersk Line
(July 2017). In addition, passenger ships differ from bulk carriers in
such way that passenger ships most often are driven by four-stroke
engines, whereas cargo ships are driven by two-stroke engines.
Given this difference, the installation of a Heat Power-system differs
between the two types of ships. In order to contribute to ensuring the
systems performance for two-stroke engines, the Swedish Energy
Agency co-financed the pilot installation on Maersk Lines’ carrier. In
addition to type of ship, the Company has identified two segmenta-

utilisation of low temperature waste heat. Converted to installations
of Climeon’s Heat Power module, this equals a total segment opportunity within retrofit installations of circa 30,000–60,000 modules,
which corresponds to a retrofit segment potential of SEK 101.9–
203.7 billion. Given an increase in fuel costs driven by the new global
sulphur cap on fuels35), to be enforced by 2020, Climeon predicts that
retrofit installation rates will be significant.
Technologies used in maritime applications have to meet certain
quality and security prerequisites, ensuring its suitability for maritime use. In March 2017 the Climeon Heat Power system was
approved by Lloyd’s Register. The system thereby fulfills all the regulatory requirements needed within the maritime industry.

Geographical focus

tion parameters within maritime: new build installations and retrofit
installations.

Climeon does not focus on any specific geographical region due to
the nature of the maritime segment.

31) C. Forman et. al., Estimating the global waste heat potential, December 2015.
32) At an MGO price of USD 500/tonne and an exchange rate of USD 1 = SEK 8.5.
33) The Company’s own estimate based on extensive segment research and compiling of
data from the worlds largest shipyards.

34) Equasis, The world merchant fleet in 2015.
35) See section “Market overview – Global sulphur emission cap on maritime fuels” for
more information.
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The global cement segment

Geographical focus

The global cement production amounted to some 4.2 billion tonnes36)
in 2016 from a total of 2,273 cement plants, and is estimated to grow
at a CAGR of nine percent between 2016 and 202137). The energy
intense cement industry is highly affected by increasing energy prices
and CO2 penalties, and is thereby in need of solutions that are capable
of reducing electricity costs and CO2 emissions. Compared to industries like steel, the cement market has a higher level of local suppliers
in each market, due to transportation aspects. This makes the cement
industry less exposed to global price reductions.
Cement plants have several different sources from where waste
heat can be recovered, including exhaust from cooling, gensets and
pre-heating. Some produce higher temperature heat than others, and
each plant’s potential for systems for utilisation of low temperature
waste heat varies depending on the temperature of the heat and how
many sources of waste heat that are addressed. Accounting for
these factors, Climeon estimates that the current global number of
cement plants may be able to support between circa 9,000 and
32,000 Heat Power modules. This corresponds to a retrofit segment
potential of SEK 30.6–108.6 billion.
A typical cement plant producing one million tonnes of cement annually has a potential capacity of circa 20 Heat Power modules at low heat
sources, generating around three MW electricity from waste heat,38) corre-

The Company is currently focusing on India and Germany within the
cement segment. The two countries are among the largest cement
producers in the world, with India being the second largest40) and
Germany the largest in the European Union41). A small number of producers control both segments. A significant segment penetration
can thus be accomplished by targeting a few large producers.
India produced 256 million tonnes of cement in 2015 and 269 million tonnes in 2016, corresponding to a growth of five percent.42) The
growth is largely supported by government investment initiatives in
housing, infrastructure and commercial real estate projects.43) 97

sponding to around 26.3 percent of the plant’s total electricity consumption. This translates to annual savings of circa SEK 28.1 million (EUR 2.9
million), with electricity prices of SEK 1.1 per kilowatt hour (”kWh”)39).

36) U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity Summaries, January 2017.
37) Global Cement, Global Cement Directory 2016, September 2016.
38) The Company’s own calculations based on: Research Gate, A critical review on energy
use and savings in the cement, May 2011. Not confirmed by third party.
39) Assumed electricity price of EUR 0.11/kWh (2015 EU average). Assumed EUR/SEK
exchange rate of 9.7.
40) U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity Summaries, January 2017.
41) The European Cement Association, cembreau.eu, retrieved June 2017.
42) India Brand Equity Foundation, Cement, July 2017.
43) India Brand Equity Foundation, Cement, July 2017.
44) India Brand Equity Foundation, Cement, July 2017.

percent of the total production can be derived from 45 companies
and 209 individual plants44). Climeon believes that a large number of
systems for utilisation of low temperature waste heat can be
installed at these plants. Converted to installations of Climeon’s
Heat Power module, the Company estimates that these plants could
support between circa 1,300 and 2,900 Heat Power modules, corresponding to circa SEK 4.4–9.9 billion.
Germany produced 32 million tonnes of cement in 2015 and 35
million tonnes in 2016, corresponding to a growth of nine percent,
equivalent to the global average.45,46) The growth is expected to continue, as the government plans to invest upwards of SEK 2.6 trillion
by 2030 in renovation of the road-, rail- and water way networks.47) 95
percent of the total production can be derived from 14 companies
and 45 individual plants48). Climeon estimates that these plants
could support between 180 and 315 Heat Power modules, corresponding to circa SEK 0.6–1.1 billion.
45) Statista.com, Major countries in worldwide cement production from 2011 to 2016,
retrieved August 2017.
46) Most recently released annual report from the following companies: Cemex, Deuna
Zement, Dyckerhoff, HeidelbergCement, LafargeHolcim, Märker Zement, Opterra,
Phoenix Zementwerke, Portlan Zementwerke, Schwank Zement, Solnhofer Portlan
Zement, Spenner Zement och Südbayerische Portland Zementwerke.
47) Reuters, Germany to spend 270 billion euros to fix road, railways, waterways, August
2016. Assumed EUR/SEK exchange rate of 9.7.
48) Most recently released annual report from the following companies: Cemex, Deuna
Zement, Dyckerhoff, HeidelbergCement, LafargeHolcim, Märker Zement, Opterra,
Phoenix Zementwerke, Portlan Zementwerke, Schwank Zement, Solnhofer Portlan
Zement, Spenner Zement och Südbayerische Portland Zementwerke.
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The global steel segment
The steel industry is an energy intense industry that generates large
amounts of waste heat; of the total energy used in steel manufacturing, an average of circa 50 percent is wasted as heat.49) Waste heat is
generated from various sources within a steel mill, including the
blast furnace, the LD converter50), casting and exhaust gases. The
cooling of these energy-intensive processes can incur significant
costs, with some steel producers even having to pay for disposal of
the water used for cooling the LD converters. Climeon will initially
focus on addressing the waste heat from LD converters, which is
found in basic oxygen steelmaking.
The global crude steel production amounted to some 1.6 billion
tonnes in 2016, more than doubling since 2000. During the past five
years, production grew by a CAGR of one percent. 74 percent of the
global production can be derived from basic oxygen steelmaking,
where LD converters are found, equivalent to 1.2 billion tonnes in
2016.51) Climeon estimates that the global market for waste heat
recovery from LD converters can support a large number of waste
heat recovery systems. Converted to Climeon’s Heat Power module,
the market amounts to between 4,000 and 12,000 modules. This corresponds to a retrofit segment potential of SEK 13.6–40.7 billion for
waste heat recovery systems.
A steel mill producing seven million tonnes of steel per year has a
potential capacity of circa 50 Heat Power modules at the LD converter,
generating around 7.5 MW electricity from waste heat,52) corresponding to slightly more than 0.5 percent of the steel mill’s electricity con-

49) C. Forman et. al., Estimating the global waste heat potential, December 2015.
50) A Linz-Donawitz converter is a step in basic oxygen steelmaking where oxygen is
introduced into the hot iron, forming steel.
51) World Steel Association, World Steel in Figures 2017, May 2017.
52) The Company’s calculations based on: World Steel Association, Energy use in the steel
industry, June 2016. Not confirmed by third party.
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sumption. This translates to annual savings of circa SEK 64.0 million
(EUR 6.6 million), with electricity prices of SEK 1.1 per kWh.53)
The three largest steel producing countries in the world are China,
Japan and India, with 50 percent, six percent and six percent of the
total production volume respectively. The top 20 companies contribute around 40 percent of the total production volume.54)

Geographical focus
The Company is currently focusing on the countries India, Germany
and Sweden within this segment, respectively producing 96, 42 and
five million tonnes of crude steel annually55). Climeon estimates that
the market potential for waste heat recovery systems within these
countries amounts to SEK 1.2–3.4 billion.

53) Assumed electricity price of EUR 0.11/kWh (2015 EU average). Assumed EUR/SEK
exchange rate of 9.7.
54) World Steel Association, World Steel in Figures 2017, May 2017.
55) World Steel Association, World Steel in Figures 2017, May 2017.
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The global genset segment
Gensets are natural gas or diesel-fuelled power generators, with only
the purpose of generating electricity. Gensets come in varying sizes
and configurations and can be found almost anywhere in an industrial setting, from smaller single off grid units powering telecom sites
to large biomass power plants or ships. Diesel-fuelled gensets have
historically been the primary technology in the market but gas-driven
gensets have become increasingly popular as a result of sharpened
emission standards. Large genset manufacturers include Caterpillar,
GE, Wärtsilä, Cummins and MHI, among others.
The conversion efficiency of fuel to electricity is essential for its
purpose, even to such an extent that genset manufacturers compete
on the basis of one or two percentage points of efficiency. Not surprisingly, due to this focus on increasing efficiency, circa 70 percent56) of the globally installed base of ORC systems used for heat
recovery lies within diesel generators or gas turbines (gensets).
A strong reason for why Climeon is addressing this segment is its
technological similarity to the maritime segment. Largely the same
type of gensets that power a modern cruise ship is also used for land
based applications, with the engine cooling and exhaust gases being
the source for waste heat in all cases. Due to the similarity, Climeon
believes that successful deployments of the Climeon Heat Power
system in the maritime segment may be used as reference installations for the genset segment in whole.
A facility with ten gensets generating 122 MW has a potential
capacity of circa 36 Heat Power modules, generating 4.5 MW electricity from waste heat, increasing the efficiency of the plant by 3.7
percent. This translates to annual savings of circa SEK 41 million
(EUR 4.2 million), with electricity prices of SEK 1.1 per kWh57).

Based on an analysis of the combined retrofit potential among
the worlds eight largest genset manufacturers, including both diesel
and natural gas powered gensets, Climeon has concluded that the
retrofit potential of waste heat recovery systems amounts to circa
SEK 34 billion. Converted to Heat Power modules this corresponds
to circa 10,000 modules.

Geographical focus
Climeon does not focus on any specific geographical region due to
the nature of the genset segment, instead focusing its sales effort on
the major global genset manufacturers.

56) Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.
57) Assumed electricity price of €0.11/kWh (2015 EU average). Assumed EUR/SEK
exchange rate of 9.7.
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The global geothermal segment
In 2016, the globally installed capacity of geothermal energy
amounted to 13.3 GW across 24 countries, with 12.5 GW capacity
under construction across 84 countries and 750 individual projects.58) ORC systems have long been used for electricity generation
within the high temperature geothermal segment, with deployments
dating back more than 30 years. As of January 2016, the globally
installed capacity of geothermal power plants using ORC systems
amounted to 2,103 MW with 420 MW of new deployments under
construction.59) Climeon believes that the long-term potential within
this segment is greater than for the Company’s other focus segments, however the Company has not yet made the necessary
detailed analysis to quantify the potential.
Within new construction of geothermal power plants, Climeon
will initially focus on replacing active but unprofitable geothermal
power plants and construct new plants at unused geothermal reservoirs. Additionally, already drilled and abandoned oil and gas fields,
which can provide heat temperatures well within the range of the
Heat Power system60), can be repurposed for geothermal energy.
These approaches will circumvent the lengthy construction processes and the associated high risks and costs of drilling.

Retrofit installation on existing high temperature
geothermal power plants

Climeon estimates that these power plants could correspond to a
total retrofit installation potential of circa SEK 29.2 billion. Converted
to installations of Climeon’s Heat Power module, the potential
amounts to circa 8,600 modules. The Company also notes that the
total segment potential exceeds their current identification of the
140 specific plants.
An average high temperature geothermal plant generating 50 MW
can fit between 40 and 80 Climeon Heat Power modules depending
on the plant’s specifications. This would increase the efficiency of the
plant by 15 percent, as the capacity increases by 7.5 MW. This translates to annual savings of circa SEK 70 million (EUR 7.2 million), with
electricity prices of SEK 1.1 per kWh61). Since SEK 1.1 per kWh is the
retail price the savings for the power plants may be lower as the price
they receive from the grid operators is lower than the retail price.
Geothermal waste heat can also be obtained from the oil and gas
industry, where extracted oil and gas generally is mixed with hot
water. The water content of this oil-water mix can reach as high as 95
percent in older wells62), and this water has to be separated, treated
and disposed of, which incurs significant costs for the industry, and a
potential source for waste heat recovery.

Geographical focus
Prioritised countries for Climeon within the geothermal segment are
the US, Iceland, Germany, Poland and Japan.

Climeon has identified over 140 high temperature geothermal power
plants globally that are addressable for low temperature waste heat
recovery systems, with a combined capacity of circa 6.3 GW.

58) Geothermal Energy Association, Annual U.S. & Global Geothermal Power Production
Report, March 2016.
59) Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.
60) A. Davis et. al., Geothermal power production from abandoned oil wells, May 2009.
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61) Assumed electricity price of €0.11/kWh (2015 EU average). Assumed EUR/SEK
exchange rate of 9.7.
62) H. Singh et. al., Harnessing Geothermal Energy from Mature Onshore Oil Fields,
February 2017.
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TRENDS AND KEY DRIVERS FOR AN INCREASED
PRODUCTION OF ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
ELECTRICITY
International political drivers
Climeon has from the outset strived to be independent of incentives
and subsidies, focusing on creating technology that is economically
profitable on its own. Nonetheless, the speed of adoption among
customers in a market can increase with proactive political actions
and regulations.

Market overview

EU directive regulating fluorinated greenhouse gases
The European Union introduced a new F-gas directive that entered
into effect January 2015, with the aim of cutting emissions of fluorinated greenhouse gases by two-thirds by 2030.71) It also regulates
the use of fluids containing hydrofluorocarbons. This affects the
waste heat recovery market by restricting or banning the use of several of the ORC working fluids commonly used by Climeon’s peers.
Climeon is not affected by the new regulation, as the Heat Power system does not use fluorinated gases as a working fluid.
Decline of nuclear power

Carbon emission regulations and renewable energy quotas
Carbon taxation regimes and emissions trading schemes have
become increasingly common in recent years, with examples being
the EU Emissions Trading System (“ETS”) and carbon taxes in e.g.
Mexico and Japan. Several countries, such as France, the United
Kingdom, and Ireland have also adopted additional carbon taxes in
supplement to the ETS. Major markets including Brazil, India, and
China are in the process of or considering the implementation of carbon pricing schemes.63) In addition, regulations requiring minimum
renewable energy quotas in the energy mix of electricity suppliers
are also becoming increasingly common, with Mexico having
announced a five percent minimum quota starting in 201864), and 29
US states having adopted quota regulation as of 201765).
The Paris Climate Agreement
One of the most significant political events in recent years is the
Paris Climate Conference held in 2015. During the conference 195
countries adopted the first ever universal, legally binding global climate deal. The agreement, set out to avoid dangerous climate
change, outlines a number of actions that are beneficial for the adoption of renewable energy sources.66) Political pressure for a realignment of the energy market is likely to increase in the future.
Global sulphur emission cap on maritime fuels
A political trend impacting the maritime industry is the 2012 European Union Directive regarding the sulphur content of maritime fuels,
which limited ships operating in the Baltic, North Sea and the English
Channel from using fuels with sulphur content higher than 0.1 percent67). This has led to a significant increase in fuel costs for shipping in the region.68) In October 2016, the International Maritime
Organisation agreed on a similar cap, limiting sulphuric content in
maritime fuels to 0.5 percent, set to be applied globally in 2020.69)
This means, for example that more expensive and environmentally
friendly fuel is needed. It is estimated that the agreement will
increase shipping costs between 20–85 percent.70) Climeon believes
that this will significantly increase the interest for fuel saving solutions within the maritime industry.

63) World Bank Group, State and Trends of Carbon Pricing, October 2016.
64) International Energy Agency, Mexico capacity and power auctions supported by clean
energy certificates, February 2017.
65) National Conference of State Legislatures, State Renewable Portfolio Standards and
Goals, April 2017.
66) European Commission, ec.europa.eu, retrieved June 2017.
67) Official Journal of the European Union, Directive 2012/33/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council, November 2012.
68) DFDS, The EU Sulphur Directive and DFDS’s Response . January 2015.
69) International Maritime Organisation ,The Global 2020 Sulphur limit, retrieved June
2017.
70) International Transport Forum, Reducing Sulphur Emissions from Ships: The Impact of
International Regulation, May 2016.

Nuclear energy, which is one of the more common sources of baseload power, is being dismantled or scaled back in several countries,
including e.g. France, Sweden, and Germany.72) The reasons for this,
among others, include safety concerns, issues surrounding the longterm storage of nuclear waste material, and excessive cost. This
trend progresses the demand for additional baseload capacity,
which can be provided by waste heat and geothermal energy.

Local conditions and political drivers
Japan
Following the shutdown of the Fukushima nuclear plant, the Japanese government has set a target for the country’s renewable energy
production. 25–35 percent of the total power consumption should
be generated by renewable sources by 2030, by which time circa SEK
six trillion73) will have been invested in new renewable energy. One of
the main concerns about the transfer to renewable energy is the
intermittent nature of most sources. However, Japan has large
sources of geothermal energy.74)
India
India has suffered the effects of an underdeveloped power grid for
decades, with blackouts being a relatively common occurrence.
Indian companies commonly use generators to supply power in
order to alleviate the effects of blackouts, but, with approximately 35
percent of electricity used by Indian manufacturers being self-generated, it incurs significant costs.75) The deployment of waste heat
power has the potential to lower costs in such scenarios as well as
alleviating the overall problem of grid balancing. With the Indian government having announced a target of expanding renewable power
generation by 175 GW until 202276), there will be a significant demand
for additional baseload capacity for both on-grid and off-grid electricity networks.
Poland
Poland’s government has announced its intention to develop
Poland’s substantial resources of geothermal energy,77) which primarily consists of low-temperature heat reservoirs at 30 °C to 130

71) Official Journal of the European Union, Regulation no 517/2014 of the European
Parliament and of the Council, April 2014.
72) World Nuclear Association, world-nuclear.org, retrieved June 2017.
73) Assumed USD/SEK exchange rate 8.5, from source; Orts, E. Spigonardo, J. Wharton,
University of Pennsylvania, Disasters, Leadership and Rebuilding – Tough Lessons
from Japan and the U.S., October 2013.
74) Orts, E. Spigonardo, J. Wharton, University of Pennsylvania, Disasters, Leadership and
Rebuilding – Tough Lessons from Japan and the U.S., October 2013.
75) Hunt Allcot, Allan collard-Wexler, Stephen D. O’Connel, How Do Electricity Shortages
Affect Productivity? Evidence from India, March 2014.
76) Ministries of Power, Coal New & Renewable Energy & Mines, Ujwal Bharat 3 Years, May
2017.
77) Jo Harper, Polish Government investing EUR130m in geothermal energy projects,
January 2017.
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°C78). While most of the investments up to this point have been in district heating79), the potential for using low-temperature geothermal
electricity generation in Poland is considerable.

Technological development
Waste heat recovery technology
Since the introduction of the first commercial ORC power plants in
the late 1960’s,80) incremental design improvements, e.g. the development of new working fluids, have allowed ORC systems to be successfully deployed in a number of waste heat recovery applications.
Research and development in proven waste heat recovery systems today are primarily focused on design changes to offer higher
conversion efficiency and a smaller size, cost reductions, improved
seals and reduced maintenance needs, improved heat transfer performance, and design changes to meet customer demands for previously untested applications. Emergent technologies within low-temperature waste heat recovery include, among others, non-metallic
corrosion resistant heat exchangers, systems with phase change
material, desiccant systems for latent heat recovery from moisture
laden gases, membrane type systems for latent heat recovery from
water vapour, condensing water heaters or heat exchangers, and
thermally activated absorption systems for cooling and refrigeration.81)
Renewable energy technology and investments
The most important development within the renewable energy sector during the past five years is the decrease in unsubsidised levelised cost of energy (“LCOE”) for renewable energy technology. The
development has been the strongest for solar photovoltaic technology, where LCOE has declined at a compounded annual rate of 20
percent the past five years. In January 2017, solar photovoltaic
reached so called grid parity with coal for the first time in certain
markets, and by 2020 it is estimated to achieve a lower LCOE than
coal and natural gas-fired power plants worldwide.82) Climeon sees
this milestone as a catalyst for the positive perception of all renewable energy alternatives.
Another, rarely mentioned, issue has been that institutions have
historically been inhibited from deploying meaningful amounts of
capital within the sector. However, recent technological and political
developments have spurred investments in renewable energy infrastructure, which has moved much closer to utility-like investments
and no longer presents frontier technology-like risks. In fact, a new

78) World Energy Council, Geothermal in Poland, retrieved June 2017.
79) Beata Kepinska, Mineral and Energy Economy Research Institute, Geothermal Energy
Country Update Report from Poland, 2010–2014, April 2015.
80) Knowledge Center Organic Rankine Cycel, Kcorc.org, retrieved June 2017.
81) U.S. Department of Energy, Quadrennial Technology Review 2015: Waste Heat
Recovery Systems, October 2015.
82) World Economic Forum, Renewable Infrastructure Investment Handbook: A Guide for
Institutional Investors, December 2016.
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global record was set in 2015, when total investment commitments
to renewable energy amounted to SEK 2.4 trillion.83) Climeon believes
that this development is beneficial for the Company and that it will
accelerate the adoption of their technology. The Company also
expects this to directly drive sales within the geothermal segment, as
70 percent of the 2015 investments were committed to real asset
finance (new-build projects).
Drilling technology and synergies with the oil and gas
Technological innovations within adjacent industries are often also
applicable for the geothermal industry. As an example, oil and gas
wells which five years ago took up to nine months to drill are now in
some cases being completed in less than a month.84) Since the drilling techniques used in the geothermal and oil and gas industries are
relatively similar, the technological improvements in these adjacent
industries are likely to also lower cost and time requirements for the
geothermal industry. This can significantly decrease the necessary
upfront investments required to initiate projects, as drilling costs
makes up close to half of overall project costs.85) New drilling technologies that have emerged in recent years that can prove to lower
costs and drilling time include e.g. water hammering and plasma
drilling.

COMPETITION AND COMPETITORS
Climeon considers itself a pioneer within the heat power market as
the Company is active in the greenfield space of utilising heat power
below 120 °C. Thus, Climeon has few direct competitors that are
active within the same temperature segment. ElectraTherm, Calnetix/GE, Orcan, Turboden and Cryostar are among those who,
according to the companies’ own technical specifications, can utilise heat below 120 °C. However, Climeon has to date faced head-tohead competition for individual contracts in less than 15 percent of
the negotiations in which the Company has partaken.
Climeon meets indirect competition from a number of manufacturers of ORC systems, active in the temperature segment above 120
°C. This segment has a few large players, where the largest, Ormat
Technologies, controls circa 66 percent of the aggregated installed
capacity, and the three largest jointly control circa 88 percent.86) Even
though Climeon can compete directly within this segment, using
heat exchangers when addressing higher temperatures, the Company sees its system as a complement, focused on the lower temperatures, rather than a competing one.

83) Assuming USD/SEK exchange rate 8.5, from source: World Economic Forum,
Renewable Infrastructure Investment Handbook: A Guide for Institutional Investors,
December 2016.
84) Spencer Ogden, The importance of technological Innovation in the drilling industry,
January 2016.
85) U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, 2008 Geothermal Technologies
Market Report, July 2009.
86) Orc-world-map.org, ORC Market: A World Overview, retrieved June 2017.
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”BUSINESS FOR A BETTER WORLD”
Unless otherwise specified, calculations in relation to the environment and energy savings have been performed
by Climeon and have not been verified by an independent party.

Doing good for the environment has been a central part of Climeon since the
Company was founded, and achieving this objective by enabling profitable business for the customer has served as a guiding principle throughout the development of Climeon’s Heat Power system.
Sir Richard Branson’s company Virgin Voyages has been a customer to
Climeon since 2016, when it ordered a total of 18 Heat Power modules for three
ships. Sir Richard Branson says: “The best way to do good is to do it without it costing a lot of money. Ideally you even save money while doing good — Climeon offers
this, which makes it so exciting. In the years to come, we will see more players
doing business with companies that are making a real effort to get their own house
in order. We are going to work on conveying the message — we are proud of what
Climeon is doing for our ships, and we are going to let people know about it.”

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Significant energy savings
A Climeon Heat Power module (150 kW) can generate enough clean electricity
per year to provide up to 263 typical Swedish detached houses with household
electricity. With 100,000 modules installed, the emissions of up to 98 million tonnes CO2 would be avoided annually. A forest the size of Denmark would be
required in order to absorb the same amount of CO2 annually.

CEMENT MANUFACTURING
A cement factory that produces one megaton of cement a year has the potential to
install a Heat Power system with three MW capacity. The annual amount of energy
saved by the system corresponds to the annual energy consumption of 29,000 Indian
households or 4,500 electric cars.

STEEL MANUFACTURING
A steel mill that produces seven mega tonnes of steel a year has the potential to
install a Heat Power system with 7.5 MW capacity. The annual amount of energy
saved by the system corresponds to the annual energy consumption of 72,500 Indian
households or 20,400 tonnes CO2.

MARITIME
A full-scale installation of a Heat Power system (900 kW) on a ship has the potential
to reduce the annual fuel consumption by up to five percent or 750 metric tons of fuel,
as well as reduce CO2 emissions by 1,900 tonnes a year. This is the equivalent of driving a car more than 480 times around the earth.

Minor environmental impact in the manufacturing process

Climeon has been globally recognised and praised

All renewable energy technology impacts the environment
negatively during manufacturing. For example, large
amounts of steel and energy are used to manufacture a wind
farm. The power plant needs to be in operation a certain
amount of time to compensate for the negative impact the
manufacturing has had on the environment — what is known
as environmental payback time.
For renewable energy technologies such as wind and
solar power, the environmental payback time is around six1)
and 18 months2), respectively. The production of a Climeon
Heat Power system requires approximately 40,000 kWh of
energy. Hence, the module needs up to 15 days to compensate for the amount of energy used in the production, resulting in an environmental payback time of less than two weeks.

Climeon has received several awards for the positive impact
the Heat Power system has on the environment. The World
Wildlife Fund named Climeon a Climate Solver in 2016. The
World Wildlife Fund stated that if Climeon could convert ten
percent of all the waste heat from industries and merchant
ships into clean electricity by 2026, the world’s annual CO2
emissions could be reduced by 21.6 million tonnes. This
equals an installed base of approximately 25,000 Climeon
Heat Power modules globally. The industry experts Frost &
Sullivan deem the system to be the best in the world in its category, and expects the Climeon Heat Power system to take off
in the maritime industry.3) The system also received the E-Prize
2016 in the renewable energy category. E-Prize is hosted by
E.ON and Veckans Affärer, and is the largest energy competition in Sweden. The Swedish Energy Agency has also called
the system “The greatest energy invention in 100 years”.

1) Karl R. Haapala & Preedanood Prempreeda, Comparative life cycle assessment of 2.0
MW wind turbines, June 2014.
2) Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Photovoltaics Report, November 2016.
3) 2015 Frost & Sullivan for Technology Innovation Award.
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMEON
Climeon was founded in 2011 by Thomas Öström (CEO), Joachim
Karthäuser (CTO) and Sven Löfqvist. It is a technology company,
with its headquarter in Kista, Stockholm. The Company mainly offers
one product, the Climeon Heat Power system, which utilises the
energy in waste heat and low temperature geothermal heat to generate electricity. The Company received its first order in 2015, and its
existing customers include, for example, Viking Line, Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri, Maersk Line and SSAB.
The Company has reached a stage where it has the capacity to
handle high-volume deliveries, and it has received repeat orders from
companies which are leading players in their respective industries.
The product is technologically proven and is patented. It provides a
unit cost per kWh as low as or lower than competing technologies.1)
Furthermore has the Company established an experienced management team and a scalable organisation poised for high growth.
Thanks to the Heat Power system’s superior performance2) the
Company is able to address a previously largely unexploited market, a
so-called greenfield market, within utilisation of energy in waste heat
and low temperature geothermal heat. This market is largely unexploited as it resides within a temperature segment that competing
technologies are not able to address,3) and as a result, Climeon faces
competitors in as few as 15 percent of all order negotiations. Climeon’s Heat Power system can generate electricity independently of the
sun, wind and precipitation and thus has the potential to fully replace
fossil energy sources and nuclear power as a baseload. At present
Climeon’s main focus is to provide the Heat Power system to four segments: maritime, steel and cement production, genset (generators)
and geothermal.
As of 30 June 2017, the Company had 35 employees, and sales
for the first half of the year reached SEK 0.7 million. As of the date of
the Prospectus, the Company has signed sales agreements with
nine customers for a total of 129 modules, of which three have been
delivered.

1) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of
New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2017, April 2017.
2) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
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BUSINESS IDEA AND VISION
Business idea
Climeon contributes to the future of renewable energy with innovative heat power solutions that are profitable for customers.

Vision
Become the climate leader who provides a better future for the
planet and future generations.

LONG-TERM GOALS
Operational goals
Climeon aims to become the leading provider of low temperature
Heat Power solutions by offering competitive products with the lowest possible LCOE for customers. In order to do this, Climeon will
focus on:
• Becoming the low temperature de facto standard in chosen segments, starting with establishing the Climeon Heat Power system
as an industry standard technology for the maritime sector by the
end of 2018.
• Maintaining the Heat Power system’s market leading conversion
efficiency.4)
• Optimise the C3 technology and surrounding systems to give
users of the Heat Power system a lower electricity cost (LCOE).

Financial goals
The Company started active selling in 2016 after successful outcomes of the installations at Viking Line and SSAB during 2015. Due
to the currently low sales numbers, the orders and sales figures will
vary between quarters and the board has not yet stated explicit goals
for sales volume or growth.
However, the Company is focused on cost-efficiency, and aims to
maintain a long term gross margin of 50 percent and a EBITDA5) margin of 35 percent.

3) Sylvain Quoilin et. al., Techno-economic survey of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
systems, March 2013; Siemens, Waste Heat Recovery with Organic Rankine Cycle
Technology, 2014; GE Marine, Extra Power – With no additional fuel burned, September
2014.
4) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
5) Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation.
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HISTORY
In conjunction with the founding of the Company, Climeon established a
seven year plan consisting of five steps. The plan outlines Climeon’s
route from an early draft to a commercialised product capable of

generating clean electricity from low temperature waste heat. Below
follows a summary of the key historical events of the Company.

2011–2013 Technology innovation
• In 2011 Climeon began to create a first draft of a technology capable of converting heat energy at temperatures of 70 to 120 °C into clean
electricity.
• The first draft was developed into Climeon’s C3 technology. The technology was, and still is, based on low pressure/vacuum as opposed to
traditional high pressure systems.
• In 2013 the first prototype of Climeon’s Heat Power system was finalised. The prototype was able to generate three kilowatt (“kW”).

2014

Product industrialisation
• During 2014 the technology was industrialised as the Climeon Heat Power system, where each system consists of one or many modules.
At that time, one module was able to generate 100 kW.
• A fundamental part of the product industrialisation was making the product economically justifiable for customers. This was done by creating a cost efficient product that could deliver at least ten percent conversion efficiency.

2015

Preparation for growth
• A large number of activities related to four development areas were executed during the year: product, production, company structure and
sales and marketing.
• 2015 was the first year a commercial Heat Power system was produced and installed at a customer site. The first customers were Viking
Line and SSAB.

2016

Tuning the product and the production
• The two existing customers, Viking Line and SSAB, communicated their expansion plans with Climeon in public statements.
• Climeon received an order of 18 modules from the Italian shipyard Fincantieri who was appointed by Virgin Voyages for construction of
three new cruise ships.

2017

Focus on scaling efforts in marketing, sales and production
• During the first half of the year, generation 3 of the Heat Power system was released to the market, capable of generating 150 kW per
module.
• A new management team was recruited to make the Company ready for further expansion.
• In February 2017 SSAB ordered an upgrade to its pilot installation. The system’s capacity thus increases from 120 kW to 150 kW.
• In March 2017, the Heat Power system received general approval by Lloyd’s Register, a certificate that the system meets all the strict quality
and safety requirements needed to operate within the maritime segment.
• In March 2017, the Company received an order for one pilot module by the Japanese biomass power plant Koyo Electric. This was the first
order within the genset segment.
• In April 2017, the first repeat order was received from Viking Line consisting of a system with a capacity of 900 kW, comprising e.g. four
Heat Power modules. The remaining 300 kW is related to add-on products under development.
• In May 2017, the Company’s large scale production facility was finalised. The facility can be scaled up to 2,500 modules per year. It is owned
and operated by the contract manufacturer Mastec.
• In July 2017 an order was received from Maersk Line for a module to be used in a pilot installation, and in May 2017 a leading Indian steel
producer ordered a pre-study. The order from Maersk Line was the first from an operator of bulk carriers. The Swedish Energy Agency has in
parallel awarded a grant to verify the products application on bulk carriers.
• In August 2017, CP Energy ordered a pilot installation as well as several full scale systems. The order is contingent on a number of conditions being fulfilled before commencement of the installations and consists of seven + 93 Heat Power modules. The order was the first
within the geothermal segment.

STRENGTHS AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

The Climeon Heat Power system offers ten percent conversion efficiency under normal operating conditions, which is twice the conversion efficiency compared to widely adopted ORC systems6). Under

favourable operating conditions, the system can offer up to 14 percent, which is close to what is theoretically possible. An ORC system
seldom reaches a conversion efficiency of more than five percent at
90 °C. The Heat Power system also offers a competitive levelised
cost of energy (LCOE)7) that is as low as or lower than competing
technologies at low temperatures. These two factors are the most
important competitive advantages for the Company.
The modular design of the Heat Power system results in a number of benefits: the system is scalable, allowing for step wise expan-

6) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.

7) LCOE is an economic assessment of an energy generating system. It is calculated by
accounting for all of a system’s lifetime costs and dividing them by the total energy
output of the system.

Climeon believes that the Company will be able to use the strengths
described below and utilise identified opportunities to generate
growth, sustainable profitability and stable cash flows.

Superior technology with modular design and add-on services
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sion and increased application versatility; a system generating 50
MW is not more complex on a module basis than a system generating 150 kW; the production can enjoy scale benefits as volumes
increase; and system maintenance can be performed separately for
each module, which reduces downtime for the system as a whole.
Each Heat Power system is complemented by a number of addon services such as Climeon Live™, consulting services and support
agreements. These services add customer value and provide the
Company with recurring income in addition to the hardware sales.

Short customer payback time
A Climeon Heat Power module has a capacity of 150 kW, and can
generate up to 1,314,000 kWh of renewable electricity from waste
heat per year. With electricity prices of SEK 1.1 per kWh8), a module
generates electricity worth about SEK 1.4 million every year. This
equals a payback time for Climeon’s waste heat customers of
approximately three years, including Climeon Live™ subscriptions
and support services. However, the payback time depends on a number of factors such as the temperatures of the hot and cold sources,
integration costs and electricity prices.

Proven technology with repeat orders from global blue chip
customers
Climeon has received several orders from a number of global blue
chip customers, and has a total of nine paying customers at the date
of the Prospectus. The Company’s two first customers, Viking Line
and SSAB have after successful pilot deployments placed repeat
orders to expand their Heat Power systems. The pilot installations
have currently been in operation for over two years.
By receiving orders from global blue chip companies, getting positive feedback and receiving repeat orders, the Company’s technology has passed its most critical stage – proven its commercial viability and readiness for a wider market roll-out.
Climeon has furthermore started to receive larger volume orders.
Virgin Voyages/Finactieri has ordered three full-scale Heat Power systems (totalling 18 modules) and CP Energy has ordered a total of 1009)
Heat Power modules.

Strong patent protection
Climeon’s technology is its key asset. The Company therefore works
actively with patent applications, trademarks and know-how protection to ensure that the technology is appropriately protected. With
regards to patents, Climeon is cooperating with two partners:
Haynes Beffel & Wolfeld and Bergenstråhle & Partners. In 2016, Bergenstråhle & Partners performed an Intellectual Asset Mapping of
Climeon’s operations. The investigation identified 49 intellectual
assets possessed by Climeon. Actions to further increase the Company’s control was only recommended for one of those, the rest were
sufficiently protected.
Climeon has from the start been systematically collaborating
with patent attorneys to ensure Freedom to Operate with the purpose
of making sure that the products and the technology does not
infringe on existing patents.

8) Assumed electricity price of EUR 0.11/kWh (2015 EU average). Assumed EUR/SEK
exchange rate of 9.7.
9) The order is contingent on a number of conditions being fulfilled before
commencement of the installations. See section “Legal considerations and
supplementary information – Material agreements” for further information.
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Greenfield market with a wide range of applications
With Climeon’s technology for conversion of waste heat and geothermal energy (both below 120 °C) to electricity with over ten percent
conversion efficiency a vast energy source, which is mostly untapped
today due to shortcomings of existing technologies, is made available. The Heat Power system is the first heat recovery system able to,
on a wide scale, utilise this previously untapped energy source and is
thus poised to capture a greenfield market in which there is limited
competition.10)
The Heat Power system is usable in a large number of industries.
The reliance on particular ones is thus low, and the total market
opportunity is significant. Despite the large number of potential
applications, Climeon has made the strategic decision to currently
focus its efforts on four well-defined segments: maritime, steel and
cement manufacturing, gensets and geothermal energy.
As the Heat Power system constitutes one of few technologies
providing a renewable baseload (when applied in the geothermal
segment), the Company believes the market opportunity within geothermal energy is larger relative other potential applications.

Structured sales process and extensive knowledge
Climeon has a structured and resource efficient sales process targeting identified priority companies within each focus segment;
companies that usually are the largest in their respective segment.
Climeon has also made an extensive mapping on these clients
regarding the account potential, in terms of the size of a potential
pilot installation, full scale installation on a single site and a multiple
site roll-out across the customer’s entire fleet of ships or sites (e.g.
factories or power plants).
Climeon has a sales pipeline currently consisting of 53 potential
customers in varying stages of the sales process. Nine of these have
progressed past the stringent screening process and become so
called Sales Projects. See more information in section “Business
description – Sales process and ongoing customer discussions”.

Strong management team and scalable organisation with
volume production in place
Climeon’s management team has a balanced mix of experience from
leading positions at both smaller fast-growing companies as well as
larger more established companies such as Ericsson, Shell, Accenture, Tieto and Mycronic Laser Systems. Despite being founded as
recently as 2011, the Company has a mature organisational structure with strong but agile internal routines, ISO certification and a
production facility with a scalable annual capacity of up to 2,500
modules. The volume production is done by a third party manufacturer that also handles all purchases of components, reducing the
Company’s working capital requirements.

Short environmental payback time
All technology has a certain time it takes to offset the environmental
impact caused by manufacturing, i.e. environmental payback time.
The environmental payback time of a Climeon Heat Power system is
below 15 days11), which is only a fraction of the time of other renewable energy sources such as wind and solar power, at approximately

10) Climeon’s estimate based on a competitor analysis. Not confirmed by an external
party.
11) Based on the Company’s own assessment of the carbon footprint of the materials used
and the production process. The number has not been independently verified.
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six months12) and 18 months13) respectively. Hence, the energy spent
building a Climeon system is quickly earned back and turned into
years of saved CO2 emissions.

Globally recognised and award winning technology
Climeon has been recognised by a number of independent organisations. The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) recognised the Company as a
Climate Solver 2016 and the industry expert firm Frost & Sullivan
claimed the system to be the best in the world in its category and
stated that it expects the Climeon Heat Power system to take off in
the maritime industry14). The system is furthermore the winner of the
renewable energy category of E-Prize 2016, and has been called “The
greatest energy invention in 100 years” by the Swedish Energy
Agency.

GROWTH STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
Continue to take advantage of the Company’s product
advantages and favorable market position in order to
establish the technology as an industry standard in the
Company’s focus segments
As of the date of the Prospectus, Climeon is not aware of any other
player having developed a commercially viable product that primarily
works with heat sources below 120 °C. Due to this technological
edge and the low price of the product, the Company believes it has
created a product advantage and established a favorable position in
the market for low temperature heat power within the Company’s
focus segments. Climeon intends to take advantage of its current
position in the market, with the aim of establishing its technology as
an industry standard in the Company’s focus segments. Having the
Company’s technology becoming an industry standard, for example
within the maritime industry, can result in the Heat Power system
becoming a standard component in the specifications for a ship,
regardless of which shipyard is contracted to build it.
At this stage, the Company believes that such an establishment
of its technology as the industry standard is most likely to initially
occur in the maritime segment, since Climeon already has strong reference customers such as Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri, Maersk Line
and Viking Line. Furthermore, the system is certified for commercial
marine shipping by Lloyd’s Register, which creates a barrier to entry
for competitors and could thus delay the potential launch of competing products.

Prioritise growth within particularly profitable geographical
areas and segments

Business overview

tised countries might include those with underdeveloped electricity
infrastructure, high electricity prices, lack of energy storage capabilities, such as hydropower, or major issues with air and water pollution. Other parameters include customer requirements in relation to
size, for example ships where Climeon’s limited 2x2x2 meter size is
an excellent fit in the engine room.
At the same time that new geographical areas are being
thoroughly examined, local investments are being avoided until a
strong reference customer has been contracted and the Company has
gained a thorough understanding of the market. This is being done, for
example, by prioritising usage of third-party players to build local service networks. At present, sales are primarily conducted without middlemen in order to create strong customer relationships and a good
understanding of the business. Selected customer accounts are systematically cultivated in order to produce additional reference customers and to establish widespread confidence in each segment.
Over the next few years Climeon will prioritise growth in specific
geographical areas within its focus segments, but without excluding
growth in other geographical areas or new segments should particularly favorable opportunities present themselves. It is opportunities
of this kind that have contributed to the Company’s current initiatives. For example, there are favorable conditions for growth in India
and Iceland due to an inadequate electricity infrastructure (which
results in increased demand on local electricity networks and power
stations) and in Germany due to high electricity prices (the customer’s opportunity cost). India’s need for electricity is expected to triple
between 2016 and 2040, at the same time that the country’s minister
of power declared that the country needs a renewable baseload to
supplement the solar energy expansion.15, 16) Japan is assessed to be
favorable for geothermal energy due to its geological conditions and
because it needs to find alternative and sustainable sources of
energy that can reduce dependency on international energy imports
as well as supplement and eventually replace nuclear power. Like
Japan, Iceland is deemed to be a favorable market for geothermal
energy due to the country’s geological conditions. This view of the
market was reinforced when the Icelandic company CP Energy
placed a conditional order of 100 modules (corresponding to circa
EUR 30 million) in August 2017. Despite the low electricity prices
found on Iceland, Climeon managed to present an attractive business case for CP Energy.17)

Continue to build a scalable organisation that requires a
limited amount of capital to achieve good profitability and
positive cash flows

Expansion will be prioritised within segments and geographical
areas in which the Company deems business opportunities to be significant and where the Company has substantial financial and technological competitive advantages compared to the competition and
alternative technologies. Relevant industries might include those
with companies that have strong motives for becoming Climeon
customers, industries that are protected by certification requirements whereupon competitive advantages can be achieved through
certification or industries in which requirements for product specifications correspond particularly well with Climeon’s product. Priori-

The Company is focused on the continued build-up of its business,
primarily within three areas: production, service and delivery organisation, and sales and marketing organisation.
Climeon can utilise the contract manufacturer Mastec’s production facility, which was completed in May 2017, for a large-scale production. The facility has the capacity to produce 400 Heat Power
modules annually, but can scale up to produce 2,500 modules a year.
This scalability is possible primarily because the Heat Power System
is based on standardised and commoditised modules, which can be
mass produced. As the production volumes increase, the Company
expects the contribution margin per module to increase also. In addi-

12) Karl R. Haapala & Preedanood Prempreeda, Comparative life cycle assessment of 2.0
MW wind turbines, June 2014.
13) Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Photovoltaics Report, November 2016.
14) 2015 Frost & Sullivan for Technology Innovation Award.
15) Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s New Energy Outlook 2016, India’s Triple Energy
Challenge, November 2016.

16) Climatechangenews.com, No renewables without coal, says Indian energy minister,
retrieved November 2015.
17) For further information on the agreement with CP Energy, refer to section “Legal
considerations and supplementary information – Material agreements”.
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tion, Mastec has primary responsibility for purchasing components.
Mastec delivers finished modules to Climeon with 30-day payment
terms, which limits the need for working capital.
Scalability of the service and delivery organisation is enabled by
the Climeon Live™ control system and standardisation of the Heat
Power module. Climeon Live™ enables various cloud-based services,
which in turn enable support to be given without the necessity of an
on-site visit to the customer, in addition to providing the Company
with recurring income. The standardised module allows service partners to be used when an on-site visit is required. The service organisation is currently a combination of internal resources for productoriented services and service partners for standardised services, but
the Company is working towards increasing the share of service
partners as the Company’s technology becomes more established
on the market.
Climeon’s sales and marketing organisation is currently focused
on large customers within the Company’s focus segments, which
allows internal resources to maintain large sales volumes. As sales
increase, smaller customers will also be cultivated. Such type of
sales will primarily be handled by sales partners.

Actively work with solutions for customer and project
financing to achieve quicker growth
Climeon works with partners, in both the public and private sectors,
to provide attractive financing solutions to customers in order to
facilitate purchases of the Company’s products. This might also
include extended credit periods, buyer’s credit or leasing agreements.
The Company intends to actively work towards expanding its network of financing partners in the countries where Climeon pursues
proactive sales. For more information about the Company’s efforts
related to customer and project financing, see section “Business
overview — Customer and project financing solutions”.

Continue developing Climeon’s Heat Power system in order
to achieve lower electricity costs and to launch supplementary solutions that improve the customer’s overall energy
management and production
Being able to offer a commercially competitive product has been
Climeon’s focus since the very beginning and it is a key to the success of the Company. Consequently, the Company aims to offer the
lowest possible LCOE for Climeon’s Heat Power System. LCOE is a
function of the system’s conversion efficiency and the cost, including the ancillary components, required to fit into the customer’s processes.
The Company addressed these factors at an early stage, for
example through several fundamental technical configurations that
improved efficiency and made the system less expensive to produce. The decision to modularise the system will result in lower manufacturing costs as production volumes increase in the long term.
The integration cost is also included as part of the customer’s
cost to generate electricity (and LCOE), and the Company is actively
working to simplify the integration. The Company believes that a
standardised and modular low-pressure product with clear interfaces will help enable simple integration.

18) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, november 2012.
19) Optimal temperature is defined as 120 °C for the heat source and 1° C for the cold source.
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Furthermore, the Company intends to develop complementary
products or to use such products from other suppliers to ensure that
the customer’s solution is as efficient as possible. These products
will facilitate integration and contribute to the customer’s ability to
maximise its heat recovery. For example, a new product called
Climeon Steam Turbine is currently being produced, and the first customer installation will be in 2018.

CLIMEON’S PRODUCT OFFERING
Climeon was founded upon the realisation that should there be a way
to convert waste heat at low temperatures (70–120 °C) into clean
electricity, substantial cost savings and lower CO2 emissions could
be achieved by a lot of companies. In order to make this possible and
have a commercially justifiable product, Climeon set up two main
goals at the inception of the Company:
• The Climeon Heat Power system should deliver at least ten percent
conversion efficiency, and thus ensure a market leading performance at low temperatures18). Today, the system delivers over ten
percent conversion efficiency at 90 °C/20 °C, and up to 14 percent
efficiency under optimal operating conditions.19)
• The payback time for Climeon’s customers should be competitive
without subsidies. This implies a payback time of three to seven
years depending on the type of customer. Today, waste heat recovery customers have a payback time of approximately three years
on their investment. Thus, Climeon’s system presents an attractive
business case for the Company’s customers.
Climeon’s core offering consists of four parts: the Climeon Heat Power
system, Climeon Live™, customer support and consulting services.

Climeon Heat Power system
The Climeon Heat Power system is the cornerstone in Climeon’s offering. The Heat Power system is based on Climeon’s C3 technology and
uses the temperature difference between hot and cold water to convert heat energy into clean electricity. Thermal energy is thereby converted into usable electricity. The heat source is typically 70–120 °C,
and the cold source is 0–35 °C. The Heat Power system exists in two
configurations: one for land based applications and one for maritime
applications. The system for maritime applications received general
approval by Lloyd’s Register in March 2017. Each system has an estimated lifetime of circa 30 years.
Each Climeon Heat Power module, measuring only 2x2x2 meters,
has the capacity to generate 150 kW of electricity and requires only
three connections to do so: a hot source, a cold source and a power
connection. The modular design makes it easy to scale the system
from 150 kW to 50 MW by connecting over 300 modules to each
other. Regardless of the number of connected modules only three
connections are needed, i.e. scale does not add intrinsic complexity
to the system.
Moreover, the Heat Power system delivers twice the efficiency
compared to widely adopted ORC systems.20) Using a heat source with
a temperature of 90 °C and a cold source with a temperature of 20 °C,
the system delivers a net conversion efficiency of at least ten percent,
and with optimal temperatures at most 14 percent. Both cases correspond to over 50 percent of the Carnot limit (the theoretical maximum

20) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
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efficiency). Most widely adopted ORC systems only achieve 25-30 percent of this theoretical maximum.21)
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150 kW Heat Power module

Cooling source
0–35 °C

100% clean
electricity

Heat source
Steam or water
70–120 °C

(Residual heat)
District heating
Swimming pool
50–110 °C

50 MW Heat Power system

Cold Source
Typically 0–35 °C

Cooling towers
Side view

Front view

1 Power block = 1–7 modules

Heat source
Typically 70–120 °C

Production well

Substation

50 MW clean electricity

Heat Power system for geothermal use

21) Climeon’s calculations based on: B. Peris, et. al. Performance Evaluation of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for power applications from low grade heat sources. The calculations have
not been confirmed by an external party.
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Heat Power system efficiency and electricity generation
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The C3 technology
The conversion of heat energy to usable electricity in the Climeon
Heat Power system is enabled by Climeon’s C3 technology. The C3
technology is based on a heat exchanger system that evaporates a
working fluid by exposing it to the heat source. Since gas has a lower
density than liquid the pressure increases. The pressurised gas
passes through a highly efficient turbine which in turn generates
electricity. After the passage through the turbine the gas is cooled,
and thereby converted back to liquid. Thanks to Climeon’s unique
architectural changes and a number of bespoke and patented components, the Company has found a way to minimise energy losses in
the conversion process. The C3 technology enables the high conversion efficiency and low cost of Climeon’s system.
The C3 technology operates with a partial vacuum within the system, which reduces the pressure compared to traditional high pressure systems such as ORC systems. The internal minimum pressure
required by the C3 technology is 2.5 bar, while traditional ORC-sys-
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tems require typically 25 bar. The low pressure system enables
materials and pumps to have slimmer dimensions. The Heat Power
system can thereby be produced using 75 percent less material than
competing high pressure solutions.22) The results are substantial
cost savings, lower environmental impact and increased conversion
efficiency.
Additional key aspects of the C3 technology are the choice of working fluid and the unique and patented condensation solution. Over
3,000 different chemicals were studied before choosing the one that is
currently used as working fluid. The fluid has ideal characteristics for
use together with the Heat Power system. The condensation solution
allows for the compact size of each module and is critical for the system’s functionality under vacuum. Further, as external air ingress cannot be fully hindered, Climeon has developed and patented a unique
vacuum maintenance system which monitors air ingress and expels
air without requiring expensive vacuum pumps.

Detailed description of the C3-technology
Gas enters the highly
efficient turbine and
generator solution

Optimised condensation on a large
reaction surface created by spraying
cold working fluid

Optimised evaporation of the
working fluid

Cooling of the
circulating
working fluid

70–120 °C

0–35 °C

50–110 °C

10–55 °C

Control system automatically adapts to
variations in incoming temperatures

22) Climeon’s own calculations based on its observations of high pressure systems. The number has not been independently verified.
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Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE)

ment costs for drilling, bringing the total to SEK 481 per MWh. The
Heat Power System does not have any variable costs as it does not
consume any fuel, e.g. coal or biomass.
As production volumes exceed 100 modules annually, the total
LCOE is estimated to decrease to SEK 310 per MWh in a waste heat
recovery configuration and SEK 335 per MWh in a geothermal power
plant configuration. The Company expects the LCOE for the Heat
Power system to decrease to under SEK 300 per MWh at larger production volumes in the future.
The Company assumes a module lifetime of 30 years, a 5.5 percent discount rate, a 130 kW output with 85 percent uptime for the
waste heat recovery configuration and 98 percent uptime for the
geothermal power configuration.

Climeon’s Heat Power system offers a lower or equivalent LCOE
compared to fossil fuels or renewable energy alternatives.
LCOE is a method to estimate the lifetime cost of an energy
source per unit of energy generated over its useful life. With calculations made by the U.S Energy Information Administration as starting
point,23) the Heat Power system in a standard waste heat recovery
configuration achieves a LCOE of SEK 435 per MWh at current production quantities (<100 modules annually). This includes SEK 294
per MWh in investment costs and SEK 141 per MWh in fixed operations and maintenance costs. If the system is used in a geothermal
power plant configuration with drilling costs for a 1,500 meter deep
borehole included, an additional SEK 46 per MWh is needed in invest-

U.S. Average LCOE (2016 SEK/MWh) for Plants Entering Service in 2022
Geothermal, increased production levels

335
481

Geothermal, current production levels
Waste heat recovery, increased production levels
Waste heat recovery, current production levels

310
435
563

Hydroelectric

2,057

ALTERNATIVE

Solar thermal

1,338

Wind – offshore

541

Wind – onshore

870

Biomass
Geothermal

CONVENTIONAL

723

Solar Photovoltaic

395

Nuclear

842
805

Combustion turbine
Gas turbine combined cycle with CSS¹
Gas turbine combined cycle

701
479

Coal with 30 % carbon sequestration

0
Levelised Capital Cost

Fixed Operations and
Maintenance

1,190

500

1,000

Variable Operations and
Maintenance

(SEK/MWh)

1,500

2,000

2,500

Transmission investment

Source: U.S Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2017, April 2017; Assumed USD/
SEK exchange rate of 8.5.
Note (1): Carbon capture and storage

23) U.S Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2017, April 2017.
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Climeon Live™

Support services

Climeon Live™ is a cloud based subscription software which is the
control system for the Climeon Heat Power system, and which also
includes a range of add-on cloud based applications. One Climeon
Live™ subscription is needed for each module that is connected to a
Heat Power system, without a subscription it is not possible to use
the module. Each separate module in a Climeon Heat Power system
has multiple sensors providing the software with precision measurements and large amounts of data.

Climeon offers customer support within three different categories
depending on customer preferences: Basic remote support, Basic onsite support and Full on-site support. The services are optional, but all
current customers have signed support agreements and most future
customers are expected to do so.
The remote maintenance and repair services included in the support agreements are enabled and performed via the control system
Climeon Live™. On-site maintenance and repair services are typically
performed by a mix of third party and in-house technicians. Third
party technicians are mainly hired for routine and standardised
tasks, whereas in-house technicians are used for more complex
tasks.
In addition to the three types of support agreements, every purchase of a Heat Power system is accompanied by a mandatory commissioning service. Commissioning consists of: filling the system
with working fluid, checking that all connections to the system are
properly connected, and running different parts of the machine manually to check that the system is functioning. The customer’s external hardware, such as pumps, may in some cases need to be connected to the Heat Power system’s control system (Climeon Live™).
If so, that is also included in the commissioning service. Commissioning also includes fine-tuning system performance once it has
been started.

Climeon Live™ offers a number of key benefits:
• Continuous monitoring and advanced analytics enable finely
tuned optimisations for enhanced performance. The results are
higher conversion efficiency and lower CO2 emissions.
• The software provides real-time system information and reports.
Recorded data is used for historical performance reporting and
trend analysis. The data can be accessed by users via computers
and mobile devices.
• Data gathered from the globally installed base are analysed and
used for automatic software updates. It allows Climeon to optimise the performance of every installed module globally, based
on data from each module’s unique operating conditions.
• Proactive monitoring of the system can identify potential faults
before they occur. This enables the Climeon Heat Power system
to operate around the clock, seven days a week, with only two
days of planned maintenance each year.
• Customers can integrate Climeon’s solution into their existing
control- and monitoring systems using the Climeon Live™ application programming interface (API).

Consulting services
Consulting services are offered to customers who request either a
pre-study in conjunction with a potential purchase of a Heat Power
system, or a deeper energy efficiency analysis of their business. The
consulting services are used as a way to support sales and deliveries
of Heat Power systems, i.e. the services are only offered to buyers, or
prospective buyers, of a Heat Power system.
The total cost of setting up a Heat Power system varies greatly,
and depends on a number of factors outside of Climeon’s offering.
The consulting services address those factors, with the aim to give
clients a comprehensive overview of the potential to optimise their
energy recovery, examine the technical feasibility of installing the
system, and give the clients a complete overview of the potential
costs of doing so. For example, a steel producer can get a clear
understanding of where and how Climeon’s system can be installed
and integrated, how the connections to hot water, cooling and electricity should be designed. This is often crucial in the customer decision process and typically paid for by the customer.
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VALUE CHAIN
Climeon has the in-house expertise to be involved in most parts of the
value chain, from the pre-study of a customer site until the ongoing
support stages when the Climeon Heat Power system has been
installed and is operating. However, the degree of involvement varies
between different stages; in some stages Climeon cooperates with
third party companies. For example, the commissioning phase may be
done jointly with an engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)
contractor24), and for routine maintenance Climeon may hire third

party service providers. The involvement of external parties is primarily meant to increase the efficiency of the organisation so that Climeon
can maintain focus on the core areas of the Company’s offering.
The Company’s value chain can be divided into two parts: one part
which contains the steps from the identification of usable waste heat
until the Climeon Heat Power system is installed, and one part comprised of the ongoing operating steps following the installation.

Ongoing consulting services
Energy and site optimisation, add-on services, customer training etc.

PRE COMMISSIONING

Waste heat
Heat energy generated
by industrial companies
and geothermal plants

Pre-study

Sale

Site and cost analysis,
integration guidance

Internal sales
department

Production
and site
preparation

Commissioning

Third party services e.g.
civil works, piping,
welding

Connection and
integration, filling,
start-up

POST COMMISSIONING – ONGOING

Climeon LiveTM
Software API integration, add-on functions

Customer
support

Maintenance
and repairs

Electricity
company

Customer

Remote/on-site support,
functional checks

Annual maintenance
and potential repairs

Geothermal plants sell
produced electricity to
electricity companies

Electricity companies
distribute the electricity to end users

= activities led by third party or customers

= activities offered by Climeon

The first part of the value chain above illustrates the process from
identification of usable waste heat until the commissioning phase.
The second part of the value chain illustrates the ongoing activities that take place once a Heat Power system is installed. As those
parts of the value chain are ongoing, several of the parts may occur
simultaneously.

high temperature geothermal power plants, or as the main system in
low temperature geothermal power plants. Maritime is currently the
segment with the furthest progress, but in the long term Climeon
believes that the greatest potential lies within the geothermal segment. For more information on each segment, see section “Market
overview – Climeon’s current focus segments”.

BUSINESS MODEL

Maritime

Climeon is both a hardware and software provider. The Company’s
core offering is the Heat Power system and the system’s software
Climeon Live™. In addition, Climeon offers consulting services and
support services for the Heat Power system. The production of the
system is outsourced to third parties, whereas all research and
development and sales and marketing are done in-house, with all
unique product designs being owned by Climeon. The Company’s
target customers are mainly companies producing significant
amounts of waste heat and geothermal power plants.

Maritime is currently the furthest progressed segment. As the
Climeon Heat Power system already is installed on, or has been
ordered for, a number of ships, it is the Company’s belief that its system is on its way to becoming an well-established technology in the
maritime industry. As a result of the technology becoming wellknown, Climeon expects to be able to go directly from the pre-study
stage of the sales process to full system deployment, and thereby
avoid the pilot installation and shorten the sales process. For example, this has been the case with the sale to Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri. Following the successful installation of the Heat Power system
on Viking Line’s ferry Viking Grace, Virgin Voyages purchased systems for three full site deployments immediately. For more information about the different steps of the sales process, see section “Business description – Sales process and ongoing customer discussions”.
The majority of the systems sold to the maritime segment in the

Focus segments
Climeon is currently targeting four segments: maritime, steel and
cement manufacturing, gensets and geothermal power. Within maritime, steel, cement and gensets, the usage of the Heat Power system
lies within waste heat recovery, whereas within the geothermal segment the system is either used for waste heat recovery in existing

24) EPC is a form of contracting agreement where the contractor carries out activities such as construction and deployment. (Company example: Sweco, ÅF)
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short term are expected to be installed through retrofitting, which generally is a quick process. Construction of new ships is, on the other
hand, often a lengthy process that may span several years. In these
cases, there is often a delay between an order being placed and delivery of a Heat Power system.
Existing maritime customers include Maersk Line, Viking Line and
Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri. Both Viking Line and Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri have ordered full scale installations of four25) respectively 18
modules. Maersk Line has ordered a pilot installation consisting of one
module. The order from Maersk Line is co-financed by the Swedish
Energy Agency with the purpose of verifying the technology for use on
ships with two-stroke engines, which is the standard on bulk carriers.

Maersk Line
•
•
•

Largest bulk carrier operator in the world.
Annual turnover of SEK 300 billion with bunker fuel costs
comprising 7.5 percent of operating costs.
A fleet of circa 700 vessels, whereof circa 250 are suitable
for a Climeon Heat Power system (2–6 modules per vessel),
creating a current account potential of circa SEK 3.4 billion.

Steel and cement manufacturing
One of Climeon’s first customers is the Swedish steel manufacturer
SSAB, which produces around eight million tonnes of crude steel
annually26). SSAB placed their first order for a Heat Power system
consisting of one module in 2015 and then a repeat order in 2016 of
one module as well as an upgrade of the initial module from 120 to
150 kW during 2017.
Climeon has initiated discussions with several steel manufacturers and in May 2017 the Company received an order for a paid prestudy from a large international Indian steel producer.

SSAB
• Among the world’s 50 largest steel producers with an annual
production of eight million tonnes.1)
• Headquartered in Stockholm and a global presence with
employees in over 50 countries.
• Yearly revenue of SEK 55 billion.
1) World Steel Association, World Steel in Figures 2017, May 2017.

No sale has been made within the cement industry, but discussions
are ongoing with several potential customers, and early stage internal business case calculations have been initiated with a selected
group of leading cement companies with indications of a strong
product fit.
Gensets
The market for large gensets is divided between a handful of major
manufacturers, which include Caterpillar, GE, Wärtsilä, Cummins and
MHI, among others.
A pilot project together with Koyo Electric has been initiated, with
an order for three Heat Power modules intended for a biomass power
plant.

25) The order from Viking Line also comprise add-on products with a capacity of 300 kW.
26) World Steel Association, World Steel in Figures 2017, May 2017.
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Geothermal power
Within the geothermal segment there are two different usages for
the Climeon Heat Power system. The system is either used as a complement to existing technology at existing high temperature geothermal power plants (>150 °C), utilising heat at temperatures that would
otherwise be wasted by an ORC system or; as the main electricity
generating system in low temperature geothermal power plants
(<120 °C).
Sales and marketing efforts within this segment are currently
focused on finding geothermal power plants that are operating at a
low margin or loss as they will be incentivised to acquire Climeon’s
system. Climeon is also evaluating opportunities that utilise unused
geothermal reservoirs that failed to achieve a temperature above
what existing ORC systems can effectively utilise. These opportunities have the potential for large system deployments without the
long lead times, high costs and the risks associated with drilling geothermal reservoirs.
In August 2017 Climeon received its first, conditional, order within
the geothermal segment from CP Energy. The order is comprised of
a total of 100 modules (corresponding to circa EUR 30 million) distributed over a pilot installation consisting of seven modules as well
as 10 to 15 full-scale deployments consisting of a total of 93 modules. The Heat Power systems are intended to be connected to low
temperature geothermal sources that is currently used for district
heating. For further information about this order, see sections ”Case
study – Icelandic geothermal energy on a wide scale” and “Legal considerations and supplementary information – Material agreements”.

Customer and project financing solutions
Climeon’s customers generally pay for the products immediately,
with partial payment when the order is placed and final payment at
delivery. In order to facilitate purchasing decisions for the Company’s products, the Company systematically works with partners in
both the public and private sectors to offer attractive financing solutions. Examples include supplier credit where Climeon offers longer
payment terms that can be connected to the cash flow that the
investment generates for the customer, buyer’s credit that provide
the buyer with favorable loans when purchasing Climeon’s equipment or leasing agreements where the customer enters into a power
purchase agreement with Climeon, which installs and operates the
Heat Power system. All of the solutions have been created in order to
improve opportunities to win new business, including both pilot and
full-scale installations. The financing solutions are structured to provide neutral or positive cash flow for Climeon, and, when possible, to
offer a less expensive form of financing than the customer would be
able to obtain otherwise.
In the case of a project investment, for example for major geothermal projects, where in some cases drilling is involved, Climeon has a
network of financiers who can offer the project loan financing. Since
these types of projects generally are larger and more complex than
customer financing in other segments, different financing partners
with other solutions such as investment funds through direct investments or bonds might be used. Climeon cooperates with, among others, Swedish Export Credit Corporation (“SEK”), ALMI Företagspartner
(“ALMI”), the Swedish Export Credit Agency, (“EKN”) and the Swedish
Energy Agency.
In 2017, together with ALMI and EKN, Climeon carried out its first
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customer financing in conjunction with a sale to Viking Line, who
ordered a full-scale installation (900 kW). This means that ALMI
issues a loan to Climeon where the risks associated with production
and receivables are covered by a guarantee from EKN. This means
that Climeon receives a lower interest cost compared to normal debt
financing.
The Company intends to expand its network of financing partners
in the countries where Climeon pursues proactive sales.

Revenue model
Climeon Heat Power system
The Climeon Heat Power system is sold using two different models:
traditional sales or as a lease agreement called As-a-Service. The
Company is currently focusing on traditional sales.
With the traditional sales model the price per module is circa SEK
3.4 million. The price may however vary depending on order volume.
This model is usually the most economical alternative for the customer. Climeon offers all customers a one year warranty as a standard, with the opportunity to purchase an extension in conjunction
with specific contract negotiations.
With the As-a-Service model Climeon installs and operates a Heat
Power system at the customer site and is paid for the electricity produced. The model is capital intensive and is therefore not the main
choice for Climeon at this stage of the Company’s development.
Climeon currently has two modules contracted as As-a-Service, both
with the customer SSAB.
Climeon Live™
Climeon Live™ provides a recurring revenue stream through a subscription which is paid yearly in advance. For every Heat Power module used by a customer, the customer needs a subscription, i.e., the
customer needs as many subscriptions as modules. The yearly fee
for one subscription is circa SEK 50 thousand.

example, the price of a pre-study may range from SEK 100 thousand
to SEK 1 million depending on the scope of the study.
Support services
All support services are paid for annually in advance and charged
automatically if the customer does not cancel the agreement. The
price of the support service varies depending on which service the
customer has subscribed for, costing circa SEK 10,000–150,000 per
annum.
The commissioning service is a mandatory component in all purchases of the Climeon Heat Power system. As standard, the commissioning service is charged separately where the cost depends on
the scope of the service.

SALES AND MARKETING
Customer account development and order book
The development of a customer account (paying customer) tends to
follow four steps: (1) prestudy, (2) pilot installation, (3) full-scale
installation and (4) multiple site roll-out, whereby each step constitutes an individual order. However, Climeon sees a trend where more
customer accounts are ordering prestudies, pilot installations and
full-scale installations at the same time, and occasionally multiple
site roll-outs as well. This reduces the time from when a customer
account places its first order until it realises its full sales potential.
For example, Virgin Voyages ordered three full-scale Heat Power
Systems (with a total of 18 Heat Power modules) for its three ships
without requesting an initial pilot installation. Koyo Electric ordered a
pilot installation without a prestudy. CP Energy ordered a pilot installation concurrently with several full-scale systems consisting of a total of
7 + 93 Heat Power modules provided that certain conditions are met,
and without a prestudy (the pilot installation is planned to be delivered
and installed before the rest of the order goes into production).
Order book and completed orders

Consulting services
The consulting services offered by the Company (particularly the
pre-sale studies) mainly serve as a preparation for a purchase of a
Heat Power system. The consulting services are priced using a costplus pricing method and there are large deviations in prices. For

As of the date of the Prospectus, Climeon has sold and installed
three Heat Power modules and completed three prestudies. As per
the date of the Prospectus, Climeon’s order book consists of 126
Heat Power modules and one prestudy distributed across nine customer accounts. Climeon’s customer account development and cur-

CUSTOMER

SEGMENT

1. PRESTUDY

2. PILOT
INSTALLATION

3. FULL-SCALE
INSTALLATION

Viking Line

Maritime

P (2015)

1 (2015)

41) (2017)

Virgin Voyages /
Fincantieri

Maritime

SSAB

Steel

P (2015)

1 (2015)

Maersk Line

Maritime

P (2016)

1 (2017)

Koyo Electric

Genset (generators)

3 (2017)

CP Energy 2)

Geothermal

7 (2017)

4. MULTIPLE SITE
ROLL-OUT

18 (2016)

Confidential customer #1 Steel & Cement

P (2017)

Confidential customer #2 Steel & Cement

P (2016)

Confidential customer #3 Maritime

P (2016)

n Completed orders n Order book (not completed)

1 (2016)

93 (2017)

P = Prestudy # = Number of modules (201#) = Year of order

1) The order also includes add-on products currently under development.
2) The order is contingent on a number of conditions being fulfilled before commencement of the installations. Refer to section “Legal considerations and supplementary information –
Material agreements” for further information.
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rent order book are illustrated on the previous page. Each rectangle
corresponds to one order whose placement indicates at which stage
in the development the customer account is found.

Climeon also operates the heatpower.com website and a podcast called “The Energy Forecast”. The purpose of the website and
the podcast is to convey an objective view of all heat power-related
news flows and to help establish heat power as the renewable baseload of the future.

Customer identification and marketing
Climeon’s sales and marketing departments are highly integrated
with each other, and jointly employ twelve full time employees and
two part time employees. In addition, the Company uses external
partners for marketing activities. All sales are currently handled
internally. In the future, Climeon may hire external sales agents for
sales to smaller customers.
Sales and marketing efforts are targeted towards specific companies within each focus segment. These companies are designated as
priority companies and are generally the largest within their respective
segment and geographical area. They may also be prioritised because
of an explicit environmental agenda, a presence in countries with high
electricity prices or governmental pressure, or if they have heat
sources which are well-suited for use in Climeon’s systems. As of the
date of the Prospectus, Climeon has identified 96 priority companies.
Climeon mainly uses account-based marketing (ABM), meaning
that the Company’s marketing department approaches each prospective customer individually. For this type of marketing, Climeon
cooperates with third parties that are specialised in account-based
marketing for sales processes with long lead times. As part of its
marketing, Climeon uses a variety of different web content such as
banners and sponsored, company-focused, posts on social media.
The banners and web content are tailored to each focus segment,
and are only displayed to representatives of companies that are identified as prospective or existing customers.

Initial customer meeting
Climeon identifies prospective customers
and targets them with
active selling.

Customer identification & marketing

42
Target companies

Climeon has a structured sales process outlining all steps from lead
generation to delivery of a finished Heat Power System or prestudy.
The process is described in the illustration below. Early in the process (before Decision Point 1), each prospective customer goes
through a stringent qualification round to assess the probability of
the sale being completed. At this phase, extensive mapping of the
prospective customers regarding account potential is conducted, in
terms of the size of a potential pilot installation, a full-scale installation at an initial site and a multiple site roll-out across the customer’s
entire fleet of ships or sites (e.g. factories or power plants). Before
Decision Point 1, no significant resources are allocated to the project
in order to ensure that the need for qualified internal resources is
kept at a minimum.
When a customer becomes a Sales Project, additional resources
are allocated to the project (including resources from finance, legal
and senior management). For a customer to be qualified as a Sales
Project, the probability of closing the sale should be over 80 percent.
For the sales organisation, the Sales Project phase is usually the most
time-consuming part of the process. During this phase, all terms and
technical specifications are defined and agreed upon. At Decision
Point 2, contracts are signed and the production and delivery process
is initiated.

Decision Point 1

Initial Mapping of cusmeeting tomer potential

Working
meeting

39
Prospective customers

Climeon has a total of 54 prospective customers and customer
accounts (paying customers) at different stages of the sales process. 39 of these are at the initial stage and are undergoing a stringent qualification round; nine have progressed past Decision Point 1
and have become a Sales Project; and six have progressed past Decision Point 2 and have ordered a Heat Power System and have thus
become a customer account.
Climeon estimates that the aggregate sales potential for these
prospective customers and customer accounts corresponds to
more than SEK 27 billion, of which circa SEK one billion concerns
pilot installations. The estimate is calculated by Climeon and only
includes sales of Heat Power modules with a presumed sales price

Decision Point 2

Additional resources are allocated to the project. The terms
and technical specifications are
defined and agreed upon. >80%
probability that the sale will be
completed.

Each prospective project undergoes a
stringent qualification round to assess
both the probability of the sale being
completed and the customer potential.

Ongoing customer discussions

60

Sales process and ongoing customer discussions

Sales Project

9
Sales Project

Contract signed; production and delivery
initiated.

Production &
delivery

6
Orders

of SEK 3.4 million per module. The estimation only includes the
immediately addressable applications for Climeon’s Heat Power
system, and thus does not include the potential applications available with minor technical adjustments to the system.
The estimated aggregated customer potential is based on Climeon’s own calculations and corresponds to the total volume of low
temperature waste heat recovery systems that could be installed at
the customers’ sites. Hence, the numbers do not constitute an estimate of the number of Heat Power modules which Climeon believes
that the Company will sell to these customers in the near future.
On the next page is a detailed and partially anonymised summary
of prospective customers and customer accounts, as well as their
sales potential. Each rectangle indicates at which stage in the sales
process each prospective customer or customer account is found.
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SALES PROGRESS

CUSTOMER

SEGMENT

SSAB

Steel & Cement

Koyo Electric

Genset (generators)

CP Energy 3)

Geothermal

Maersk Line
VV/Fincantieri

CUSTOMER
MEETINGS

SALES PROJECT

ORDER VALUE POTENTIAL1)
PRODUCTION & PILOT INSTALLATION
DELIVERY
(SEKm)
Pilot complete

TOTAL CUSTOMER
POTENTIAL
(SEKm)2)
269

Pilot ordered

65

Full system ordered

680

Maritimee

Pilot ordered

3,397

Maritime

Full system ordered

265

Viking Line

Maritime

Full system ordered

34

7

Maritime

68

272

8

Maritime

3

129

9

Steel & Cement

31

0

Confidential #1

Steel & Cement

Pre-study ongoing

27

1,333

Confidential #2

Steel & Cement

Pre-study completed

3

3

12

Genset (generators)

3

3,760

13

Geothermal

95

204

14

Geothermal

20

20

15

Other

3

10,197

16

Maritime

95

755

17

Maritime

34

-

18

Maritime

27

-

19

Maritime

27

-

20

Maritime

-

170

21

Maritime

-

136

22

Maritime

-

109

23

Steel & Cement

24

547

24

Steel & Cement

14

177

25

Steel & Cement

14

3

26

Steel & Cement

10

-

27

Steel & Cement

7

299

28

Steel & Cement

3

439

29

Steel & Cement

3

167

30

Steel & Cement

3

92

31

Steel & Cement

3

65

32

Steel & Cement

3

65

33

Steel & Cement

3

10

34

Steel & Cement

3

3

35

Steel & Cement

3

-

36

Steel & Cement

-

428

37

Steel & Cement

-

190

38

Steel & Cement

-

95

39

Steel & Cement

-

-

40

Genset (generators)

68

204

41

Genset (generators)

48

377

42

Genset (generators)

20

479

43

Geothermal

20

82

44

Geothermal

20

20

45

Genset (generators)

17

102

46

Genset (generators)

10

129

47

Geothermal

7

163

48

Genset (generators)

7

44

-49

Genset (generators)

3

-

50

Genset (generators)

3

65

51

Geothermal

-

68

52

Other

7

-

53

Other

-

-

54

Other

-

-

1) All amounts are the Company’s own estimates per August 2017. The amounts are based on discussions with each customer, the estimated capacity for Heat Power systems and a
price of SEK 3.4 million per Heat Power module.
2) Excludes the value of pilot installations.
3) The order is contingent on a number of conditions being fulfilled before commencement of the installations. Refer to section “Legal considerations and supplementary information Material agreements” for further information.
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CASE STUDY – ICELANDIC GEOTHERMAL ENERGY ON A
WIDE SCALE
Climeon’s project that is described in this section contains in part forward-looking information. Completion of the
project described in this section is based on the fulfillment of certain terms and conditions, and the outcome may
therefore in a material way differ from, and be worse than, the assumptions made by Climeon when receiving the
order. As a consequence, Climeon’s ability to complete the two phases of the project is subject to uncertainties
and eventualities, some of them being beyond the Company’s control and there is no guarantee that Climeon will
complete the project or that the outcome of the project, Climeon’s financial position or operating profit will not in a
material way differ from the Company’s assumptions as of the date of the Prospectus. See also sections ”Important information for investors – Forward-looking information” and ”Risk factors”.

THE FIRST ORDER WITHIN THE GEOTHERMAL SEGMENT
In August 2017, Climeon received its first order within the geothermal segment from the Icelandic company CP Energy. The order comprise, provided that certain conditions are met, a total of 100 Heat
Power modules, which will be installed in two phases: (1) a pilot
installation of seven modules and (2) 10 to 15 full scale installations,
comprising the remaining 93 modules. Provided the fulfillment of
both phases, the order value exceeds EUR 30 million.

Iceland – good geothermal conditions but low electricity
prices
Iceland is well suited for installations of Climeon’s Heat Power system in geothermal applications. Iceland’s location on the mid-Atlantic back, on the border of two tectonic plates, provides the country
with a great number of geothermal sources in varying temperature
segments. In addition, there are plenty of natural sources for water
cooling. The access to hot as well as cold sources gives Iceland very
good geothermal conditions for the production of electricity from
geothermal energy. The country also has a long tradition of using
geothermal sources for the production of electricity as well as district heating. It is thus familiar with the technology and has an established infrastructure.
The widespread production of electricity from geothermal
sources in Iceland results in the country having one of the lowest
electricity prices in Europe. Traditional (high temperature) geothermal energy is generally the cheapest way to produce electricity.1)
This places high demands on electricity producers in order to create
profitability in their businesses and gives less room for other competing alternative technologies and energy sources. Despite these
conditions, Climeon’s Heat Power system is expected to be able to
compete and operate with good profitability.

The combination of district heating sources entails good
business opportunities
The production of district heating in Iceland is widespread and used
for residential purposes and by industries. The country has approximately a total of 250 geothermal sources with temperatures below
150 °C2), which are suitable for extraction of district heating. However, most often a temperature of approximately 80 °C is required,
which is addressed by mixing the flow of hot water and cold water in
order to reduce the temperature. Thus, a lot of the thermal energy is
wasted.
Climeon’s Heat Power system can use this wasted heat by installing a system between the heat source and the district heating facility. The Heat Power system then generates electricity from the hot
water taken from the heat source, which reduces the water temperature, making it suitable to be passed on to the district heating system.
The electricity being produced this way can either be used by the
land owner or sold via the transmission grid. Often, the land is owned
by the municipality, whereupon private operators can lease the land
in order to utilise any geothermal sources, but private land owners do
also exists.
It is especially beneficial for energy-intensive industries to own
land with geothermal sources because they can then produce their
own electricity. For example, greenhouses require large amounts of
district heating for heating and electricity for lights. Typically, 25 percent of their operational expenses are electricity costs. Thus, selfproduced district heating and electricity can reduce their costs significantly.
In addition, the transmission grid in Iceland is not comprehensive
and some parts of the country are in need of local power plants in
order to secure a stable access to electricity. Hence, there is a
demand for a locally produced baseload, which Climeon’s Heat
Power system can provide.

1) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2017, April 2017.
2) Orkustofnun (the national energy authority), nea.is, retrieved in August 2017.
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Project description
The project comprises 10 to 15 established district heating facilities
in the southeastern parts of Iceland which are today being used for
heating of greenhouses. Most of these facilities have been active for
over 30 years and have a stable operational history in terms of water
flows and temperatures. An installation of a Climeon Heat Power
system at an existing facility reduces the risk and cost of the project

as drilling is avoided (at most of the facilities) and water flows and
temperatures are known.
At each installation, a Heat Power system will be connected to the
existing infrastructure between the heat source and the district heating plant. Each existing district heating plant has the capacity for five
to ten Heat Power modules, depending on size and water temperature.

District Heating
50–80 °C
Heat Source
90–120 °C

Climeon only delivers the hardware in this project. Climeon’s counter-party in the project is a newly established Icelandic company
focusing on development of geothermal power plants.

Phase 1 – pilot installation
The pilot installation consists of seven modules which are intended
to be installed approximately 100 kilometers south-east of Reykjavik
during the first six months of 2018. The assessment of the pilot
installation is expected to take approximately three to six months
after the system has been put into operation.
The order is conditional on a number of conditions being fulfilled
which comprise, but are not limited to, an implementation of a prestudy for phase 1, regulatory approvals being obtained and certain
agreements with third parties being entered into, for example regarding grid-connection and right of use to the land were the Heat Power
modules are intended to be installed. As of the date of the Prospectus, a numbers of conditions remain to be fulfilled, including permits
from national and local authorities and certain agreements with third
parties. The Company expects that these conditions will be fulfilled
during 2017.
To finance the seven Heat Power modules included in phase 1,
Climeon will assist CP Energy with complete funding, comprising a
supplier credit and a promissory note. The supplier credit is secured
by way of retention of title to the seven Heat Power modules. The
promissory note is secured by way of charge over assets in CP Energy
and individual guarantee commitments. The guarantee commit-

Returnal of water
<50 °C

ments amount to 50 percent of the value of the promissory note. Furthermore, Climeon has retention of title to seven Heat Power modules
if CP Energy does not fulfill their payment obligation. Payment for the
seven modules included in phase 1 follows a repayment plan of 15
years from the date when Climeon provided the funding to CP Energy.
It is the parties intention that CP Energy shall re-finance the loan
within 24 months.

Phase 2 – Expansion on multiple sites
Phase 2 is expected to comprise a total of 93 Heat Power modules
which are delivered at call offs from CP Energy. Delivery and payment for the Heat Power modules shall take place no later than 30
months after the agreement was entered into, i.e. in February 2020.
Payment for the 93 modules included in phase 2 is divided into three
parts: 20 percent of the agreed price when a call of note is submitted,
50 percent when Climeon initiates the production and the remaining
30 percent at delivery. Thus, Climeon receives 70 percent of the payment before delivery of the Heat Power modules.
CP Energy has not established a financing plan relating to phase
2 and CP Energy intends to seek financing from private investors as
well as banks. The parties rely partly on receiving government financing from, e.g., the Swedish Export Credit Agency and the Swedish
Export Credit Corporation.
For more information on the agreement, refer to section “Legal considerations and supplementary information – Material agreements”.
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PRODUCTION
Climeon currently has two producers for its Climeon Heat Power system, Mastec and SLS. The lead time from order to delivery of one module takes circa six months. Mastec gives Climeon a twelve month warranty for any defects on the module, and SLS gives Climeon a warranty
on work performed of just over two years. In the cases where Climeon
itself purchases the components, the majority of these components
are covered by warranties of circa one to two years.

Mastec Components AB
Mastec is a well-established bulk producer of industrial goods and is
the large scale producer of the Climeon Heat Power system. Climeon
and Mastec have had a partnership since early 2016, and all production is done in Mastec’s factory in Vaggeryd, Sweden. In May 2017,
Mastec completed an expansion of its production facility, and
thereby dedicated 6,000 square meters of production area to
Climeon. Following the expansion, Mastec’s factory has the capacity
to produce 400 Heat Power modules per year. However, the production facility is highly flexible and within a few days the production
capacity can be expanded by another 400 modules per year if
Climeon requests it. With the current factory, the production capacity
can be expanded to a maximum of 2,500 modules annually. As the
production volume increases the production cost per module will
decrease.
Mastec handles the majority of the logistics process of the production, from the ordering of components to the delivery of the complete
module to Climeon. Following the delivery, Climeon has 30 days to pay
for the complete module. Significantly less working capital is required
compared to if Climeon were to purchase and pay for the components
by itself.

Svensk Licens Svetsning (”SLS”)
SLS is a small scale producer that manufactures based on specific
requests rather than bulk orders, its production capacity is therefore
limited to circa 50 Climeon Heat Power modules per year. SLS is
mainly used for prototypes and special design orders. When SLS is
used as manufacturer Climeon purchases and pays for all components needed in the production of the module. The production process with SLS thus requires a larger amount of working capital.

Suppliers
Climeon groups its suppliers into two different groups: assigned
suppliers and unassigned suppliers. The Company has circa 20
assigned suppliers. This group of suppliers delivers products that
are custom made for Climeon’s Heat Power system, whereas the
unassigned suppliers deliver generic products. The unassigned suppliers are thereby easily replaceable, while the assigned suppliers
are more difficult to replace. To decrease the reliance on the
assigned suppliers Climeon always explores dual sourcing for all
components. Also, Climeon owns the design for all critical, nonstandard, components, which further mitigates the Company’s reliance on specific suppliers.
Still, Climeon strives for long term partnerships with its suppliers,
and prefers to work with well-renowned companies with an international footprint, which simplifies the handling of spare parts for
Climeon’s international customer base. Working with well-renowned

27) Henrik Öhman, Per Lundqvist, Comparison and analysis of performance using Low
Temperature Power Cycles, November 2012.
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suppliers gives Climeon access to their high quality production and
proven methods for product development. Key suppliers to the Company include Alfa Laval, which produces heat exchangers, and
Deprag Schulz which produces turbines.

SITE PREPARATION, DEPLOYMENT AND INSTALLATION
Climeon is normally not offering site preparation services, as they
are outside the Company’s core business. This means that the customer, or an EPC contractor on behalf of the customer, will arrange
for the deployment and installation of the equipment before Climeon
initiates commissioning activities. In rare cases Climeon can take on
overall deployment and installation responsibilities by subcontracting an EPC contractor, however Climeon’s preferred setup is to refer
EPC contractors to its customers, where the EPC contractors can
offer its services directly to the customer.
Customers are advised to initiate the site preparation simultaneously with the production start of the Climeon Heat Power system.
The amount of work needed to prepare a site and install a Climeon
Heat Power system varies greatly. For example, Climeon’s system
can easily be connected to existing pipes if the customer has previously used other systems to utilise waste heat. If no such pipes exist,
piping must be performed.
Climeon can provide transportation of the Heat Power systems
from factory to customer, however, in most cases the customer
assumes responsibility for the product from the moment the system
leaves the factory.

HARDWARE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Research and development is a central part of Climeon’s business as
the C3-technology constitutes the foundation on which the Company is built. Most of the development is conducted in-house, but
external partners have in some cases been used for the development or improvement of specific components.
The Company has identified four hardware components which
are of particular importance for the Climeon Heat Power system’s
market leading performance27), all of which are internally developed
and based solely on in-house know-how.
The ongoing hardware development primarily relates to three
areas:
• Existing system and existing segments: improving the Heat
Power system by further increasing the conversion efficiency,
making the system even more reliable and reducing the manufacturing cost;
• New segments: customising the Heat Power system to make it
suitable for a greater variety of applications and making sure that
it meets the legal requirements for usage in new countries; and
• New products: developing add-on features such as an integrated
cooling system and additional options, such as back pressure turbines (Climeon Steam Turbine)
Increasing the system’s reliability even more and reducing the
manufacturing cost is currently prioritised, however the implementation of some easily achievable efficiency improvements are also
planned during 2017.
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The effort to prepare the Climeon Heat Power system for new
countries is currently focused on the US, Japan, India, and a number
of European countries. The estimated lead time to adjust the Heat
Power system for new countries and receive the required regulatory
approvals is difficult to estimate but the successful completion of
the Lloyd’s General Approval was an important milestone.
In addition to the development areas outlined above, Climeon
may in the future develop stand-alone products using the C3-technology.
Climeon’s team working with hardware related research and
development consists of nine people of which four have joined in
2017. The Company is expecting to hire one additional employee
before the end of the year.

Intellectual property is a key asset for Climeon. The Company is thus
working actively with patent applications, trademarks and know-how
protection. Climeon cooperates with two partners regarding intellectual property and patents: Haynes Beffel & Wolfeld in the US and Bergenstråhle & Partners in all other jurisdictions (globally).

believes that its patent portfolio significantly limits competitor’s ability to offer competing technology within the Company’s focus temperature segment (70–120 °C). The Company’s patent portfolio is
comprised of one granted patent and patent applications in six different patent families. For more information about Climeon’s patents
and patent applications, see section “Legal considerations and supplementary information – Patents”.
Since 2014, when Climeon’s C3-technology was fully developed,
emphasis has been placed on applying for patents covering the use
of Climeon’s technology in various applications, such as the use of
Climeon’s technology in combination with heat pumps for energy
absorption, geothermal applications, or in combination with heat
recovery from flue gas heat sources such as from industrial or
engine combustion processes.
During the second half of 2016, Bergenstråhle & Partners performed an Intellectual Asset Mapping of Climeon’s operations to
investigate in detail the 49 identified intellectual assets possessed
by Climeon, and if those assets were adequately protected. The analysis identified Climeon Live™, the working medium in combination
with the turbine and the condensing technology, and Climeon’s tech-

The Company’s patent applications mainly relate to specific components and application areas. The patented components are critical improvements to the traditional ORC technology and collectively
enable the system’s strong performance and low cost. Thus, Climeon

nology of maintaining vacuum in the system as the Company’s three
most valuable intellectual assets. Out of the three, only for Climeon
Live™ were actions recommended to increase the Company’s control
over this asset.

PATENTS

ORGANISATION AND EMPLOYEES
Thomas Öström
CEO

Lena Nelson
CFO

Christoffer
Andersson
COO

Joachim
Karthäuser
CTO

Anders
Marcusson
Development

Andreas
Grenninger
Services and
Delivery

Christopher
Engman
Sales and
marketing

Carina
Asplund
Production
and sourcing

Organisation

Employees

Climeon’s headquarters is located in Stockholm, Sweden. The Company is divided into four departments based on function: Research
and Development, Services and Delivery, Sales and Marketing, and
Production and Sourcing.

As per 30 June 2017, Climeon had 35 employees, all of which were
employed at the Company’s headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden. In
addition, the Company had five consultants, whereof three were considered to work full time or almost full time with Climeon.
As per the end of 2016, Climeon had 29 employees, all of which
were employed at the Company’s headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden. In addition, the Company had four consultants, whereof two
were considered to work full time or almost full time with Climeon.
As per the end of 2015, Climeon had 14 employees, all of which
were employed at the Company’s headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden. In addition, the Company had one consultant, who was not considered to work full time or almost full time with Climeon.

ISO-certificate
Climeon is certified according to ISO 9001 (quality management systems). Quality assurance is a natural part of the Company’s business
model and it characterises all internal routines. The Company is also
working towards being ISO 14001 certified. The two ISO certificates
assure that Climeon always improves with the customers and the
environment in mind.
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CASE STUDY — VIKING LINE
Viking Line is a shipping company that operates a fleet of ferries in the Baltic Sea. The company has seven ships that
operate between Finland, Sweden and Estonia. Every year, 6.6 million passengers travel with Viking Line. Viking Grace
was built in 2013, and it was the first ship to be built that uses liquefied natural gas (LNG) as fuel. After the cost for personnel, the next largest expense incurred by Viking Line is for fuel, which means that energy efficiency is critcal. Viking
Line continuously works towards finding solutions that are both economically feasible and environmentally friendly.
Pilot installation
In 2015, a Climeon Heat Power system with a capacity of
100 kW was installed on Viking Grace. The pilot installation
is still in operation. A new turbine was installed in April 2017
during annual maintenance.
Stable and reliable operation
During 2017, the pilot installation has performed as expected
and has achieved an average operating time of 83 percent of
the theoretical maximum (168 hours a week), despite a turbine replacement in April. The reason operating time does
not reach 100 percent is primarily because the system utilises waste heat from the ship engine’s cooling water and can
thus only operate while the ship engines are running. A Heat
Power system for geothermal use has an expected operating
time of 98 percent.
During 2017, the system has demonstrated reliable operation without any significant unscheduled shutdowns. Reliable operation benefits both Climeon and Viking Line. Climeon
can provide resource-efficient customer support, especially
when the number of deployed systems increases globally,
while Viking Line obtains predictable fuel savings and cash
flows.

Percent of theoretical maximum uptime (168 hrs/w)

100
Average 83%

80
60
40
20
0
Jan-17

Planed change and optimization of the
turbine to new generation (100kW)

Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17

Uptime
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Average uptime

May-17 Jun-17

Jul-17

Unplanned downtime

There was a minor unscheduled shutdown of the system in
May 2017, which resulted in operating time dropping by a few
percentage points during the last week of that month.
Climeon does not deem this to be significant.
Simple retrofitting
Retrofitting on Viking Grace was done using existing doors
and standard tools. A typical retrofit installation can be executed in a matter of days while the ship is in operation.
Onboard Viking Grace, it took 45 minutes to move the
machine from the car deck to its location near the engine and
two work shifts to assemble and pressure test the system.
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Full-scale installation
Due to the successful pilot installation, Viking Line placed a
repeat order in April 2017 for a system with 900 kW capacity
— which is nine times higher than the capacity of the first pilot
installation. The order includes e.g. four 150 kW Heat Power
modules. The remaining 300 kWh are attributable to add-on
products under development. The new system will be integrated and installed during the construction of Viking Line’s
next ship. In addition to the hardware purchase, Viking Line
also signed a full on-site support agreement in February 2017.
“We are pleased to see that one of our first customers has
decided to place an order for a full-scale installation on its
newest passenger ferry. This is a big step for us, as well as
proof of our product’s technical and commercial marketability. We are looking forward to continued cooperation with
Viking Line as the company renews its fleet,” says Thomas
Öström, CEO and founder of Climeon.
Long-term partnership
Already before the installation of Climeon’s Heat Power system, Viking Grace was the world’s most environmentally
friendly passenger ferry. Through long-term cooperation with
Climeon, Viking Line expects to further fortify this position,
as announced in a press release in December 2015: “As a
first step, Climeon’s Heat Power system will be installed when
new ships are constructed. In addition, we are evaluating the
possibility of retrofitting existing ships and further increasing

the capacity of Viking Grace, says Kari Granberg, head of projects at Viking Line.
Viking Line was thereby the first shipping company to
publicly announce its intention to deploy the Heat Power system on all new ships.
Significant fuel savings
When a full-scale Heat Power System (900 kW) is deployed,
every ship has the potential to save up to 750 metric tons of fuel
(LNG) and 1,900 metric tons of CO2 annually. This is the equivalent of driving a car more than 480 times around the earth or
annual cost savings of approximately SEK 3.2 million.1)
On a ship such as Viking Grace, a full-scale installation of
Climeon’s Heat Power System can generate as much as one
MW, which can reduce the fuel cost by up to five percent.
Kari Granberg, head of projects at Viking Line, commented
on the order in April 2017: “We have had a look at what is
known as Organic Rankine Cycles, and see that the efficiency
of these systems has been very low. When we discovered the
Climeon Heat Power system, we realised it was a suitable
solution for us — we can save money while reducing our CO2
emissions at the same time.”
Based partly on the opinion of Viking Line, the renowned
industry analyst firm Frost & Sullivan says that it expects the
Climeon Heat Power system to take off in the maritime industry, and ranked the system as the world’s best solution in its
category.2)

“We are pleased to see that one of our first customers has decided to place an order for
a full-scale installation on its newest passenger ferry. This is a big step for us, and serves
as confirmation of our technology. It also demonstrates the commercial viability of our
product. We are looking forward to continued cooperation with Viking Line as the company renews its fleet.”
Thomas Öström, CEO and founder of Climeon

“We have had a look at what is known as Organic Rankine Cycles, and see that
the efficiency of these systems has been very low. When we discovered the
Climeon Heat Power system, we realised it was a suitable solution for us — we
can save money while reducing our CO2 emissions at the same time.”

Kari Granberg, head of projects at Viking Line

1) At an LNG price of USD 500/metric ton and an exchange rate of USD 1 = SEK 8.5.
2) 2015 Frost & Sullivan for Technology Innovation Award.
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SELECTED HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The selected historical financial information presented below has been taken from Climeon’s complete financial
information for the financial years 2016 and 2015 which has been produced specifically for the Prospectus and
drawn up in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS“) and established in accordance with RFR 2 Accounting for legal entities. RFR 2 means that the Company applies all of the EU-approved
International Financial Reporting Standards and statements as far as it is possible within the framework of the
Annual Accounts Act and taking into consideration the relationship between accounting and taxation. The recommendations state which exceptions and and additions should be made from IFRS.
The financial information for the financial years 2016 and 2015 has been audited by the Company’s auditor
in accordance with RevR5 — Review of financial information in the Prospectus. The selected historical financial
information relating to the period 1 January–30 June 2017 and 1 January–30 June 2016 has been taken from the
Climeon interim report for the period 1 January–30 June 2017 drawn up in accordance with IAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting. The interim report has been generally reviewed by the Company’s auditor. No other information in
the Prospectus has been reviewed or revised by the Company’s auditor.
The information in this section should be read together with the information in the section “Comments to the
selected financial information”, “Capitalisation, indebtedness and other financial information” and “Historical financial
information”.
The amounts specified in the sections “Selected historical financial information” and “Capitalisation, indebtedness and other financial information” have been rounded to SEK thousands while the calculations have been
carried out with a larger number of decimal places. Rounding may mean that certain statements do not add up.

INCOME STATEMENT IN BRIEF

SEK thousand

Reviewed
1 January–
30 June 2017

Not reviewed
1 January–
30 June 2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December
2015

OPERATING INCOME
Net sales
Capitalised work for own account
Other operating income
Total operating income

713

311

2,888

36

6,717

2,914

10,596

3,034

99

500

1,357

1,082

7,528

3,725

14,841

4,152

-5,021

OPERATING EXPENSES
Raw materials and consumables

-3,400

-1,693

-10,769

Other external expenses

-8,414

-5,550

-15,170

-4,145

-17,434

-10,886

-22,332

-8,930

-1,752

-767

-2,012

-4,418

-1

-3

-3

-17

-31,001

-18,898

-50,286

-22,531

-23,473

-15,172

-35,444

-18,379

37

Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses
Operating profit/loss

FINANCIAL ITEMS
Interest income and other financial items
Interest expenses and other financial items
Profit/loss after financial items

Taxes
PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE PERIOD
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-

-

51

-99

-94

-197

-4

-23,571

-15,266

-35,590

-18,346

-

-

-

-

-23,571

-15,266

-35,590

-18,346
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION IN BRIEF
SEK thousand

Reviewed
30 June 2017

Not reviewed
30 June 2016

Audited
31 December
2016

Audited
31 December
2015

22,979

10,948

16,813

6,593

5,585

1,134

5,220

1,181

28,564

12,082

22,033

7,774

4,873

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Intangible non-current assets
Tangible non-current assets
Total non-current assets

Current assets
Inventories, including work-in-progress

9,126

5,996

4,551

Accounts receivable

1,603

2

241

15

Other current receivables

1,069

923

3,102

1,340

Cash and cash equivalents

27,232

16,906

51,320

34,557

Total current assets

39,030

23,828

59,214

40,785

TOTAL ASSETS

67,594

35,910

81,247

48,559

Share capital

534

329

356

329

Paid up, non-registered share capital

225

-

-

-

16,144

2,914

10,200

-

Share premium reserve

111,878

57,706

111,878

57,706

Retained earnings

-98,034

-43,524

-69,092

-25,344

30,746

17,425

53,342

32,691

Borrowings

16,081

14,081

16,081

10,074

Total non-current liabilities

16,081

14,081

16,081

10,074

886

1,420

-

1,420

5,039

1,174

6,748

3,025

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Reserve for development costs

Total equity

Non-current liabilities

Current liabilities
Advance payment from customers
Accounts payable
Other current liabilities

14,842

1,810

5,077

1,349

Total current liabilities

20,767

4,404

11,824

5,794

Total liabilities

36,848

18,485

27,905

15,868

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

67,594

35,910

81,247

48,559
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT IN BRIEF
SEK thousand

Reviewed
1 January–
30 June 2017

Not reviewed
1 January–
30 June 2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December 2016

Audited
1 January–
31 December 2015

-23,473

-15,172

-35,444

-18,379

1,654

673

1,893

4,451

-21,819

-14,500

-33,551

-13,928

-4,575

-1,123

322

-4,771

671

429

-1,988

-582

-658

-1,390

6,030

3,584

-4,562

-2,083

4,364

-1,769

-26,381

-16,583

-29,187

-15,697

-7,440

-5,034

-11,974

-3,054

-844

-41

-4,297

-3,143

-8,284

-5,075

-16,271

-6,197

-34,664

-21,658

-45,458

-21,894

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating profit
Adjustment for non-cash items
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

Changes in working capital
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in inventory
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in current receivables
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in current liabilities
Cash flow from changes in working capital
Cash flow from operating activities

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investments in intangible assets
Investments in tangible assets
Cash flow from investing activities

Cash flow after investments

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Change in short-term debt
Change in long-term debt
New issue

-

-

-

-

4,008

6,007

6,176

-

-

54,172

39,829

Paid up, non-registered share capital

225

-

-

-

Premiums received for warrants

751

-

2,042

-

10,576

4,008

62,221

46,005

-24,088

-17,651

16,763

24,111

Cash flow from financing activities

CASH FLOW FOR THE PERIOD
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9,600

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period

51,320

34,557

34,557

10,446

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

27,232

16,906

51,320

34,557
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THE COMPANY’S KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The Company’s key performance indicators covered by the historical financial information are set out below. The Prospectus contains certain
alternative key performance indicators not defined in accordance with IFRS. The Company is of the opinion that these key performance indicators are extensively used by certain securities analysts and other interested parties as a comparative measurement of performance and to
improve understanding of the Company’s economic trends. Unless expressly stated, these key performance indicators are not audited or
reviewed by the Company’s auditor. In addition, such key performance indicators as defined by Climeon should not be compared with other key
performance indicators with similar names used by other companies. This is because these alternative indicators are not always defined in the
same manner, and other companies may calculate them differently to Climeon.

THE COMPANY’S KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
IN SEK (SEK THOUSAND)
IF NOT OTHERWISE STATED

1 January–
30 June 2017

1 January–
30 June 2016

1 January–
31 December
2016

1 January–
31 December
2015

FINANCIAL RATIOS
IFRS key performance indicators
35 612 300

32 872 300

35 612 300

32 872 300

Basic earnings per share, SEK 2)

-0,66

-0,46

-1,06

0,56

Diluted earnings per share2)

-0,66

-0,46

-1,06

0,56

Operating margin, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Profit margin, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on equity, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on total assets, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Return on operational capital employed, %

neg

neg

neg

neg

Number of shares1, 2)

Alternative performance measures

Interest coverage ratio (times)

neg

neg

neg

neg

Equity ratio, %

45,5

48,5

65,7

67,3

1,2

1,1

0,5

0,5

Debt ratio (times)
Net debt ratio (times)

-0,1

-0,2

-0,7

-0,7

Equity per share, SEK

0,86

0,53

1,50

0,99

32

23

25

12

NON-FINANCIAL RATIOS
Average number of employees

1) Number of shares at the end of each period. The number of shares for the period 1 January - 30 June 2016 and the fiscal years 2016 and 2015 have been adjusted for the share split
(1:100) registered in May 2017.
2) Audited.
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DEFINITIONS OF ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES NOT DEFINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IFRS
ALTERNATIVE
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

DEFINITION

EXPLANATION

Operating margin

Operating profit after depreciation as a
percentage of net sales.

Operating margin is a measure of the Company's profitability.

Profit margin

Net profit after financial items as a
percentage of net sales.

Profit margin is a measure of the Company's profitability.

Return on equity

Earnings after financial items as a percentage
of the average equity for the period.

Return on equity is a measure to illustrate return of the owners, invested
capital during the year.

Return on total assets

Operating profit plus financial income as a
percentage of total assets.

Return on total assets is used to gain an understanding of the return on
all assets.

Return on capital employed

Operating profit plus financial income as a
percentage of capital employed.

Return on capital employed has been included to facilitate the investors'
understanding of the Company's profitability in relation to the capital
employed in the business.

Interest coverage ratio

Operating profit plus interest income divided
by financial expenses.

Interest coverage ratio is included as this measure is expected to provide the investors with an understanding of the Company's ability to pay
their interest expenses.

Equity ratio

Equity as a percentage of the balance sheet
total.

Equity ratio is a performance measure used in order to illustrate the
Company’s financial stability and perseverance.

Debt ratio

Liabilities, including deferred tax liability and
provisions, divided by equity.

Debt ratio is presented as the Company considers the measure to
contribute to the investors' understanding of the Company's financial
position.

Net debt ratio

Interest-bearing net liabilities minus cash and
cash equivalents divided by equity.

Net debt ratio is presented as the Company considers the measure to
contribute to the investors' understanding of the Company's financial
position.

Equity per share

Equity divided by the number of outstanding
shares at the end of the period.

Equity per share is used to give the investors a deeper understanding of
historical return per share.

TABLES FOR RECONCILIATION OF ALTERNATIVE KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES NOT CALCULATED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH IFRS
Return on capital employed

IN SEK THOUSAND

1 April–
30 June 2017

1 April
30 June 2016

1 January–
31 December
2016

1 January–
31 December
2015

Balance sheet total

67,594

35,910

81,247

48,559

- non-interest-bearing liabilities

11,167

4,404

11,824

5,794

= Capital employed

56,427

31,506

69,423

42,765

Operating profit

-13,267

-7,509

-35,444

-18,379

-

-

51

37

neg

neg

neg

neg

1 January–
30 June 2017

1 January–
30 June 2016

1 January–
31 December
2016

1 January–
31 December
2015

Total liabilities

36,848

18,485

27,905

15,868

Equity

30,746

17,425

53,342

32,691

1.2

1.1

0.5

0.5

1 January–
30 June 2017

1 January–
30 June 2016

1 January–
31 December
2016

1 January–
31 December
2015

Interest-bearing liabilities

25,681

14,081

16,081

10,074

- cash and cash equivalents

27,232

16,906

51,320

34,557

Equity

30,746

17,425

53,342

32,691

-0.1

-0.2

-0.7

-0.7

+ Financial income
= Return on capital employed

Debt ratio

IN SEK THOUSAND IF NOT OTHERWISE STATED

Debt ratio (times)

Net debt ratio

IN SEK THOUSAND IF NOT OTHERWISE STATED

Net debt ratio (times)
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COMMENTS TO THE SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The information below should be read together with sections “Selected historical financial information”, “Capitalisation, indebtedness and other financial information” and the Company’s complete financial information for
the financial years 2016 and 2015, and related notes, and the interim financial statement for January–June 2017
with comparative financial information for the same period of the previous financial year (see section “Historical
financial information”).
The information below contains forward looking statements which are covered by diverse risks and uncertainties. The Company’s actual earnings may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements due to many factors, including, but not limited to, those described in the sections entitled “Important
Information — Forward-looking statements and Industry and market information” on the inside of the Prospectus
and in the section “Risk factors”.

OVERVIEW
Climeon is a Swedish technology company headquartered in Kista,
Stockholm, Sweden. The Company mainly offers one product, the
Climeon Heat Power system, which utilises the energy in waste heat

percent, from SEK -15,172 thousand for the period 1 January–30
June 2016 to SEK -23,472 thousand for the same period in 2017.
The reduction in operating profit was mainly attributable to the
following:

and low-temperature geothermal heat to generate electricity. At present Climeon’s main focus is to offer the Heat Power system within
four segments: maritime, steel and cement production, genset (generators) and geothermal energy.
As of the date of the Prospectus the Company has received
orders for a total of 129 Heat Power modules, whereof three have
been delivered, from a number of well known customers such as
Viking Line, Virgin Voyages/Fincantieri, Maersk Line and SSAB.
Since its establishment, the Company has mainly financed its
activities through share issues for a total of SEK 121 million and
through interest bearing liabilities and financing from owners for a
total of SEK 25.7 million. As of 30 June 2017, the Company had SEK
27,232 thousand in cash. The financing has primarily been used to
develop the Heat Power system as well as to build and prepare the
organisation for a rapid expansion.

• An increase in the Company’s raw materials and consumables by
SEK 1,707 thousand, or 101 percent, from SEK 1,693 thousand for
the period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 3,400 thousand for the
same period in 2017. The increase was mainly attributable to cost
of goods used in the development of the Heat Power system.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE INTERIM FINANCIAL
PERIODS 1 JANUARY–30 JUNE 2017 AND
1 JANUARY–30 JUNE 2016

• An increase in the Company’s depreciation and amortisation with
SEK 985 thousand, or 129 percent, from SEK 767 thousand during
the period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 1,752 thousand during
the same period in 2017. The increase was mainly attributable to
amortisation of capitalised development costs of SEK 1,274 thousand.

Net sales
Climeon’s net sales increased by SEK 402 thousand, or 129 percent,
from SEK 311 thousand during the period 1 January–30 June 2016
to SEK 713 thousand during the same period in 2017. The increase in
net sales was mainly attributable to sales of the Heat Power system
and service agreements.

Capitalised work for own account
Capitalised work for own account increased by SEK 3,803 thousand,
or 131 percent, from SEK 2,914 thousand for the period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 6,717 thousand for the same period in
2017. The increase in capitalised work for own account was mainly
attributable to development of the Heat Power system in the form of
time spent and purchases of materials.

• An increase in the Company’s other external expenses by SEK
2,864 thousand, or 52 percent, from SEK 5,550 thousand for the
period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 8,414 thousand for the
same period in 2017. The increase was mainly attributable to a
successive build-up of the organisation.
• An increase in the Company’s personnel expenses by SEK 6,548
thousand, or 60 percent, from SEK 10,886 thousand for the period
1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 17,434 thousand for the same
period in 2017. The increase was mainly attributable to a build-up
of the sales and service organisation.

Tax
The Company did not have any tax expenses during the compared
periods as the Company did not show any taxable profits during the
periods.

Earnings after tax
Earnings decreased by SEK 8,305 thousand, or 54 percent, from SEK
-15,266 thousand for the period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK
-23,571 thousand for the same period in 2017. The decrease was
attributable to the changes described in “Net sales”, and “Operating
profit”.

Operating profit
Climeon’s operating profit decreased by SEK 8,300 thousand, or 55
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Cash flow
Cash flow from operating activities
The Company’s cash flow from operating activities decreased by
SEK 9,798 thousand, or 59 percent, from SEK -16,583 thousand for
the period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK -26,381 thousand for the
same period in 2017. The reduction in cash flow from operating
activities was mainly due to lower operating profits attributable to
increasing expenses. The increasing expenses were mainly related
to the build-up of the sales and service organisation and occurred as
personnel expenses and other external expenses.
Cash flow from investing activities
The Company’s cash flow from investing activities decreased by SEK
3,208 thousand, or 63 percent, from SEK -5,075 thousand for the
period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK -8,284 thousand for the same
period in 2017. The reduction in cash flow from investing activities
was mainly attributable to intangible assets, mostly capitalised work
for own account.
Cash flow from financing activities

Climeon’s operating profit decreased by SEK 17,065 thousand, or 93
percent, from SEK -18,379 thousand in 2015 to SEK -35,444 thousand in 2016.
The reduction in operating profit was mainly attributable to the
following:
• An increase in the Company’s costs for raw materials and consumables by SEK 5,748 thousand, or 114 percent, from SEK 5,021
thousand in 2015 to SEK 10,769 thousand in 2016. The increase
was mainly attributable to development costs and cost of goods
used in the development of the Heat Power system.
• An increase in the Company’s other external expenses by SEK
11,025 thousand, or 266 percent, from SEK 4,145 thousand in
2015 to SEK 15,170 thousand in 2016. The increase was mainly
attributable to external expenses related to a successive build-up
of the organisation.
• An increase in the Company’s personnel expenses by SEK 13,402
thousand, or 150 percent, from SEK 8,930 thousand in 2015 to
SEK 22,232 thousand in 2016. The increase was mainly attributable to a build-up of the sales and service organisation.

The Company’s cash flow from financing activities increased by SEK
6,568 thousand, or 164 percent, from SEK 4,008 thousand for the
period 1 January–30 June 2016 to SEK 10,576 thousand for the
same period in 2017. The increase in cash flow from financing activities was mainly attributable to an increase in current interest bearing loans of SEK 9,600 thousand from large existing shareholders.

• A decrease in the Company’s depreciation and amortisation with
SEK 2,406 thousand, or 54 percent, from SEK 4,418 thousand during 2015 to SEK 2,012 thousand 2016. The decrease was mainly
attributable to a write down of SEK 2,618 thousand during 2015.

Liquidity and financial position

The Company did not have any tax expenses during the compared
periods as the Company did not show any taxable profits during the
periods.

On 30 June 2017, Climeon’s equity amounted to SEK 30,746 thousand,
compared to SEK 17,425 thousand on 30 June 2016. The increase of
SEK 13,321 thousand, or 76 percent, was mainly due to the new share
issue of SEK 52,699 thousand previous year. As of 30 June 2017, Climeon’s cash and cash equivalents amounted to SEK 27,232 thousand,
compared to SEK 16,906 thousand on 30 June 2016. The increase of
SEK 10,326 thousand, or 61 percent, was mainly attributable to the
changes described in ”Cash flow” above. As of 30 June 2017, Climeon’s
liabilities amounted to SEK 36,848 thousand, compared to SEK 18,485
thousand on 30 June 2016. The increase of SEK 18,363 thousand, or 99
percent, was mainly attributable to short-term loans from shareholder
of SEK 9,600 thousand, external long-term loans of SEK 2 million, and
an increase of other operating liabilities, mainly accounts payable.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016
AND 2015
Net sales
Climeon’s net sales increased by SEK 2,852 thousand, from SEK 36
thousand in 2015 to SEK 2,888 thousand in 2016. The increase in net
sales was mainly attributable to sales of the Heat Power system.

Capitalised work for own account
Capitalised work for own account increased by SEK 7,562 thousand,
or 249 percent, from SEK 3,034 thousand in 2015 to SEK 10,596 thousand in 2016. The increase in capitalised work for own account was
mainly attributable to capitalised costs from the development of the
Heat Power system.
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Operating profit

Tax

Earnings after tax
Earnings decreased by SEK 17,244 thousand, from SEK -18,346 thousand in 2015 to SEK -35,590 thousand in 2016. The decrease was
mainly attributable the changes described in “Net sales”, and “Operating profit”.

Cash flow
Cash flow from operating activities
The Company’s cash flow from operating activities decreased by
SEK 13,490 thousand, or 86 percent, from SEK -15,697 thousand in
2015 to SEK -29,187 thousand in 2016. The reduction in cash flow
from operating activities was mainly due to lower operating profits
attributable to increasing expenses. The increasing expenses were
mainly related to the build-up of the sales and service organisation
and occurred as personnel expenses and other external expenses.
Cash flow from investing activities
Climeon’s cash flow from investing activities decreased by SEK
10,074 thousand, or 163 percent, from SEK -6,197 thousand in 2015
to SEK -16,271 thousand in 2016. The reduction in cash flow from
investing activities was mainly attributable to intangible assets,
mostly capitalised work for own account.
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Cash flow from financing activities
Climeon’s cash flow from financing activities increased by SEK
16,216 thousand, or 35 percent, from SEK 46,005 thousand in 2015
to SEK 62,221 thousand in 2016. The increase in cash flow from
financing activities was mainly attributable to a share issue in 2016.

Liquidity and financial position
On 31 December 2016, equity amounted to SEK 53,342 thousand,
compared with SEK 32,691 thousand on 31 December 2015. The
increase of SEK 20,651 thousand was mainly attributable to a share
issue. On 31 December 2016, the Company’s cash and cash equivalents amounted to SEK 51,320 thousand, compared with SEK 34,557
thousand on 31 December 2015. The increase of SEK 16,763 thousand, or 49 percent, was mainly in relation to the changes described
in “Cash flow” above. As of 31 December 2016, the Company’s liabilities amounted to SEK 27,905 thousand, compared with SEK 15,868
thousand on 31 December 2015. The increase of SEK 12,036 thousand, or 76 percent, was mainly attributable to an increase of external non-current interest bearing liabilities (SEK 6,007 thousand) and
an increase of other current non-interest bearing liabilities of SEK
6,030 thousand.

INVESTMENTS
Realised investments
Climeon makes ongoing investments in development of the Heat
Power system. Continuous investments in patents to protect the
technology are also made. In the first six months of 2017, invest-

ments amounting to SEK 7,440 thousand were made in intangible
assets, which mainly consisted of further developments of the Heat
Power system. Investments in tangible assets consisted mainly of
other improvements and installations and amounted to SEK 844
thousand. From 1 July 2017 until the date of the Prospectus, continuous investments have been made at pace similar to that of the previous period.
In 2016 and 2015, Climeon invested mainly in development of the
Heat Power system and investments in patents to protect the technology. Investments in intangible assets mainly consisted of product
development and patents and amounted to SEK 11,974 thousand in
2016 and SEK 3,054 thousand in 2015. Investments in tangible
assets mainly consisted of investments in As-a-service systems
(where Climeon owns the system and customers pay for the amount
of electricity produced) as well as leasehold improvements, and
amounted to SEK 4,297 thousand in 2016 and SEK 3,143 thousand in
2015.

Ongoing and completed investments
The Company’s ongoing investments are mainly in related to further
development of the Heat Power system as well as future add-on
functions to the existing product. In addition, investments have been
initiated in gaining market approval within certain geographies.
Climeon also has pending investments in patents for protection of
the technology. Ongoing investments are planned to be partly
financed with working capital and partly with share issue proceeds.
The Company has not committed to any future investments, apart
from the ongoing investments described in this section.
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CAPITALISATION, INDEBTEDNESS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The tables in this section show the Company’s interest-bearing receivables and liabilities at group level as of 30
June 2017. See the section “Share capital and ownership structure” for more information on the Company’s share
capital and shares. The tables in this section should be read together with the section “Comments to the selected
financial information” and the Company’s financial information with accompanying notes.
The table below summarises Climeon’s capital structure as of 30 June 2017, before completion of the Offering. The Company’s equity amounted to SEK 30,746 thousand and the Company’s net indebtedness for the same
period amounted to SEK -13,349 thousand. Only interest-bearing liabilities are shown. As of 30 June 2017, the
Company has no direct liabilities or contingent liabilities.

Equity and liabilities

Net indebtedness

The table below summarises Climeon’s capital structure as of 30
June 2017 (before the Offering).

The table below summarises Climeon’s net indebtedness as of 30
June 2017 (before the Offering).

SEK thousand

30 June 2017

Current liabilities

(A) Cash

Guaranteed
Secured

-

(B) Cash equivalents

-

(C) Trading securities

Unsecured/unguaranteed

9,600

Total current liabilities

9,600

Non-current liabilities
Guaranteed
Secured1)

2,000

Unsecured/unguaranteed

14,081

Total non-current liabilities

16,081

Share premium reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total equity

534
111,878
16,369
-98,034
30,746

1) Pledged collateral amounts to SEK 2 million and refers to a floating charge to ALMI
Företagspartner.
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30 June 2017
27,232
-

(D) Liquidity (A) + (B) + (C)

27,232

(E) Current receivables

11,798

(F) Current bank debt
(G) Current portion of non-current debt
(H) Other current debt
(I) Current debt (F) + (G) + (H)
(J) Current net indebtedness (I) - (E) - (D)

Equity
Share capital

SEK thousand

(K) Non-current bank loans
(L) Bonds issued
(M) Other non-current debt
(N) Long-term interest-bearing liabilities (K) + (L) + (M)
(O) Net indebtedness (J) + (N)

9,600
9,600
-29,430
16,081
16,081
-13,349
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THE COMPANY’S FINANCIAL POSITION AFTER 30 JUNE
2017 UP UNTIL THE DATE OF THE PROSPECTUS
From 30 June 2017 to the date of the Prospectus Climeon has borrowed approximately SEK 23.3 million. These loans consist of SEK
2.5 million in shareholder borrowings taken in July 2017, a loan from
Collector Bank of SEK 8.8 million taken in August 2017 and a loan
from ALMI which is secured by a guarantee from EKN of SEK 12 million taken in August 2017.

STATEMENT ON WORKING CAPITAL
The Board is of the opinion that the existing working capital is insufficient for the current needs during the coming 12-month period. To
achieve the planned rate of growth and reach a positve cash flow
from operating activities, the Board is of the opinion that the Company’s working capital need amounts to around SEK 100 million during
the coming 12-month period. Existing working capital is expected to
last until November 2017.
The need for working capital for the upcoming twelve months is
expected to be met through the new share issue being carried out as
part of this Offering, and the Company’s existing cash, which is
expected to be SEK 23 million before the Offering. The proceeds of the
new share issue are expected to provide the Company with approximately SEK 200–230 million before transaction costs, depending on
the extent to which the Over-allotment Option is exercised.
Based on the Company’s need for working capital, the Board has
decided to make the completion of the Offering and listing on Nasdaq First North Premier contingent on the Offering yielding at least
SEK 200 million prior to transaction costs. If this condition is not met
the Offering will be withdrawn and the subsequent listing on Nasdaq
First North Premier will not take place.
Should the Offering not be pursued the Company could revise the
planned rate of growth by, for example, choose not to conduct such
extensive expansion of the sales organisation and service organisation, or seek alternative financing opportunities in the form of, for
example, a rights issue; a directed new issue; or long-term loan
finance from existing or new investors. The Board is of the opinion
that all of these solutions are feasible.

LOAN FINANCING
The Company has entered into 13 loan agreements with existing
shareholders amounting to SEK 12.1 million. Ten of these loans, corresponding to SEK 9.4 million, may be partly offset against new
class B shares in the Offering. Set-off, if called upon, will be carried
out based on the same principles as other shareholders are alloted
shares in the Offering. Each loan carries an annual interest rate of
7.5 percent and matures on 30 December 2017.
According to the terms and conditions of the loans and in accordance with the extraordinary general meeting’s authorisation on 18
September 2017, each lender may call for repayment of loan by offset against new class B shares in the Company. In such case, the
offset shall be effectuated to a subscription price and in accordance
with the terms and conditions applicable in the Offering. A call for

in cash to each lender. Accrued interest is paid in cash to the lender.
The remaining three shareholder loans amount to a total of SEK
2.7 million and are provided by board members, senior executives or
related parties to such individuals. These loans will for reasons due
to the Swedish Companies Act not be offset in the Offering. Instead,
these loans will be repaid in cash. For more information, please refer
to section ”Legal considerations and supplementary information –
Transactions with related parties”.
Climeon has entered into a conditional loan agreement with the
Swedish Energy Agency (Sw. Energimyndigheten) for a maximum
amount up to SEK 14.08 million in relation to a certain project. Repayment will be according to 5 percent of invoiced amounts starting
nine months after the year of the first commercial order in the project. Furthermore, Climeon has entered into a SEK 8.8 million loan
agreement with Collector Bank whereby Climeon has assigned all of
its claims on Fincantieri to Collector Bank. The loan is secured by
floating charges corresponding to the loan amount. The maturity
date is 31 January 2018.
Climeon has also been granted two loans from ALMI totalling
SEK 14 million with SEK 2 million maturing in 2022 and SEK 12 million maturing in 2019. The loans will be secured by a pledge of floating charges amounting to SEK 2 million which have not yet been registered as well as limited personal guarantees. The loan agreement
contains change of control clauses, an obligation not to pay dividends without the consent of ALMI and an obligation to not assign
its receivables.
Further, Climeon has been granted a EUR 34 thousand conditional
loan by NEFCO in relation to a feasibility study and a grant by the
Swedish Energy Agency up to a maximum amount of SEK 2.98 million in relation to a certain project.

OTHER INFORMATION
Climeon is of the opinion that, as of the date of the Prospectus, there
are no known trends, in addition to those described in the section
“Market overview — Trend and drivers for an increased production of
environmentally friendly electricity”, uncertainty factors, potential
claims or other requirements, obligations or events, in addition to
those described in the section “Risk factors”, that can be expected to
have a significant impact on Climeon’s business outlook in the current financial year.
In addition to what has been described in section ”Risk factors”
and above, the Company is unaware of any public, economic, tax policy, monetary policy or other political measures which, directly or indirectly, significantly impacted or could significantly impact Climeon’s
activities.

offset shall be made in writing to the Company no later than three
business days following the commencement of the offering period,
i.e. 28 September 2017 at the latest. If set-off is called upon, the
Company intends, in accordance with the principles set out above,
set-off the loan against class B shares and any surplus shall be paid
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SENIOR EXECUTIVES AND
AUDITOR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Climeon’s Board of Directors is composed of five ordinary members elected by the shareholders, including the chair of the Board of Directors,
all of whom are elected for the period to the end of the Annual General Meeting 2018. According to Climeon’s Articles of Association the
Board of Directors shall be composed of three to ten members with no more than three deputy members.

Per Olofsson (born in 1972)

Olle Bergström (born in 1972)

Chair of the Board of Directors since 2015

Member of the Board of Directors since 2015

Education/background: Per Olofsson has a master’s degree in industrial economics from the Institute of Technology at Linköping University and has taken courses at Universitat Politècnica de València and
Harvard Business School. Per Olofsson has also taken courses at
Styrelseakademin. Per Olofsson is an entrepreneur who has worked
mainly with business development, funding and sales. He previously
worked as a management consultant and was CEO for ClimateWell
for almost ten years. Before that he held prominent positions at a
number of different technology companies. He is also Executive
Director of Girindus Investments AB.

Education/background: Olle Bergström has a master of science
degree in engineering physics from Chalmers Institute of Technology, an MBA from University of Warwick, England and he has taken
courses at Styrelseakademin. Olle Bergström has experience of
board and senior positions in both large and small companies such
as Telia, YouBed AB and Skanova. His experience covers everything
from project management, product development and business
development to the design of business strategies. As of the date of
the Prospectus, Olle Bergström is employeed at Telia as Head of IT &
SAOps, PPMO.

Current appointments: Chair of the Board of Directors of Cleanflow
AB, Cleanflow Black AB, Weseba AB and Watty AB. Member of the
Board of Directors of SilviCapital AB. Deputy member of the Board of
Directors of AL Olofsson Dental Konsult AB and Re:NewCell AB.

Current appointments: Owner, member of the Board of Directors and
CEO of B-Garden AB, board member of Flower Garden Förvaltning AB
and You Bed AB.

Previous appointments (in the past five years): CEO for ClimateWell
AB, member of the Board of Directors of ClimateWell Core Technologies AB and SunCool Aktiebolag.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Per
Olofsson owns, privately or through companies, no class A shares
and 450,000 class B shares as well as 1,600 warrants in the Company that entitle him to subscribe for 160,000 class B shares.
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Previous appointments (in the past five years): Stig Olle Bergström
has not concluded any appointments in the past five years.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Olle Bergström owns, privately and through companies, no class A shares and
1,323,500 class B shares as well as 192 warrants in the Company
that entitle him to subscribe for 19,200 class B shares.
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Current appointments: Owner and chair of the Board of Directors of
Mercurius Financial Communications AB, board member in Meva
Energy AB and Investment AB Jarlen.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): None.
Holdings in the Company: As of the day of the Prospectus Vivianne
Holm owns no class A shares and no class B shares and no warrants
in the Company.

Stefan Brendgen (born in 1964)
Member of the Board of Directors since 2015
Education/background: Stefan Brendgen has an MBA in economics
from University of Bayreuth, Germany and University of Cologne, Germany. Stefan Brendgen has over 20 years’ experience of the property
sector and has worked in executive and strategic and business development roles, as well as with raising capital and asset aamanagement.
His past experience includes being CEO of Allianz Real Estate Germany
and holding prominent positions in Tishman Speyer and DTZ Real
Estate Advisers. In addition Stefan Brendgen has had several appointments in supervisory corporate bodies, including Allianz Suisse Immobilien AG, IVG Immobilien AG and TRIUVA Kapitalanlage GmbH.
Current appointments: Chair of the Board of Directors of TRIUVA
Kapitalverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH. Member of the Board of Directors of HAHN Immobilien-Beteiligungs-AG and IVG Immobilien AG.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): Member of the
Board of Directors of Allianz Real Estate GmbH, Allianz Suisse Immobilien AG and CEO of Allianz Real Estate Germany.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Stefan
Brendgen owns, privately and through related parties, no class A
shares and 1,300,000 class B shares and no warrants in the Company.

Therese Lundstedt (born in 1981)
Member of the Board of Directors since 2017
Education/background: Therese Lundstedt has a Master’s Degree in
marketing and management from Uppsala University and University
of Calgary and has also taken courses at Styrelseakademin. Therese
Lundstedt has experience from larger companies, start-ups as well
as non-profit associations within the finance and IT segment and
has previously worked with marketing, sales and business development at e.g. SEB, Aktiespararna, Unomaly and Redeye. As of the date
of the Prospectus, Therese Lundstedt is the CEO of Aktieinvest FK
AB, a company owned by the Swedish Trade Association.
Current appointments: Board member of Aktieinvest FK Holding AB
and Swedish House of Finance, board member and CEO of Deponova
AB and external CEO of Aktieinvest FK AB. Proposed board member
of Urban Green AB.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): None.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus, Therese
Lundstedt owns no class A shares and no class B shares and no warrants in the Company.

Thomas Öström (born in 1973)
Member of the Board of Directors, CEO and co-founder of Climeon
For further information see below in the section ”Senior executives”.

Vivianne Holm (born in 1965)
Member of the Board of Directors since 2017
Education/background: Vivianne Holm has Master in economics
and business administration from Stockholm School of Economics.
Viviane has an extensive experience from the financial sector and
she has in various professions previously worked at e.g. Alfred Berg
Fondkommission and Enskilda Securities. Furthermore, Vivianne
Holm has experience from advisory work, specialising in business
development and business strategies.
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financial manager at HI3G Access (“3”) at the time of the company’s
establishment and commercial launch on the Scandinavian market.
Most recently, Lena Nelson comes from Tieto AB where she was
Head of Finance with global responsibility for the group’s business
areas with 2,000–4,000 employees and a turnover of about EUR 400
million.
Current appointments: Lena Nelson is an owner and a member of
the Board of Directors of Ehrling Nelson Invest AB and Stig Nelson
Timmerhus AB.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): Owner and member
of the Board of Directors of Lena Nelson Consulting. Member of the
Board of Directors of Emric AB, Emric Finance Process Outsourcing
AB, Emric Operations AB and Emric Partners AB.

Thomas Öström (born in 1973)
CEO, member of the Board of Directors as well as co-founder of
Climeon. CEO since 2011
Education/background: Thomas Öström has a master of science
degree in computer science and control engineering from Luleå University of Technology, and he completed the leadership and finance
programs at Svenska Managementgruppen. He has also taken
courses at Styrelseakademin. Thomas Öström is an entrepreneur
and a joint founder of Climeon. Thomas Öström previously worked
for over ten years at Micronic AB (publ), and was vice president for
technology development, for example. Micronic is a Swedish hightech company in the electronics industry and is listed on Nasdaq
Stockholm. In addition, Thomas Öström also has experience of project management, product development and business development.
Current appointments: Thomas Öström has no other current
appointments.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): None.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Thomas
Öström owns 9,500,000 class A shares and 155 ,900 class B shares
and no warrants in the Company.

Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Lena Nelson owns, privately or through companies, no class A shares and
10,000 class B shares as well as 544 warrants in the Company that
entitle her to subscribe for 54,400 class B shares.

Christoffer Andersson (born in 1974)
COO since 2016
Education/background: Christoffer Andersson has a master of science degree in computer science and control engineering from Luleå
University of Technology. Christoffer has extensive experience in
building companies on a global basis, from start-ups to business
areas within large companies. Christoffer Andersson was previously
CEO of TargetEveryOne AB, a company that he helped list on Nasdaq
First North in June 2015. In addition, Christoffer Andersson has had
several posts as head of business area at Ericsson, for example in
India and Germany, with up to 750 employees and a turnover of over
SEK 1.5 billion. Christoffer Andersson has also written best-selling
books on mobile telecommunications and has received several internal awards at Ericsson.
Current appointments: Christoffer Andersson is chair of the Board
of Directors and CEO of Holocron AB.

Lena Nelson (born in 1963)
CFO since 2017
Education/background: Lena Nelson has a bachelor of science in
business administration from Stockholm University. Lena Nelson
has over 20 years’ experience of finance in large and medium companies and previously worked as a management consultant and was
responsible for the TMT sector at KPMG. Lena Nelson has also
worked as a certified public accountant and head of group at Ernst &
Young. Much of her work at KPMG and Ernst & Young was with large
listed companies in Sweden. In addition, Lena Nelson has worked as
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Previous appointments (in the past five years): CEO and member of
the Board of Directors of TargetEveryOne AB, CEO of VMSPlay Sweden AB and deputy member of the Board of Directors of TargetEveryOne Sweden AB. Owner, CEO and chair of the Board of Directors of
Firma Christoffer Andersson sole proprietorship.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Christoffer Andersson owns, privately and through related parties, no class A
shares and 260,200 class B shares as well as 1,585 warrants in the
Company that entitle him to subscribe for 158,500 class B shares.
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Current appointments: Member of the Board of Directors of Triggerbee, O-Mar Holding AB, Sonetel AB (publ), Musqot Marketing Technology AB and Inflammation Lab AB. Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of Engman High Fidelity AB. Deputy member of the
Board of Directors of Eatonia AB.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): Member of the
Board of Directors of Payer Financial Services AB. CEO of Vendemore Nordic AB.

Joachim Karthäuser (born in 1960)

Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Christopher Engman owns, privately or though companies, no class A
shares and 281,800 class B shares as well as 2,565 warrants in the
Company that entitle him to subscribe for 256,500 class B shares.

CTO and head of IPR since: 2011
Education/background: Joachim Karthäuser has a doctor of technology degree (Dr. rer. nat.) from University of Göttingen, Germany, and
has over 20 years’ experience of the global chemicals, plastics and
cleantech industry (e.g. Shell, NKT and Linde/AGA Gas) where he has
worked primarily on research and development, sales and business
development. Joachim Karthäuser has worked as expert evaluator
and project manager in research projects funded through the EU Eurostars, FP7 (Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development) and Horizon 2020 projects. Joachim Karthäuser also
has experience of working on boards and in start-up companies.
Current appointments: Chair of the Board of Directors of Sioxmachines
AB and JKA Kemi AB as well as board member of Icesolution AS.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): Member of the
Board of Directors of Re-Turn AS.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Joachim
Karthäuser owns, privately and through related parties, 4,750,000
class A shares and 273,300 class B shares and no warrants in the
Company.

Andreas Grenninger (born in 1978)
Head of Services & Delivery since 2016
Education/background: Andreas has a master of science degree in
industrial economics from Luleå University of Technology. Andreas
Grenninger has extensive experience of project management, implementation, optimisation, maximizing cost efficiency and integration
as well as sales and marketing from Ericsson and Accenture among
other companies.
Current appointments: Andreas Grenninger has no other current
appointments.
Previous appointments (in the past five years): None.
Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Andreas
Grenninger owns no class A shares and 17,200 class B shares as
well as 702 warrants in the Company that entitle him to subscribe for
70,200 class B shares.

Christopher Engman (born in 1974)
CRO/CMO and Head of Sales & Marketing since 2017
Education/background: Christopher Engman studied industrial economics at Luleå University of Technology and took courses in systems
sciences at Stockholm University. Christopher Engman has many
years’ experience of sales and marketing. He founded Vendemore AB
and was its CEO for over ten years. Vendemore is a B2B partner that
helps companies with long and complex sales cycles to increase their
sales. Before then Christopher Engman was head of sales and marketing for Taxisystem.com, a company he also co-founded.
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Anders Marcusson (born in 1977)

Carina Asplund (born in 1967)

Head of Development since 2015

Head of Production and Sourcing since 2017

Education/background: Anders Marcusson has a master of science
degree in chemical engineering from the Swedish Royal Institute of
Technology and from 2010 to 2014 he worked as a consultant with a
focus on product development and technical feasibility studies. In
addition to his consulting assignment at Climeon (2013–2014),
where he worked on research and development related to the

Education/background: Carina Asplund has a master of science
degree in industrial economics with a focus on industrial production
and manufacturing systems from the Swedish Royal Institute of
Technology, and has an MBA with a focus on strategy and marketing
from the Blekinge Institute of Technology. Carina Asplund has extensive experience of working with the streamlining of production flows,

Climeon Heat Power System among other things, Anders Marcusson has been commissioned by Alfa Laval to work on technical feasibility studies regarding a gas and liquid application and to work on
the design of prototypes, data analyses and project management. In
addition Anders Marcusson has worked on power plants for Hamreco AB. Before then Anders Marcusson was employed at Linde Gas
as head of research, and he is a Partner of Sioxmachines AB, a company that develops and sells methods and applications for cleaning
medical equipment and industrial products.

including work on optimising costs and reducing lead times in the
internal and external processes of a company. Previous posts
include responsibility for medium to large teams of employees.
Carina Asplund comes most recently from Profoto AB where she
was Group Sourcing Manager and Vice President of Global Supply
Chain, working mainly on strategy and development and negotiating
with suppliers and other third parties at a national and international
level.

Current appointments: Partner and member of the Board of Directors of Sioxmachines AB and owner and member of the Board of
Directors of Anders Marcusson AB.

Previous appointments (in the past five years): None.

Previous appointments (in the past five years): Owner of Firma
Anders Marcusson (sole proprietorship).

Current appointments: None.

Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Carina
Asplund owns no class A shares and no class B shares and no warrants in the Company.

Holdings in the Company: As of the date of the Prospectus Anders
Marcusson owns no class A shares and no class B shares as well as
1,345 warrants in the Company that entitle him to subscribe for
134,500 class B shares.

OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AND SENIOR EXECUTIVES
Joachim Karthäuser is Stefan Brendgen’s brother-in-law. Apart from
this none of the members of the Board of Directors or members of
the senior management have any family ties to other members of the
Board of Directors or members of the senior management. There are
no conflicts of interest or potential conflicts of interest between the
obligations of the Board members and senior executives to Climeon
and their private interests and/or other obligations (although several
members of the Board of Directors and senior executives have financial interests in Climeon as a result of their direct or indirect shareholdings in the Company).
Per Olofsson was chair of the Board of Directors of ClimateWell
Ibérica S.A. at its liquidation in March 2012.
In addition to what has been stated above, in the past five years,
no Board member or senior executive has (i) been found guilty of
fraud-related offenses, (ii) represented a company which has been
declared bankrupt, gone into compulsory liquidation or undergone
corporate restructuring, (iii) been the subject of accusations or sanc82

tions by the authorities or professional bodies regulated by law or (iv)
been forbidden by a court from being a member of an administrative,
managerial or supervisory body for an issuer, or from holding a managerial or supervisory position with an issuer.
The Board of Directors and senior executives of Climeon can be
reached at Climeon’s address found at the end of this Prospectus.

AUDITOR
Climeon’s auditor is Deloitte AB, with Johan Telander (born in 1978)
as the auditor with primary responsibility since the shareholders’
meeting on 16 June 2016. For the period 1 January 2015 until the
Annual General Meeting 2016 Deloitte was the Company’s auditor,
with Jan Palmqvist as auditor with primary responsibility. Johan Telander and Jan Palmqvist are certified public accountants and members of FAR. Johan Telander and Jan Palmqivsts’ office adress is
Rehnsgatan 11, 113 57, Stockholm.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Climeon is a Swedish public limited liability company. Prior to its listing
on Nasdaq First North Premier, the Company’s corporate governance
was based on Swedish law and internal rules and instructions. Once the
Company has been listed on Nasdaq First North Premier, the Company
will also comply with Nasdaq First North Premier’s Rule Book for Issuers. Climeon will, at least initially, not apply the Swedish Corporate Governance Code on Nasdaq First North Premier.

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
According to the Swedish Companies Act, the shareholders’ meeting is
the Company’s highest decision-making body. At the shareholders’ meeting, shareholders can exercise their voting rights on key issues, such as
the adoption of income statements and balance sheets, the allocation of
the Company’s profit, the discharge from liability of members of the Board
of Directors and the CEO, the election of Board members and auditors and
remuneration to the Board of Directors and auditors.
In addition to the Annual General Meeting, extraordinary shareholders’ meetings may be convened. According to Climeon’s Articles of
Association, shareholders’ meetings are convened by publication of
the notice in the Swedish Official Gazette and on Climeon’s website.
An announcement that the notice has been issued is published in
Dagens Industri.

Right to attend the shareholder’s meeting
All shareholders who are directly registered in the share register kept
by Euroclear Sweden five business days prior to the general meeting,
and who have notified the Company of their intention to attend the
general meeting no later than on the date specified in the notice of the
general meeting, shall be entitled to attend the general meeting (with
any assistant) and vote for the number of shares they hold. Shareholders may attend the shareholders’ meeting in person or by proxy, and
may be accompanied by a maximum of two assistants. Normally, it is
possible for shareholders to register for the shareholders’ meeting in
several different ways as indicated in the notice of the meeting.

Shareholder initiatives
Shareholders who wish to have a matter brought before the shareholders’ meeting must submit a written request to the Board of Directors.
This request must normally have been received by the Board of Directors at the latest seven weeks prior to the shareholders’ meeting.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors is the second-highest decision making body
after the shareholders’ meeting. According to the Swedish Companies
Act, the Board of Directors is responsible for the administration and
organisation of the Company. This means that the Board of Directors
is responsible for, among other things, setting targets and strategies,
securing routines and systems for the evaluation of set targets, continuously assessing Climeon’s financial position and profit/loss as
well as evaluating the executive management. The Board of Directors
is also responsible for ensuring that annual reports, and where appropriate, consolidated financial statements for the group and interim
reports, are prepared in a timely manner. In addition, the Board of
Directors appoints the CEO.

Members of the Board of Directors are elected every year at the
Annual General Meeting for the period until the end of the next Annual
General Meeting. According to the Company’s Articles of Association
the Board of Directors, as elected by the shareholders’ meeting, shall
be composed of at least three and no more than ten members with no
more than three deputy members.
The chair of the Board of Directors is elected at the inaugural board
meeting and has a particular responsibility for leading the work of the
Board of Directors and for ensuring that the work of the Board of Directors is well organised and undertaken effectively.
The Board of Directors follows written rules of procedure, which
are revised annually and adopted at the inaugural board meeting every
year. Among other things, the rules of procedure govern the best practice of the Board of Directors, the duties and division of work between
the members of the Board of Directors and the CEO and, where appropriate, appointed committees. In conjunction with the inaugural board
meeting the Board also adopts instructions for the CEO.
The Board of Directors meets in accordance with an annual schedule adopted in advance. In addition, additional meetings can be convened to address issues which cannot be referred to an ordinary meeting. In addition to the Board meetings, the chair of the Board of Directors and the CEO maintain an ongoing dialogue regarding the management of the Company.
Currently, the Company’s Board of Directors is composed of four
ordinary members elected by the shareholders’ meeting. These are
presented in the section “Board of Directors, senior executives and
auditors — Board of Directors”.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The CEO is appointed by the Board of Directors and has the primary
responsibility for the day-to-day management of the Company and the
daily operations. The division of work between the Board of Directors
and the CEO is set out in the rules of procedure for the Board of Directors and the instruction for the CEO. The CEO is also responsible for
the preparation of reports and compiling information from management prior to Board meetings and for presenting this material at the
Board meetings.
According to the instructions for financial reporting, the CEO is
responsible for financial reporting in the Company and shall ensure that
the Board of Directors has sufficient information so that the Board of
Directors can evaluate Climeon’s financial position on an ongoing basis.
The CEO shall continuously keep the Board of Directors advised of
the development of Climeon’s activities, the size of its turnover, the Company’s profit/loss and financial position, the liquidity and credit situation, important commercial transactions and other circumstances that
cannot be assumed to be immaterial for the Company’s shareholders
that the Board of Directors is aware of (for example significant disputes,
termination of agreements which are important to Climeon, and significant circumstances that affect Climeon’s operations).
The CEO and other senior executives are introduced in more detail
above in the section ”Board of Directors, senior executives and auditors
— Senior executives”.
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REMUNERATION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, CEO AND OTHER SENIOR EXECUTIVES
Guidelines for the remuneration of the CEO and other senior
executives
The chairman and other members of the board receive remuneration
in accordance with resolutions approved by the shareholders’ meeting. The remuneration to the CEO and other senior executives is consists of basic salary, other benefits and pension. Other senior executives refers to the seven people who, together with the CEO, constitutes the executive management. For the composition of the executive management, refer to the section ”Board of Directors, senior
executives and auditors — Senior executives”.
The CEO and other senior executives are paid a market based
monthly salary and receive ordinary employment benefits. Variable
remuneration is not paid.
The Board of Directors decides on the remuneration policy for the
CEO and senior executives. Individual remuneration to the CEO is
approved by the Board of Directors, and the individual remuneration
to the other senior executives is determined by the CEO. All decisions
regarding individual remuneration of the senior executives are based
on the remuneration policy approved by the Board of Directors.

SEK THOUSAND

BASIC SALARY/
DIRECTOR’S FEE

VARIABLE
REMUNERATION

Remuneration to members of the board
The remuneration to the members of the Board of Directors and senior executives and other remuneration of members elected by the
shareholders’ meeting, including the chair, is resolved by the Annual
General Meeting. At the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017 is
was decided that the directors’ fees would be SEK 52,800 for each of
the members elected by the shareholders’ meeting and not employed
by the Company and SEK 114,600 for the chair of the Board of Directors. The members of the Board of Directors of the Company are not
entitled to any benefits after they have resigned as members of the
Board. The Company have no amounts set aside or accrued for pensions or similar benefits for members of the Board of Directors or
senior executives who have relinquished their posts.

Remuneration in 2016
The table below presents an overview of the remuneration paid by
the Company in the 2016 financial year to the members of the Board
of Directors, CEO and other senior executives of the Company.

OTHER BENEFITS

PENSION
COSTS

OTHER
REMUNERATION

TOTAL

The Board of Directors
Per Olofsson (chair)

114

0

0

0

86

200

Olle Bergström

53

0

0

0

371

424

Stefan Brendgen

53

0

0

0

0

53

Thomas Öström (as member of the
Board of Directors)
The Board of Directors in total

0

0

0

0

0

0

220

0

0

0

457

677

0

0

90

0

688

The CEO and other senior executives
Thomas Öström, CEO
Other senior executives (5 people)

598
3,593

0

0

472

0

4,065

Senior executives in total

4,191

0

0

562

0

4,753

Board and senior executives in
total

4,411

0

0

562

457

5,430

Current employment agreements for the CEO and agreements with other senior executives
Decisions as to current remuneration levels and other conditions of
employment for the CEO of Climeon have been taken by the Board of
Directors.
According to his employment contract the CEO is entitled to a
monthly remuneration of SEK 49,000. The Chief Executive Officer is
not entitled to any variable remuneration. In addition, the Company
pays individual occupational pension insurance, personal accident
insurance and survivor benefits insurance for the CEO. The premiums for these insurance policies may be up to a maximum of 15 percent of the CEO’s monthly salary.
Both Climeon and the CEO shall observe a three month period of
notice. The Company has the right, with immediate effect, to relieve
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the CEO of his duties or otherwise wholly or partially separate the
CEO from his post during the period of notice. The CEO is not entitled
to any severance pay.
The other senior executives are not entitled to any variable remuneration. Climeon shall observe a period of notice in accordance
with the Employment Protection Act. The other senior executives
shall observe the same period of notice, though at most three
months.
The other senior executives are not entitled to any additional
remuneration following the termination of their employment. The
other senior executives have standard terms of employment.
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INTERNAL CONTROL
The Company has not set up a separate function for internal audits
as this task is instead performed by the Board of Directors.
Internal control includes control over Climeon’s organisation, procedures and actions. The objective is to ensure that reliable and
accurate financial reporting takes place, to ensure that the Company’s financial reports are prepared in accordance with law and applicable accounting standards and compliance with other requirements. The system for internal control also aims to monitor compliance with Climeon’s principles and instructions. In addition, the protection of the Company’s assets and the cost of effective and appropriate utilisation of the Company’s resources are monitored. Furthermore, internal control takes place through the follow-up of
implemented information and business systems as well as through
risk analysis.

AUDITING
The auditor shall review the Company’s annual report and accounts,
as well as the corporate administration undertaken by the Board of
Directors and the CEO. Following each financial year, the auditor
shall submit an auditor’s report and, where appropriate, a consolidated audit report to the Annual General Meeting.
According to the Company’s Articles of Association, the Company shall appoint at least one and no more than two auditors or
firms of auditors, with or without a deputy auditor. Climeon’s auditor
is Deloitte AB, with Johan Telander as responsible auditor. The Company’s auditor is presented in more detail in the section ”Board of
Directors, senior executives and auditors — Auditor”. In the financial
year 2016 the total remuneration to the Company’s auditor amounted
to SEK 586 thousand.
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SHARE CAPITAL AND OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Company has issued two types of shares, class A shares and
class B shares. In accordance with the Company’s Articles of Association adopted by the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017, the
share capital must be no less than SEK 500,000 and not exceed SEK
2,000,000, and the number of shares shall be not less than 33,333,334
and not exceed 133,333,336. As of the date of the Prospectus, the
Company’s share capital amounted to SEK 535,452.00 distributed
among a total of 35,696,800 shares, of which 14,250,000 are class A
shares and 21,446,800 are class B shares. The shares are denominated in SEK and each share has a nominal value of SEK 0.015.
In the event of full subscription of the Offering, but excluding the
Over-allotment option, the number of class B shares in Climeon will
increase by 6,451,614, from 21,446,800 to 27,898,414, which corresponds to a dilution of 15.3 percent of the total number of shares
and 3.8 percent of the total number of voting rights in the Company
after the Offering.
In the event of full subscription of the Offering, and if the Overallotment option is used in its entirety, the number of class B shares
in Climeon will increase by 7,419,356, from 21,446,800 to 28,866,156,
which corresponds to a dilution of circa 17,2 percent of the total
number of shares and circa 4,3 percent of the total number of voting
rights in the Company after the Offering.
The shares in the Company have been issued in accordance with
Swedish law. All the issued class B shares are fully paid and freely
transferable. The ISIN code for Climeon’s class B share is
SEE0009973548.
The offered shares are not subject to the offer being carried out
as a result of a mandatory bid, redemption right or sell-out obligation.
No public takeover bid has been submitted in respect of the offered
shares during the current or previous financial year.

Certain rights attaching to the shares
The offered shares are of the same type and consists of class B
shares in the Company. Rights associated with the shares issued by
the Company, including those laid down in the Articles of Association, may only be amended in accordance with the procedures laid
down in the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551).

Share conversion clause
At the request of the shareholder to the Board, a class A share can be
converted into a class B share. The Board shall, without delay, notify
the Swedish Companies Registration Office of this conversion. The
conversion is considered to have been implemented when it has been
registered with the Companies Registration Office and Euroclear Sweden AB (“Euroclear Sweden”) or another central securities depository.

Right to dividends and surpluses in the event of liquidation

If the Company decides to issue new class A and class B shares

All shares carry equal rights to dividends as well as the Company’s
assets and any surplus in the event of liquidation. Resolutions regarding dividends in a limited liability company are made by the general
meeting. Dividends are paid to shareholders that are recorded in the
share register maintained by Euroclear Sweden on the record day
determined at the general meeting. Dividends are normally paid to
shareholders as a cash amount per share through Euroclear Sweden,
but payment can also be made in forms other than cash (distribution
in kind). If a shareholder cannot be reached through Euroclear Swe-

through a cash issue or an offset issue, owners of class A and class
B shares shall have the preferential right to subscribe for the same
type of shares in relation to the number of shares already held (primary preferential right). Shares not subscribed for on the basis of primary preferential rights shall be offered for subscription to all share-

den, the shareholder retains their claim on the Company with respect
to the amount of dividend, subject to a limitation period of ten years.
Upon the expiry of the limitation period, the full dividend amount
accrues to the Company.
There are no restrictions regarding the right to dividends payable to

Voting rights
Each class A share entitles the holder to ten (10) votes and each class
B share entitles the holder to one (1) vote at a general meeting. Each
shareholder is entitled to vote for the number of shares corresponding
to the shareholder’s total number of shares in the Company.

Preferential right to new shares, etc.
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holders (subsidiary preferential right). If the number of shares
offered in this manner is insufficient for subscription based on subsidiary preferential rights, the shares shall be distributed in relation
to the number of shares already held and, to the extent that this is not
possible, by lottery.
If the Company decides to issue new shares solely of class A or
class B through a cash issue or an offset issue, all shareholders,
regardless of whether their shares are class A or class B, shall have
the preferential right to subscribe for new shares in relation to the
number of shares already held.
The aforementioned stipulations shall not constitute any restriction on the possibility to make a decision regarding a cash issue or
an offset issue with deviation from the pre-emptive rights of existing
shareholders.
If the Company decides to issue warrants or convertibles through
a cash issue or offset issue, the shareholders shall have the preferential right to subscribe for warrants as if the issue applied to the
shares that may be subscribed for as a result of the warrant rights, or
shall have the preferential right to subscribe for convertibles as if the
issue applied to shares for which the convertibles may be exchanged.
If the share capital is increased through a bonus issue, new
shares of each class shall be issued in relation to the number of
shares of the same classes already held. In such cases, old shares of
a specific class shall carry entitlement to new shares of the same
class in relation to their proportion of the share capital. The aforementioned stipulation shall not constitute any restriction on the possibility, following the requisite amendment of the Articles of Association, to issue shares of a new class through a bonus issue.
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shareholders resident outside Sweden. Shareholders not resident in
Sweden for tax purposes must normally pay Swedish withholding tax.

Dividend policy
The Company has not adopted a dividend policy and has not decided
on any dividend for the period covered by the historical financial
information. Future dividends that may be paid by Climeon depend
on a number of factors such as future revenues, the financial position, cash flows, the need for working capital, the cost of investments and other factors. Climeon may also lack adequate distributable earnings and Climeon’s shareholders may not decide to pay dividends. There are also many risks that may impact the Company’s
operations negatively and that could mean that the Company’s
future earnings do not allow the payment of dividends.

CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORY
Climeon’s shares are registered in a central securities depository
register in accordance with the Swedish Central Securities Depositories and Financial Instruments Accounts Act (1998:1479). The register is maintained by Euroclear Sweden AB, Box 7822, 103 97 Stockholm. No share certificates have been issued for the Company’s
shares. The account operator is Euroclear Sweden. The ISIN code for
Climeon’s class b share is SE0009973548.

SHARE CAPITAL TREND
The table below presents the historical development of Climeon’s
share capital for the period covered by the historical financial information and until the date of the Prospectus.

NUMBER OF SHARES

SHARE CAPITAL (SEK)

REGISTRATION
DATE

MATTER

CHANGE

TOTAL

CHANGE

TOTAL

2017-08-18

Warrants

8,000

35,696,800

120.00

535,452.00

2017-08-18

Warrants

35,500

35,688,800

532.50

535,332.00

2017-08-18

Warrants

15,000

35,653,300

225.00

534,799.50

2017-08-07

Warrants

16,000

35,638,300

240.00

534,574.50

2017-07-13

Warrants

2017-05-10

Share split 1:100

10,000

35,622,300

150.00

534,334.50

35,256,177

35,612,300

0

2017-05-10

Bonus issue

534,184.50

0

356,123

178,061.50

2016-12-12

534,184.50

Warrants

2,500

356,123

2,500.00

356,123.00

2016-11-28

Share issue

5,548

353,623

5,548.00

353,623.00

2016-11-07

Warrants

500

348,075

500.00

348,075.00

2016-11-01

Warrants

2,000

347,575

2,000.00

347,575.00

2016-10-31

Warrants

2,400

345,575

2,400.00

345,575.00

2016-10-28

Share issue

7,623

343,175

7,623.00

343,175.00

2016-10-25

Share issue

6,829

331,223

6,829.00

335,552.00

2016-02-25

Share issue

3,779

328,723

3,779.00

328,723.00

2015-10-27

Reduction of share capital1)

-53,100

324,944

-53,100.00

324,944.00

2015-10-27

Share issue

54,544

378,044

54,544.00

378,044.00

1) At the extraordinary general meeting on 19 October 2015, it was resolved on a reduction of the share capital through a redemption of shares. The resolution was part of an agreement
with Löfquist Business & Management regarding the phase out of its shareholding in the Company.

PREVIOUSLY RAISED CAPITAL
From 2013 to 2017, not including the share issue being carried out as
part of the Offering, Climeon has conducted a total of seven share
issues and one bonus issue. The share issues provided the Company
with a total of approximately SEK 118.45 million. The Company’s
share issues from 2013 to 2017 are described below.
• On 3 April 2013, the general meeting decided on a share issue of
35,000 class B shares at a subscription price of SEK 200 per
share. The proceeds of the share issue amounted to SEK 7 million
and was registered on 24 May 2013. Approximately 80 percent of
those who acquired shares in the share issue were new investors.

class B shares at a subscription price of SEK 865 per share. The
proceeds of the share issue amounted to approximately SEK
50.44 MSEK and was registered on 27 October 2015 and 25 February 2016. Approximately 90 percent of those who acquired
shares in the share issue were new investors.1)
• On 27 September, 4 October and 17 October 2016, the Board of
Directors decided to issue a total of 20,000 class B shares at a
subscription price of SEK 2,650 per share. The proceeds of the
three share issues amounted to a total of SEK 53 million and was
registered on 25 and 28 October, and 28 November 2016. Approximately 70 percent of those who acquired shares in the share
issues were new investors.

• On 27 May 2014, the Board of Directors decided to issue 40,000
class B shares at a subscription price of SEK 200 per share. The
proceeds of the share issue amounted to SEK 8 million and was
registered on 3 July 2014. Approximately 60 percent of those who
acquired shares in the share issue were new investors.

As of the date of the Prospectus, Climeon has 14 outstanding share
option programs.

• On 5 October 2015, the Board of Directors decided to issue 58,323

The Board of Directors decided on 1 July 2014, with support from the

CONVERTIBLES, WARRANTS, ETC.

Warrant program 2014/2018 #1

1) Simultaneously with the share issue registered on 27 October, a reduction of the share capital, through a withdrawal of shares, was carried out, a result of which the Company paid
approximately SEK 10.6 million to an existing shareholder regarding the phase out of the shareholder’s ownership in the Company.
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authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 13 February 2014,
to issue 6,500 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares). The
right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the
pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the Company, including current chair of the Board of Directors Per Olofsson.
Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new class B shares
in the Company to a subscription price amounting to SEK 4.50. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the period 1 January
2018 to 30 June 2018. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the
number of shares will increase by 650,000 class B shares and the
share capital will increase by SEK 9,750.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 1.44 percent of the share capital and 0.37 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2014/2018 #2
The Board of Directors decided on 17 December 2014, with support
from the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 13 February 2014, to issue 4,900 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution
on a 1:100 share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27
April 2017 entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new
shares). The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals
in the Company. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100
new class B shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting
to SEK 4.50. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the
period 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase by 490,000 class
B shares and the share capital will increase by SEK 7,350.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 1.09 percent of
the share capital and 0.28 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

2015, to issue 4,030 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a
1:100 share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April
2017 entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new
shares). The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals
in the Company. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100
new class B shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting
to SEK 17.31. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the
period 1 January 2019 to 31 January 2019. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase by 403,000 class
B shares and the share capital will increase by SEK 6,045.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.90 percent of
the share capital and 0.23 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2019 #1
The Board of Directors decided on 12 February 2016, with support
from the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 20 May
2015, to issue 2,210 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a
1:100 share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April
2017 entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new
shares). The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals
in the Company. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100
new class B shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting
to SEK 17.31. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the
period 1 February 2019 to 28 February 2019. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase by 221,000 class
B shares and the share capital will increase by SEK 3,315.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.49 percent of
the share capital and 0.13 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2018 #1

The Board of Directors decided on 21 April 2015, with support from the
authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 13 February 2014,
to issue 3,130 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares). The
right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the
pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the Company, including chair current chair of the Board of Directors Per Olofsson. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new class B
shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting to SEK 4.50.
Subscription for new shares shall take place during the period 1 January 2018 to 30 April 2019. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the
number of shares will increase by 313,000 class B shares and the
share capital will increase by SEK 4,695.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.70 percent of the share capital and 0.18 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

The Board of Directors decided on 26 May 2016, with support from
the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 20 May 2015,
to issue 1,374 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares).
The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from
the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain advisors to the Company, including Holocron AB and Weseba AB. Holocron AB is owned
by the Company’s COO Christoffer Andersson and the Company’s
chairman Per Olofsson is chair of the board of directors in Weseba
AB. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new class B
shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting to SEK
14.00. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the period
1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018. In the event that all warrants
are utilised, the number of shares will increase by 137,400 class B
shares and the share capital will increase by SEK 2,061.00. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.31 percent of
the share capital and 0.08 percent of the votes in the Company in
relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2015/2019 #2

Warrant program 2016/2018 #2

The Board of Directors decided on 21 December 2015, with support
from the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 20 May

The Board of Directors decided on 26 May 2016, with support from
the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 20 May 2015,

Warrant program 2015/2019 #1
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to issue 380 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares).
The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from
the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the
Company. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new
class B shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting to
SEK 17.31. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the
period 1 May 2019 to 31 May 2019. In the event that all warrants are
utilised, the number of shares will increase by 38,000 class B shares
and the share capital will increase by SEK 570.00. If all warrants are
exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.09 percent of the share
capital and 0.02 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to
the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2018 #3
The Board of Directors decided on 16 June 2016, with support from the
authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 20 May 2015, to
issue 713 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100 share
split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017 entitles
each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares). The right to
subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive
right of shareholders, certain consulting firms, including Holocron AB.
Christoffer Andersson is chairman of the board and CEO in Holocron
AB. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new class B
shares in the Company to a subscription price amounting to SEK 20.00.
Subscription for new shares shall take place during the period 1 January
2018 to 31 December 2018. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the
number of shares will increase by 71,300 class B shares and the share
capital will increase by SEK 1,069.50. If all warrants are exercised, it will
lead to a dilution of around 0.16 percent of the share capital and 0.04
percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares
after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2018 #4
The Board of Directors decided on 31 December 2016, with support
from the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 16 June
2016, to issue 4,411 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a
1:100 share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April
2017 entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new
shares). The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the Company, consultants and others who were deemed to be
of importance to the Company, including Engman High Fidelity AB
and Holocron AB. The Company’s CRO/CMO Christopher Engman is
a board member and CEO of Engman High Fidelity AB and Holocron
AB is owned by the Company’s COO Christoffer Andersson. Each
warrant entails the right to subscribe for 100 new class B shares in
the Company to a subscription price amounting to SEK 26.50. Subscription for new shares shall take place during the period 1 January
2018 to 30 December 2018. In the event that all warrants are utilised,
the number of shares will increase by 441,100 class B shares and the
share capital will increase by SEK 6,616.50. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.98 percent of the share capital and 0.25 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the
number of shares after the Offering.
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Warrant program 2016/2019 #2
The Board of Directors decided on 21 December 2016, with support
from the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 16 June
2016, to issue 899 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a
1:100 share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April
2017 entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new
shares). The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the Company, including the Company’s CFO Lena Nelson and
the Company’s COO Christoffer Andersson. Each warrant entails the
right to subscribe for 100 new class B shares in the Company to a
subscription price amounting to SEK 53.00. Subscription for new
shares shall take place during the period 1 January 2019 to 30
December 2019. In the event that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase by 89,900 class B shares and the share
capital will increase by SEK 1,348.50. If all warrants are exercised, it
will lead to a dilution of around 0.20 percent of the share capital and
0.05 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of
shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2019 #3
The Board of Directors decided on 26 April 2017, with support from
the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 16 June 2016,
to issue 1 673 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares).
The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from
the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the
Company, including the Company’s Head of Services & Delivery
Andreas Grenninger. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for
100 new class B shares in the Company to a subscription price
amounting to SEK 53.00. Subscription for new shares shall take place
during the period 1 January 2019 to 30 December 2019. In the event
that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase by
167,300 class B shares and the share capital will increase by SEK
2,509.50. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of
around 0.37 percent of the share capital and 0.10 percent of the votes
in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2016/2019 #4
The Board of Directors decided on 26 April 2017, with support from
the authorisation from the Annual General Meeting on 16 June 2016,
to issue 341 warrants (which, adjusted for the resolution on a 1:100
share split, resolved at the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017
entitles each holder of a warrant to subscribe for 100 new shares).
The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation from
the pre-emptive right of shareholders, certain key individuals in the
Company, consultants and others who were deemed to be of importance to the Company. Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for
100 new class B shares in the Company to a subscription price
amounting to SEK 26.50. Subscription for new shares shall take
place during the period 1 January 2018 to 30 December 2018. In the
event that all warrants are utilised, the number of shares will increase
by 34,100 class B shares and the share capital will increase by SEK
511.50. If all warrants are exercised, it will lead to a dilution of around
0.08 percent of the share capital and 0.02 percent of the votes in the
Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.
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Warrant program 2017/2020

calculated in accordance with the Black & Scholes’ valuation model
at the time of subscription.
Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for one new share in
the Company at a subscription price corresponding to (i) 240 percent
of the Volume Weighted Average Price from 20 days of trading
before the 15 November 2017 and after the listing of the Company’s
shares on a regulated market or multilateral trading facility in Sweden (the “Listing”), however, SEK 95 at the lowest or (ii) SEK 95 per
share if the Listing is not completed, during the period from 1 September 2021 up until 15 September 2021, or the earlier day pursuant
to the terms of the warrants.
If all warrants are subscribed for and fully used, the number of
shares in the Company will increase by 20,000 class B shares and
the share capital will increase by SEK 300. If all warrants are subscribed for and fully used, it will lead to a dilution of 0.04 percent of
the share capital and 0.01 percent of the votes in the Company in
relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

The extraordinary general meeting decided on 18 September 2017 to
approve the Board of Director’s decision of 31 August 2017 regarding an issue of a total of 83,000 warrants. The right to subscribe for
the warrants accrued, with deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights, certain existing and future key individuals, consultants
and others who are considered to have material importance to the
Company.
Persons entitled to subscribe for the warrants have the right to subscribe for the warrants from 15 November 2017 up until 29 December
2017. Entitled persons have the right to subscribe for the warrants in
accordance with the two categories described below:
A. Current and future management, other senior executives and
other key individuals (maximum 1 person) are offered to subscribe for a maximum of 38,000 warrants per person and a total of
38,000 warrants.
B. Other current and future employees and key individuals (maximum 8 persons) are offered to subscribe for a maximum of 10,000
warrants per person and a total of 45,000 warrants.
Carina Asplund, the Company’s Head of Production and Sourcing, is
entitled to subscribe for 38,000 warrants in accordance with section
A above. Entitled persons have the right to subscribe for warrants for
a premium per warrant corresponding to the warrant’s market value,
calculated in accordance with the Black & Scholes valuation model
at the time of subscription.
Each warrant entails the right to subscribe for one new class B
share in the Company at a subscriptions price corresponding to (i)
220 percent of the Volume Weighted Average Price from 20 days of
trading before the 15 November 2017 and after the listing of the
Company’s shares on a regulated market or a multilateral trading
facility in Sweden (the “Listing”), however, SEK 85 per share at the
lowest, or (ii) SEK 85 per share if the Listing is not completed, during
the period from 1 September 2020 up until 15 November 2020 or the
earlier day pursuant to the terms of the warrants.
If all warrants are subscribed for and fully used, the number of
shares in the Company will increase by 83,000 class B shares and
the share capital will increase by SEK 1,245. If all warrants are subscribed for and fully used, it will lead to a dilution of around 0.19 percent of the share capital and 0.05 percent of the votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the Offering.

Warrant program 2017/2021
After the Board of Directors receiving a proposal from shareholders
regarding a warrant program, the Board of Directors decided to submit the proposal before the shareholders at the extraordinary general
meeting on 18 September 2017. The general meeting decided in
accordance with the proposal to issue a maximum of 20,000 warrants. The right to subscribe for the warrants accrued, with deviation
from the shareholders’ preferential rights, Therese Lundstedt and
Vivianne Holm, who were elected as board members at the extraordinary general meeting. Therese Lundstedt and Vivianne Holm are entitled to subscribe for 10,000 warrants respectively during the period
from 15 November 2017 up until 29 December 2017.
The holder of warrants are entitled to subscribe for warrants at a
premium per warrant corresponding to the warrants market value,
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If all outstanding warrants are fully exercised, it will lead to a dilution
of around 6.62 percent of the share capital and 1.79 percent of the
votes in the Company in relation to the number of shares after the
Offering.
The Company has, in addtion to what is stated above, no outstanding warrants, convertibles or other financial instruments.

AUTHORISATION
On 18 September 2017 the extraordinary general meeting decided to
authorise the Board of Directors up until the next general meeting, on
one or more occasions, to decide on a share issue up to 8,900,000
class B shares, with or without deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights, to be paid in cash, through set-off or capital distributed in kind. The reason for the Board of Directors being able to
decide on a share issue with deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights as described above is firstly in order to broaden the
Company’s shareholder base ahead of and in connection with a listing of the Company’s shares, and to strengthen the Company’s capital base. If the Board of Directors consider it appropriate in order to
facilitate delivery of shares in connection with a share issue in
accordance with the above, this might be carried out to a subscription price corresponding to the quota value of the share.
On 18 September 2017 the extraordinary general meeting
decided to authorise the Board of Directors up until the next general
meeting, on one or more occasions, to decide on a share issue up to
4,400,000 class B shares, with or without deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights, to be paid in cash, through set-off or capital distributed in kind. The reason for the Board of Directors being
able to decide on a share issue with deviation from the shareholders’
preferential rights as described above is firstly in order to procure
capital for, e.g. acquisitions and to enable the Board of Directors to
carry out directed share issues to investors who, according to the
Board of Directors, are considered to be of strategical importance
and to enable set-offs against outstanding shareholder loans.
The authorisation described above replaces the authorisation
given at the annual general meeting on 27 April 2017 which was registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office on 10 May
2017.
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OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE
The Company’s ten largest shareholders as of 30 June 2017 and any
subsequent known changes are set out below. The Company has
issued two share classes, class A and class B shares. The only differences are in voting rights. Each class A share entitles the holder to
ten (10) votes and each class B share entitles the holder to one (1)
vote at general meetings.

SHAREHOLDER

CLASS A SHARES

CLASS B SHARES

% OF SHARE
CAPITAL

% OF VOTES

Thomas Öström

9,500,000

155,900

27.05

58.04

Joachim Karthäuser

4,750,000

228,300

13.95

29.11

B Garden (Olle Bergström)

0

1,323,500

3.71

0.81

BFV Förvaltning AB

0

1,035,200

2.90

0.63

Stefan Brendgen

0

650,000

1.82

0.40

Susanne Brendgen

0

650,000

1.82

0.40

Frontcore Logic AB

0

640,000

1.79

0.39

Mathias Carnemark

0

635,300

1.78

0.39

Andreas Billström

0

629,300

1.76

0.38

Klas Händel
Ten largest shareholders in total
Other shareholders
Total

0

543,700

1.52

0.33

14,250,000

6,491,200

58.10

90.88

0

14,955,600

41.90

9.12

14,250,000

21,446,800

100.00

100.00

Shareholders’ agreement
As far as the Company’s Board is aware, there are no shareholder
agreements or other agreements between the Company’s shareholders that are jointly intended to influence the Company. Nor is the
Company’s board aware of any agreements or similar undertakings
that could lead to changes in control over the Company.

Lock-up arrangements
The Board and senior executives in Climeon have together with existing shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the Offering through lock-up agreements entered into in September 2017, visá-vis Pareto Securities, undertaken during a certain period of time
from the first day of trading in the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier, with certain reservations, not to sell any
shares without the written consent of Pareto Securities (the “Lockup period”). The Lock-up period for the Board and senior executives
is 360 days from the first day of trading in the Company’s share and
180 days from the first day of trading in the Company’s share for
shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the Offering.
The undertaking covers both class A and class B shares in the Company and also class B shares subscribed to as part of the Offering.
The lock-up undertakings comprise a total of approximately 80 percent of the outstanding shares before the Offering. The obligation
not to sell any shares does not apply, for example, if a public takeover
bid is directed to all shareholders in the Company. Pareto Securities
may allow exceptions to lock-up undertakings on an entirely discretionary basis. Consent to such exceptions will be determined by
Pareto Securities on a case by case basis and can be of both a personal and commercial character.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION CLIMEON AB
§ 1 Firm

§ 7 Board of Directors and auditor

The public limited company’s firm is Climeon AB (publ).

The Board shall comprise 3–10 ordinary members and a maximum
of three alternates.
One or two auditors shall be appointed, with or without alternates.

§ 2 Registered office
The Board shall have its registered office in Stockholm Municipality,
Stockholm County.

§ 3 The Company’s activities
The Company shall carry out the development, marketing and sale of
systems for environmentally friendly energy recovery and activities
associated therewith.

§ 4 Share capital restrictions
The share capital shall amount to a minimum of SEK 500,000 and a
maximum of SEK 2,000,000.

§ 5 Number of shares
The number of shares shall be no lower than 33,333,334 and no
higher than 133,333,336.

§ 6 Share classes
The shares may be class A shares or class B shares. class A shares
may be issued up to a maximum number of 133,333,336 and class B
shares to a maximum number of 133,333,336.
A class A share will carry 10 votes and a class B share will carry 1
vote.
In the event of a new issue of shares or the issue of subscription
options or convertibles against payment in cash or through offsetting, the following shall apply:
• that old shares give a preferential right to new shares of the same
class, but that, if only one of the share classes is issued, each old
share, regardless of share class, gives a preferential right to a new
share;
• that shares not subscribed for by primary eligible shareholders
shall be offered to all shareholders;
• and that if the entire number of shares subscribed for on the basis
of the latter offer cannot be issued, the shares shall be distributed
between the subscribers in proportion to the number of shares
they already own and, insofar as this is not possible, by the drawing of lots.
The foregoing shall not imply any limitation on the possibility to make
a decision regarding the issue of new shares or the issue of warrants
or convertibles against payment in cash or in the form of offsetting,
with deviation from the shareholders’ preferential rights.
In the event of an increase in the share capital through a bonus
issue, the shareholders have preferential right to the new shares in proportion to the number they already own, whereby owners of class A
shares shall have the right to new class A shares and owners of class
B shares shall have the right to new class B shares in proportion to
their share of the share capital. The foregoing shall not imply any limitation on the possibility to issue new classes of share through a bonus
issue after the required amendment of the Articles of Association.
Conversion provision
Class A shares may be converted to class B shares if the owner of a
class A share requests that the share be converted to a class B
share. The request to do so is made in writing to the Board with an
indication of the number of shares requested to be converted. The
Board of the Company shall notify conversion without delay for registration at the Swedish Companies Registration Office.
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§ 8 Notice of meeting
Notice of the general meeting shall be made by publication in the
official gazette, Post- och Inrikes Tidningar and by making the notice
available on the Company’s website. An announcement of the notice
of meeting shall be published in Dagens Industri.

§ 9 Notification of participation in the general meeting
Shareholders who wish to participate in the general meeting must be
listed in a printout or other production of the entire share register
detailing the conditions five working days before the meeting and
notify the Company no later than 4:00 p.m. on the day specified in the
notice of the meeting. The last mentioned day may not be a Sunday,
any other public holiday, a Saturday, Midsummer Eve, Christmas Eve
or New Year’s Eve and may not fall earlier than the fifth working day
prior to the meeting.

§ 10 Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting shall deal with the following business:
a. Election of the chairperson of the meeting.
b. Preparation and approval of the voting list.
c. Election of a member to check the minutes.
d. Consideration of whether the meeting has been duly convened.
e. Approval of the agenda.
f. Presentation of the Annual Financial Statement and Audit Report
and, where appropriate, the Consolidated Financial Statement and
Consolidated Audit Report.
g. Decision on
i. the adoption of the profit and loss statement and the balance
sheet and, where appropriate, the consolidated profit and loss
statement and consolidated balance sheet,
ii. dispositions of the Company’s profit or loss according to the
adopted balance sheet, and
iii. discharge of the members of the Board of Directors and,
where appropriate, the CEO.
h. Determination of the number of Board members and alternates,
auditors and deputy auditors.
i. Determination of fees of the Board of Directors and auditors.
j. Election of the Board of Directors and auditors.
k. Matters arising at the Annual General Meeting in accordance with
the Swedish Companies Act or the Articles of Association.

§ 11 Financial year
The public limited Company’s financial year shall be the calendar year.

§ 12 Security depository stipulation
The shareholder or administrator who, on the record date, is entered in the
register of shareholders and recorded in a central security depository register in accordance with Chapter 4 of the Swedish Act (1998:1479) on
central securities depositories and the accounting of financial instruments, or who is listed on the securities depository account in accordance with Chapter 4, Article 18, first subparagraph (6–8) of said act, shall
be assumed to be competent to exercise the rights set out in Chapter 4,
Article 39 of the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551).
These Articles of Association have been adopted by the Annual General Meeting on 27 April 2017.
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION
LEGAL GROUP STRUCTURE

Agreement with Fincantieri

Climeon AB is a Swedish public limited liability company whose current firm and trade name were registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office on 10 May 2017. The Company was formed
and registered at the Swedish Companies Registration Office on 16
March 2011 and has the company registration number 5568461643. Climeon has its registered office in Stockholm Municipality,
Stockholm County and its operations are carried out in accordance
with the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551). Climeon AB (publ) has
no subsidiaries.

In April 2016, the Italian shipyard Fincantieri S.p.A (“Fincantieri”)
ordered 18 Climeon Heat Power-modules, which will be delivered
from 2017 to 2019. The order is subject to Fincantieri’s general terms
and conditions, which contains delivery terms and other terms customary to the industry. The agreement is governed by Italian law.

MATERIAL AGREEMENTS
Production agreement with Mastec in relation to Climeon’s
Heat Power System
In July 2016, Climeon entered into an agreement with Mastec Components AB (“Mastec”) for the production and fitting of Climeon’s
Heat Power System. The production facility has a maximum capacity of approximately 2,500 modules per year. The agreement expire
when Climeon has ordered ten modules and Climeon does not have
the right to terminate the agreement prior to this, except in the event
of certain circumstances specified in the agreement. Under the
agreement, Climeon is obliged to pay for ten modules by 31 December 2017, regardless of the presence of non-delivered or outstanding
orders. The parties intend to enter into a renewed agreement when
their obligations under the present agreement have ceased to be
effective in order to regulate current and future production conditions.

Production agreement with Svensk Licenssvetsning in relation to Climeon’s Heat Power System

Sales Agreement with CP Energy
In August 2017, Climeon entered into a collaboration and sales
agreement with the Icelandic company CP Energy Holding ehf. (”CP
Energy”) regarding an order of 100 Climeon Heat Power modules.
The collaboration is divided into two phases. Phase 1 refers to a pilot
order of seven Heat Power modules and in phase 2, it is the parties
intention to install the remaining 93 modules at various sites in Iceland.
The order is contingent upon a number of conditions being fulfilled and approved by the parties. The conditions that must me met
includes, but are not limited to, the conditions set out below:
(i) the execution of a pre-study for phase 1;
(ii) the completion of a project budget;
(iii) that agreements with certain third parties are entered into, for
example relating to construction and commissioning of the Heat
Power modules in Iceland, grid connection, right of use to land
and offtake of electricity;
(iv) that a promissory note is signed by Climeon and CP Energy; and
(v) that relevant governmental and local governmental permits and
licenses are obtained.

Viking Line has, through its shipbuilder Xiamen Shipbuilding Industry

To finance the seven Heat Power modules included in phase 1,
Climeon will assist CP Energy with complete funding, comprising a
suppliers credit and a promissory note. The suppliers credit is
secured by way of retention of title to seven Heat Power modules.
The promissory note is secured by way of charge over assets in CP
Energy and individual guarantee commitments. The guarantee commitments amounts to 50 percent of the value of the promissory note.
Furthermore, Climeon has retention to title to seven Heat Power
modules if CP Energy does not fulfill their payment obligation. Payment for the seven modules included in phase 1 follows a repayment
plan of 15 years from the date when Climeon provided the funding to
CP Energy. It is the parties intention that CP Energy shall re-finance
the loan within 24 months.
Phase 2 is expected to comprise a total of 93 Heat Power modules which are delivered at call offs from CP Energy. Delivery and
payment for the Heat Power modules shall take place no later than
30 months after the agreement was entered into, i.e. in February
2020. Payment for the 93 modules included in phase 2 is divided into

CO., LTD (“Xiamen”), ordered a system with the capacity of 900 kW,
consisting of four modules and two additional components under
development. Climeon shall deliver the products in different phases
up until 30 November 2019. The products will be delivered to Kina,
where Xiamen will install the system in Viking Lines coming ship.

three parts: 20 percent of the agreed price when a call of note is submitted, 50 percent when Climeon initiates the production and the
remaining 30 percent at delivery. Thus, Climeon receives 70 percent
of the payment before delivery of the Heat Power Systems.
CP Energy has not established a financing plan relating to phase

In October 2014, Climeon entered into an agreement with Svensk
Licenssvetsning AB (”SLS”) in relation to the manufacture of Climeon’s Heat Power System. The production plant is capable of producing approximately 50 modules per year. The agreement is not limited
in time and can be terminated by both parties having regard to a
period of notice of six months. Payment for the manufacture and
assembly is based on the actual amount of time spent per manufacturer/installer and hour. Climeon will reimburse SLS for costs relating to the production and use of materials. For material that SLS
orders from suppliers, Climeon pays a premium of 15 percent in
addition to SLS’ list price with its suppliers. The parties are in the process of renewing and updating the relevant parts of the agreement in
order to regulate current and future production conditions.

Sales agreement with Viking Line
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2 and CP Energy intends to seek financing from private investors as
well as banks. The parties rely partly on receiving government financing from, e.g., the Swedish Export Credits Guarantee Board and
Svensk Exportkredit.

Development agreement with Deprag Schulz
In May 2015, Climeon entered into an agreement with Deprag Schulz
GmbH U. Co. (“Deprag Schulz”) in respect of the development and
production of a custom turbine intended to be used in Climeon’s
Heat Power System. The agreement is divided into four project
phases and Climeon is entitled to the intellectual property rights arising as a result of the cooperation. If Climeon does not reach a certain
annual order value, Deprag Schulz has the right, without cost or
restrictions, to use any intellectual property rights arising as a result
of the cooperation.

Distribution agreement
In June 2016, Climeon entered into a distribution agreement with
Baxter Energia S.R.L (“Baxter”) for the distribution and sale of Climeon’s products on the Italian market. The agreement with Baxter has
been entered into on a non-exclusive basis and Climeon is therefore
free to enter into agreements with other distributors. Under the
agreement, Baxter purchases Climeon’s products according to a
fixed price list which may not be resold to the end customer with a
bonus of more than twenty percent of the list price unless otherwise
agreed. The agreement with Baxter is valid for 18 months.

Marketing agreements
During 2015 and 2016, Climeon entered into a number of marketing
agreements with, amongst others, 4NB Energy S.R.L., LD-Consult,
Marine EQ, Revolvent S.A., SPDI Consulting AB and VLC International
K.K. (the ”Consultants”). The agreements relate to marketing within
various market segments and territories. The agreements are
entered into on a non-exclusive basis and Climeon is therefore free
to employ other third parties for the performance of the same type of
service. The Consultants do not have the right to enter into any agreements on behalf of Climeon and remuneration is paid per identified
customer with whom Climeon enters into agreements, and is based
on the final price Climeon agrees with the customer.

Rental agreements
As of the day of the Prospectus, Climeon has entered into two rental
agreements. The agreements contain industry-standard terms and
conditions and relate to storage and office premises. The basic
rental for the agreement in respect of storage, amounts to SEK
74,000 per year and the agreement expire on 31 December 2017. If
not terminated with regard to a nine months’ notice period, the agreement is extended on an annual basis. The basic rental for the agreement in respect of office premises amounts to SEK 1,355,200 per
year and expire on 31 December 2018. The agreement may be terminated with regard to a notice period of nine months and is otherwise
extended on a three year basis.
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OTHER AGREEMENTS OF INTEREST FOR THE COMPANY
Sales agreement with Maersk Line
In July 2017, Climeon entered into an agreement with the globally
known vessel operator Maersk Line in respect of a pilot installation of
one Climeon Heat Power module aboard a Maersk Line 14k vessel.

DISPUTES
The Company is not, nor has it, during the past 12 months, been a
party to any legal proceedings or settlement proceedings (including
not yet determined matters or such matters that the Company is
aware may arise) that have recently had or could have a material
impact on the Company’s financial position or profitability.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Patents
As of the date of the prospectus, Climeon has one patent awarded and patents pending in six patent families. The table below describes the
Company’s patents and patent applications as of the date of the Prospectus.
COUNTRY/
REGION

PATENT FAMILY

STATUS

PRIORITY
DATE

PCT NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

EP patent

Method for conversion of low tem- Application pending
perature heat to electricity and
cooling, and system therefore.

03/22/2011

EP2689111

Method for conversion of low temperature
heat to electricity and cooling, and system
therefore.

USA

Method for conversion of low tem- Published
perature heat to electricity and
cooling, and system therefore.

03/22/2011

US2017159504

Method for conversion of low temperature
heat to electricity and cooling, and system
therefore.

USA

Method for conversion of low tem- Granted
perature heat to electricity and
cooling, and system therefore.

03/22/2011

US2013038055
(US9429046)

Method for conversion of low temperature
heat to electricity and cooling, and system
therefore.

China

Removal of non-condensable
gases from a closed loop process

N/A – not available

N/A – not
available

N/A – not available Removal of non-condensable gases from a
closed loop process

EP patent

Removal of non-condensable
gases from a closed loop process

Application pending

04/04/2014

EP3126756

Removal of non-condensable gases from a
closed loop process

Japan

Removal of non-condensable
gases from a closed loop process

N/A – not available

04/04/2014

JP2017512941

Removal of non-condensable gases from a
closed loop process

USA

Removal of non-condensable
gases from a closed loop process

Published

04/04/2014

US2017122670
(US15301350)

Removal of non-condensable gases from a
closed loop process

EP patent

An improved thermodynamic
cycle operating at low pressure
using a radial turbine

Application pending

01/22/2014

EP3097279

An improved thermodynamic cycle operating at low pressure using a radial turbine

USA

An improved thermodynamic
cycle operating at low pressure
using a radial turbine

Published

01/22/2014

US2017037728
201515113374

An improved thermodynamic cycle operating at low pressure using a radial turbine

PCT

Methods to store and recover elec- Application pending
trical energy

10/16/2015

WO2017065683

Methods to store and recover electrical energy

EP patent

Energy generation from waste
heat using a carbon-bearing thermodynamic cycle

Application pending

09/04/2013

EP3042135

Energy generation from waste heat using a
carbon-bearing thermodynamic cycle

USA

Energy generation from waste
heat using a carbon-bearing thermodynamic cycle

Application pending

09/04/2013

US2016201521
(201414916154)

Energy generation from waste heat using a
carbon-bearing thermodynamic cycle

PCT

Vapor-compression heat pump
using a working fluid and CO2

Application pending

11/13/2014

WO2016076779

Vapor-compression heat pump using a working fluid and CO2

PCT

N/A – still not published

N/A – not available

N/A – not
available

PCT/
SE2017/050043

N/A – not available

Trademark registrations
Climeon has protected “CLIMEON” and “CLIMEON OCEAN” as trademarks within the EU. In addition, Climeon has pending trademark
applications in China, India, Japan and the USA.

Domain name
Climeon has registered “climeon” on a number of top-level domains,
of which the most important ones are “climeon.com” and “climeon.
se”, with underlying websites. In addition, Climeon has registered the
domains “heatpower.com”, “theenergyforecast.org” and “dreamsocieties.com”.

INSURANCES
Climeon has signed standard corporate insurances and real-estate
insurances. Furthermore, Climeon has signed liability insurance for
the Board of Directors and the CEO.
The Company is of the opinion that its insurances are in line with
the insurance cover of other companies in the same line of business
and that the insurance cover is sufficient for the risks that the Com-

pany’s operations are normally associated with. However, Climeon
cannot guarantee that it will not incur damages in addition to what is
covered by these insurances.

TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES
Related parties are all officers of the Company, i.e. the Board, senior
executives and their family members. Transactions with related parties concern these persons’ transactions with the Company. The
governing principles for what are considered related party transactions are set out in IAS 24.
During the period covered by the selected historical financial
information, Joachim Karthäuser loaned Climeon a total of SEK
500,000 on 30 June 2017. The loan matures on 30 December 2017
with an interest rate of 7.5 percent. In the same period, Thomas
Öström loaned Climeon SEK 1.2 million on 3 July 2017. The loan
matures on 30 December 2017 with an interest rate of 7.5 percent.
Per Olofsson also loaned Climeon SEK 1 million via his company on
19 June 2017. The loan matures on 30 December 2017 with an interest rate of 7.5 percent.
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Since 2013, Climeon has hired Helen Öström as a consultant with
responsibility for quality and environmental issues. Helen Öström is
married to Thomas Öström. In the period covered by the historical
financial information and for the period thereafter up to the date of
the Prospectus, the Company has paid SEK 773 thousand for the services rendered by Helen Öström.
In addition to their assignments as board members, Per Olofsson
and Olle Bergström have been hired as consultants through their
companies Weseba AB and B-Garden AB. During the period covered
by the historical financial information and for the period thereafter
up to the date of the Prospectus, a total of SEK 97 thousand and SEK
389 thousand have been paid to Weseba AB and B-Garden AB
respectively.
The loan and consultancy agreements have been entered into on
a marketable basis.
In addition to what has been described above, including the remunerations to the Board and senior executives described in the section
“Board of Directors, senior executives and auditors”, and the complete
information in relation to transactions with related parties for the
financial years 2016 and 2015, as set out in note 29 in the Company’s
historical financial information on page 129, no other transactions
have taken place between Board members or other related persons
and the Company during the financial years 2016 and 2015 and for
the period thereafter up to the date of the Prospectus.

LOCK-UP ARRANGEMENT
The Board and senior executives in Climeon have together with existing shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the Offering through lock-up agreements entered into in September 2017, visá-vis Pareto Securities, undertaken during a certain period of time
from the first day of trading in the Company’s class B shares on Nasdaq First North Premier, with certain reservations, not to sell any
shares without the written consent of Pareto Securities (the “Lockup period”). The Lock-up period for the Board and senior executives
is 360 days from the first day of trading in the Company’s share and
180 days from the first day of trading in the Company’s share for
shareholders holding more than 20,000 shares before the Offering.
The undertaking covers both class A and class B shares in the Com-

pany and also class B shares subscribed to as part of the Offering.
The lock-up undertakings comprise a total of approximately 80 percent of the outstanding shares before the Offering. The obligation
not to sell any shares does not apply, for example, if a public takeover
bid is directed to all shareholders in the Company. Pareto Securities
may allow exceptions to lock-up undertakings on an entirely discretionary basis. Consent to such exceptions will be determined by
Pareto Securities on a case by case basis and can be of both a personal and commercial character.

SUBSCRIPTION UNDERTAKINGS
Undertakings from Cornerstone Investors
Ålandsbanken Fondbolag AB, LMK Venture Partners AB, Alfred Berg
Kapitalförvaltning AB, Gullspång Invest AB and Blue AB have undertaken to acquire shares in the Offering, as shown in the table below, at
the same price as other investors, providing that certain conditions are
met. The undertaking is equivalent to a total of approximately 7.5 percent of the total number of shares in the Company after completion of
the Offering, given that the Over-allotment Option is fully exercised.
The undertaking thus covers approximately 43.5 percent of the Offering. Cornerstone Investors are guaranteed allotment in accordance
with their respective undertakings.
Cornerstone Investors will not receive any remuneration for their
respective undertakings and Cornerstone Investors’ investments in
the Offering are made at the same price as for other investors. In the
opinion of Pareto Securities and the Company’s Board, each of the
Cornerstone Investors has good creditworthiness and will therefore
be able to fulfill their respective undertaking. Cornerstone Investors’
undertakings are, however, not secured by way of bank guarantees,
blocked funds, pledges or similar arrangements. See also the risk
specification in the section “Risk factors — Subscription undertakings
in the Offering are not secured”. Cornerstone Investors undertakings
are also linked to specific terms in relation to, among other things, the
Offering being completed within a specific time frame. In the event
these terms and not met, there is a risk that Cornerstone Investors will
not fulfill their undertakings.

SUBSCRIPTION
UNDERTAKINGS
(IN SEK)

NUMBER OF
SHARES

Ålandsbanken Fondbolag AB

30,008,000

968,000

13.0

2.2

LMK Venture Partners AB

30,008,000

968,000

13.0

2.2

Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning AB

15,004,000

484,000

6.5

1.1

Gullspång Invest AB

15,004,000

484,000

6.5

1.1

Blue AB

10,013,000

323,000

4.4

0.7

CORNERSTONE INVESTOR

PERCENTAGE OF PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER
THE NUMBER OF SHARES OF SHARES IN THE COMPANY AFTER
IN THE OFFERING (%) 1)
THE OFFERING (%)

Ålandsbanken Fondbolag AB

LMK Venture Partners AB

Ålandsbanken Fondbolag AB manages Ålandsbanken’s investment
funds and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ålandsbanken Abp. The company offers funds adapted for the needs of Ålandsbanken’s customers.

LMK Venture Partners is part of the LMK Industri group. The company invests in, among other things, unique energy and safety technologies as well as hotel and recreation facilities.

1) Based on full subscription in the Offering and that the Over-allotment Option is exercised in full.
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Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning AB

INTERESTS OF ADVISORS

Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning is a leading Nordic fund manager
which has existed for more than 150 years. It is part of BNP Paribas
Asset Management – one of the world’s largest asset managers.
Through its investments, Alfred Berg aims to create long-term value
for its investors.

Climeon’s financial advisors in connection with the Offering are
Pareto Securities. Pareto Securities have provided, and may in the
future provide, services in the ordinary course of business and in
connection with other transactions for Climeon, for which Pareto
Securities has received, and may in the future receive, remuneration.

Gullspång Invest AB

COSTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE OFFERING

Gullspång Invest is a family owned investment company with a longterm investment horizon. The portfolio mainly contains companies
in industries such as energy, food, water, health, education and
resource efficiency.

Pareto Securities receives remuneration for financial advice and
other services which Pareto Securities provides to Climeon in connection with the Offering. The total remuneration received is dependent on the success of the Offering. Costs related to the Offering
mainly relates to costs for remuneration to financial advisers, auditors, legal advisers, graphic design and printing of the Prospectus,
and company presentations. The total costs related to the Offering
amounts to approximately SEK 12 million.

Blue AB
Blue is an investment company based in Stockholm that invests in
and operates international companies with clear sustainability profiles and a focus on achieving a positive impact on humanity, the
environment and society.

Non-binding applications of interest from existing shareholders
Existing shareholders in the Company have in advance been given
the opportunity to, at the same price as other investors, subscribe for
shares in connection with the Offering. In total, they have shown an
interest to subscribe for shares corresponding to a value of circa
SEK 99 million. Provided that the Offering is fully subscribed for and
the Over-allotment Option being exercised in full, this corresponds to
circa 43.2 percent of the Offering. Existing shareholders, both those
who have indicated an interest in acquiring shares in the Offering
and those who choose to subscribe for shares without prior notice of
such interest, may be prioritised in the allotment.

CERTIFIED ADVISER
Companies which have shares listed on Nasdaq First North Premier
are obligated to appoint a Certified Adviser to monitor the Company’s
compliance with Nasdaq First North’s regulatory framework. Climeon
has appointed FNCA Sweden AB as Certified Adviser.

DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION
The following documents are available at the Company’s headquarters on working days during office hours, and on the Company’s website, climeon.com/investor:
1 The Company’s Articles of Association;
2 The Company’s historical financial information for the period covered by the Prospectus; and
3 The Prospectus.

STABILISATION
In connection with the Offering, Pareto Securities may carry out stabilisation measures to maintain the market price of the offered class
B shares at a level that is higher than would otherwise prevail. Stabilisation measures may be undertaken on Nasdaq First North Premier,
on the OTC market or elsewhere, at any time during the period starting on the date of the commencement of trading in the shares on
Nasdaq First North Premier and ending no later than 30 calendar
days thereafter. Pareto Securities is, however, not required to undertake any stabilisation measures and it is therefore not possible to
guarantee that any stabilisation measures will be undertaken.
If stabilisation measures are taken, they may be discontinued at
any time without prior notice. Stabilisation measures will not under
any circumstances take place at levels above the Offering price. For
each date stabilisation transactions were carried out, within one
week of the conclusion of stabilisation period (or the date determined in accordance with applicable laws and regulations), Pareto
Securities will publicly announce the extent to which stabilisation
has been carried out, the date on which stabilisation began, dates
when the stabilisation occurred and the price range within which the
stabilisation was carried out, specifying each date when stabilisation transactions were undertaken.
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TAX CONSIDERATIONS IN SWEDEN
Below is a summary of certain Swedish tax issues related to the Offering and the admission of the Company’s
shares to trading on Nasdaq First North Premier in Stockholm for physical persons and limited liability companies
domiciled in Sweden for tax purposes, unless otherwise specified. The summary is based on applicable current
legislation and is intended only as general information relating to the shares in the Company from the time the
shares have been admitted to trading on Nasdaq First North Premier.

The summary does not cover:
• situations where shares are held as current assets in business
operations,
• situations where shares are held by limited partnerships or partnerships,
• the specific rules on tax-free capital gains (including prohibition of
deduction in the event of capital losses) and dividends in the corporate sector which may become applicable when investors hold
shares in the Company which are considered to be business
related (taxable),
• the specific rules which may in certain cases become applicable to
shares in companies which are, or have been, micro-enterprises or
shares acquired with the aid of such shares.
• the specific rules which may become applicable to physical persons who apply or return investment deductions.
• foreign enterprises carrying out activities from permanent establishments in Sweden or
• foreign enterprises which have been Swedish enterprises.
Specific tax rules also apply to certain categories of enterprise. The
tax treatment of each individual shareholder depends in part on their
particular situation. Each shareholder should consult independent
tax advisers about the tax consequences which the Offering and the
admission of the shares in the Company to trading on Nasdaq First
North Premier may arise for their part, including the applicability and
impact of foreign legislation (including directives) and double taxation agreements.

PHYSICAL PERSONS
For physical persons who are subject to unlimited tax liability in Sweden, capital income such as interest, dividends and capital gains are
taxed as income from capital assets. The tax rate for income from
capital assets is 30 percent.
Capital gains and capital losses respectively are equivalent to the
difference between sales compensation, after deduction for sales
costs, and the purchase price. The total purchase price for all shares
of the same class and type is divided by the number of shares. For
market-listed shares, the purchase price may alternatively be calculated at 20 percent of the income after deduction of sales costs.
Capital losses on market-listed shares may be fully offset against
taxable capital gains on shares that same year, as well as on marketlisted securities which are taxed as shares (however not mutual
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funds or hedge funds) or which only comprise Swedish receivables,
i.e. interest relief funds. Capital losses which are not offset by said
offset facility are deductible at 70 percent of income from capital
assets.
If a net loss arises in income from capital assets, a reduction of
the tax on income from service and business activities, as well as
property tax and municipal property tax, is permitted. The tax reduction is 30 percent of the net loss up to SEK 100,000 and 21 percent of
a potentially remaining net loss. A net loss may not be transferred to
future tax years.
For physical persons who are subject to unlimited tax liability in
Sweden, a preliminary tax on dividends of 30 percent is withheld. The
preliminary tax is usually withheld by Euroclear Sweden or by the
nominee in the case of nominee-registered shares.
Physical persons who own shares through an investment savings
account are not taxed on capital gains or on dividends from such
shares. Consequently, losses are not deductible. Tax is levied on an
ascribed income which is based on a capital base multiplied by the
government borrowing rate, irrespective of whether the investment
savings account yields a profit or loss. The ascribed tax is based on a
capital base multiplied by the government borrowing rate, increased
by 0.75 percentage units, but is a minimum of 1.25 percent of the
capital base.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
For limited liability companies, all income, including taxable capital
gains and taxable dividends, are taxed as income from business
activities at 22 percent.
Deductions for deductible capital losses on shares are only permitted against taxable capital gains on shares and other securities
taxed as shares. Capital losses on shares which it has not been possible to utilise in the year in which the loss occurs, may be saved for
an unlimited period (by the limited liability company which suffered
the loss) and offset against taxable capital gains on shares and
other securities taxed as shares in the following tax year. If a capital
loss cannot be offset by the company which made the loss, it may be
offset against taxable capital gains on shares and other securities
taxed as shares by another company in the same Group, if Group
contribution rights exist between the companies and both companies request this for a tax year which has the same declaration date
(or would have had it if the companies’ accounting obligation had not
expired). Specific tax rules may be applicable to certain categories
of company or certain legal entities, for example investment companies.
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Tax considerations in Sweden

SHAREHOLDERS WITH LIMITED TAX LIABILITY IN
SWEDEN
For shareholders with limited tax liability in Sweden who receive dividends on shares in a Swedish limited liability company, Swedish
withholding tax is normally payable. The same applies to certain
types of payments from a Swedish limited liability company in connection with, among other things, the redemption of shares and
repurchasing of equity shares through an acquisition offer directed
at all shareholders or all holders of shares of a certain class. The tax
rate is 30 percent. The tax rate is, however, usually reduced by double
taxation treaties. In Sweden, deductions for withholding tax are normally performed by Euroclear Sweden or by the nominee in relation
to nominee-registered shares.
On disposal of shares, shareholders with limited tax liability in
Sweden — and who do not conduct activities from a permanent
establishment in Sweden — are normally not taxed on capital gains
in Sweden. Shareholders may, however, be subject to tax in their
state of residence.
A specific rule, however, states that physical persons with limited
tax liability in Sweden are subject to capital gains taxation in Sweden
on disposal of shares in the Company, if they at any time during the
calendar year in which the disposal occurs or during the previous ten
calendar years have been resident in Sweden or permanently lived in
Sweden. The applicability of the rule is however limited in many
cases by double tax treaties.
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DEFINITION

EXPLANATION

ALMI

ALMI Företagspartner AB.

Baxter

Baxter Energia S.R.L.

CAGR

Compunded Annual Growth Rate.

Climeon or the Company

Climeon AB (publ), Company Registration Number 556846-1643.

Cornerstone Investors

Refers to Ålandsbanken Fondbolag AB, LMK Venture Partners AB, Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning AB, Gullspång Invest AB and
Blue AB.

CP Energy

CP Energy Holding ehf.

Deprag Schulz

Deprag Schulz GmbH U. co.

EKN

Swedish Export Credit Agency.

ETS

EU Emission Trading System.

EUR/EURm

Euro/million Euro.

Euroclear Sweden

Euroclear Sweden AB.

Existing Shareholders

Owners of class B shares in Climeon on the Record Date 22 September 2017.

Fincantieri

Fincantieri S.p.A.

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards.

kW/kWh

Kilowatt/Kilowatt hour.

LCOE

Levelized cost of energy. LCOE is an economic assessment of an energy-producing system.

Lock-up period

The lock-up period as described in the section “Share capital and ownership structure — Lock-up arrangement”.

Mastec

Mastec Components AB.

MTF

Multilateral trading facility.

MW/MWh

Megawatt/Megawatt hour.

Nasdaq First North Premier

The unregulated MTF marketplace operated by Nasdaq Stockholm AB.

ORC

Organic Rankine Cycle.

Over-allotment Option

The Over-allotment Option as described in this Prospectus.

Pareto Securities or Global
Coordinator

Pareto Securities AB.

SEK

Swedish Export Credit Corporation.

SEK/SEKt/SEKm

Swedish krona / thousand Swedish krona / million Swedish krona.

Significant Negative Events

Events that take place that have such a negative impact on the Comapny the completing the Offering is unfeasible.

SLS

Svensk Licens Svetsning AB.

Subscribers

Private individuals and legal entities who have applied for the share subscription in the Offering.

The Consultants

Refers to a number of marketing partners, among others 4NB Energy S.R.L., LD-Consult, Marine EQ, Revolvent S.A., SPDI
Consulting AB and VLC International K.K.

The Offering

The Offering of class B shares as described in the Prospectus.

The Offering price

The Offering Price of SEK 31 per class B share.

The Prospectus

This prospectus.

The Record Date

22 September 2017.

USD

US dollar.

WWF

World Wildlife Fund.

Xiamen

Xiamen Shipbuilding Industry CO., LTD.
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Review Report
Introduction
We have reviewed the interim report for Climeon AB (publ) for the period 1 January–30 June 2017. The Board of Directors and
the President are responsible for the preparation and presentation of this interim report in accordance with the Annual
Accounts Act. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on this interim report based on our review.
Scope of Review
We conducted our review in accordance with the International Standard on Review Engagements ISRE 2410, Review of Interim
Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the Entity. A review consists of making inquiries, primarily of
persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and applying analytical and other review procedures. A review has
a different focus and is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with ISA and other generally
accepted auditing practices. The procedures performed in a review do not enable us to obtain a level of assurance that would
make us aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit. Therefore, the conclusion expressed based on a
review does not give the same level of assurance as a conclusion expressed based on an audit.
Conclusion
Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the interim report is not, in all material
respects, in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
Other Disclosure
A review of the comparative figures for the period attributable to 2016 has not been carried out.

Stockholm, 21 September 2017
Deloitte AB

Johan Telander
Authorized Public Accountant
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HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR
THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
THE COMPANY’S INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
SEK thousand
Net sales

Note
5

Capitalised work for own account
Other operating income

6

2016

2015

2,888

36

10,596

3,034

1,357

1,082

-10,769

-5,021

OPERATING EXPENSES
Raw materials and consumables
Other external expenses
Personnel expenses

7,8

-15,170

-4,145

9

-22,332

-8,930

-2,012

-4,418

Depreciation, amortisation and impairment losses of tangible and intangible assets
Other operating expenses

10

Operating profit/loss

-3

-17

-35,444

-18,379

37

Profit/loss from financial items
Interest income and other financial items

11

51

Interest expenses and other financial items

12

-197

-4

Profit/loss after financial items

-35,590

-18,346

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR1)

-35,590

-18,346

Before dilution

-106

-56

After dilution

-106

-56

1)The total profit for the year is the same as Profit for the year

Earnings per share, SEK

14
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THE COMPANY’S STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
Note

31 December
2016

31 December
2015

Capitalised expenditure on development work

15

14,106

5,264

Patents, licenses, trademarks and similar rights

16

2,707

1,329

16,813

6,593

SEK thousand
ASSETS
Fixed non-current assets
Intangible non-current assets

Tangible non-current assets
Leasehold improvements

17

1,481

-

Plant and machinery

18

3,137

810

Equipment, tools and installations

19

Total non-current assets

602

371

5,220

1,181

22,033

7,774

Current assets
Inventories

20

Work in progress

1,127

-

Finished goods and goods for resale

3,424

4,873

4,551

4,873

Current receivables
Accounts receivable

21

Other receivables
Prepaid expenses and accrued income

22

241

15

2,162

983

940

357

3,343

1,355

Cash at bank and in hand

51,320

34,557

Total current assets

59,214

40,785

TOTAL ASSETS

81,247

48,559

356

329

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital

23

Reserve for development costs

10,200

-

10,556

329

Share premium reserve

111,878

57,706

Retained loss

-33,502

-6,998

Profit for the year

-35,590

-18,346

42,786

32,362

53,342

32,691

Non-restricted equity

Total equity

Long-term liabilities
Other long-term liabilities

24

16,081

10,074

16,081

10,074

Current liabilities
Advance payments from customers
Accounts payable
Current tax liabilities
Other current liabilities

25

Accruals and deferred income

26

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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1,420

6,748

3,025

680

214

2,980

586

1,417

549

11,824

5,794

81,247

48,559
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THE COMPANY’S STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
Restricted equity
Share
capital
Opening balance, 1 January 2015

Non-restricted equity

Reserve for
development
costs

324

Share premium
reserve

Retained
profit or loss

Profit for
the year

Total
equity

17,882

-4,428

-2,570

11,208

-2,570

2,570

-

-18,346

-18,346

-18,346

-18,346

Appropriation of prior year’s profit
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

Transactions with owners:
New issue
Withdrawal of shares
Total transactions with
shareholders
Closing balance,
31 December 2015

58

50,391

50,449

-53

-10,567

-10,620

5

-

39,824

-

-

39,829

329

-

57,706

-6,998

-18,346

32,691

Retained
profit or loss

Profit for
the year

Total
equity

-6,998

-18,346

32,691

-18,346

18,346

-

Restricted equity
Share
capital
Closing balance, 1 January 2016

Non-restricted equity

Reserve for
development
costs

329

Share premium
reserve
57,706

Appropriation of prior year’s profit
Capitalisation of development costs
Utilisation as a result of the year’s
depreciation of development costs

10,596

-10,596

-396

396

Profit for the year

-35,590

-35,590

-35,590

-35,590

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

Transactions with owners:
New issue

20

52,699

Premiums paid for warrants
Exercise of warrants
Total transactions with
shareholders
Closing balance,
31 December 2016

52,719
2,042

7

2,042

1,473

1 480

27

-

54,172

2,042

-

56,241

356

10,200

111,878

-33,502

-35,590

53,342
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THE COMPANY’S CASH FLOW STATEMENTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
SEK thousand

Note

2016

2015

-35,444

-18,379

2,012

4,418

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating profit
Adjustments for items not included in cash flow:
Depreciation/amortisation
Unrealised exchange rate differences
Interest paid
Interest received

-101

-

51

37

-69

-4

-33,551

-13,928

Decrease(+)/increase(-) in inventories

322

-4,771

Decrease(+)/increase(-) in accounts receivable

-226

60

-1,762

-642

Decrease(-)/increase(+) in accounts payable

3,723

1,822

Decrease(-)/increase(+) in other current liabilities

2,307

1,762

-29,187

-15,697

Investments in intangible assets

-11,974

-3,054

Investments in tangible assets

-4,297

-3,143

-16,271

-6,197

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital
Cash flow from changes in working capital

Decrease(+)/increase(-) in other current receivables

Cash flow from operating activities
INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Cash flow from investment activities

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
New issue

54,172

39,829

Loans

6,007

6,176

Premiums paid for warrants

2,042

-

Cash flow from financing activities

62,221

46,005

CASH FLOW FOR THE YEAR

16,763

24,111

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at year-end
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34,557

10,446

51,320

34,557
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NOTES TO THE COMPANY’S HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND 2015
NOTE 1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Climeon AB, corporate registration number 556846-1642, is a limited liability
company registered in Sweden and domiciled in Stockholm. The address of
the head office is Jan Stenbecks torg 17, SE-164 40 Kista, Sweden. The Company was founded in 2011 and its operations involve developing and selling
environmental technology solutions that improve the Earth’s climate by
improving energy efficiency among the Company’s customers.

REVENUE
Revenue is recognised at the fair value of what has been received or will be
received, less value-added tax, discounts, returns and similar deductions.
The Company recognises revenue when the amount of the revenue can be
measured reliably, when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow
to the Company and the special criteria are met for each of the Company’s
revenue types.

NOTE 2 SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
This is Climeon AB’s first financial report that has been prepared in accordance with recommendation RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities of the Swedish Financial Reporting Board. RFR 2 means that, in the annual accounts for
the legal entity, the Company must apply all EU-approved International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and interpretations as far as possible within
the framework of the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and taking into consideration the connection between accounting and taxation. These recommendations indicate the exemptions and additions that can be made from/to IFRS.
The Company also applies the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554).
In addition the Company has applied the Swedish Accounting Standards
Board’s (BFN) general guidelines BFNAR 2012:1 Annual Accounts and
Consolidated Financial Statements (“K3”). The date of transition to RFR2 has
been established as 1 January 2015. The transition has not involved any
transitional effects.

Climeon AB’s revenue comprises primarily sales of Climeon Heat Power
modules and consultancy services, as well as revenue from “as a service”
agreements.

New and amended RFR 2
RFR 2 is based on the standards and interpretations issued by IASB and the
IFRS Interpretation Committee that have been adopted by the EU and indicates exemptions from and additions to the standards issued by IASB and the
interpretations issued by the IFRS Interpretation Committee. The new and
amended RFR that come into force for financial years commencing after
1 January 2017 have not yet started to be applied by the Company. Described
below are the new and amended standards/RFR that are considered to have
an impact on the Company’s financial statements in the period when they are
applied for the first time.

Revenue from the sale of services at a fixed price are recognised by applying
the percentage-of-completion method. This means that revenue and expenses are recognised based on the stage of completion of the contract on the
closing day. The stage of completion is established by calculating the proportion that contract costs incurred for work performed by the closing day bear
to the estimated total contract costs. An expected loss on a service contract
is recognised as an expense immediately. When the outcome of a service
contract cannot be calculated reliably, revenue should only be recognised at
the amount of the contract costs incurred that will probably be recoverable.
Contract costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are
incurred.

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers will replace IAS 18 Revenue
and IAS 11 Construction Contracts. IFRS 15 is a model for revenue recognition for almost any income arising from contracts with customers, except
leases, financial instruments and insurance policies. The basic principle for
revenue recognition according to IFRS 15 is that an entity should recognise
revenue in a way that reflects the transfer of the promised goods or services
to the customer for the amount that the Company expects to be entitled to
receive in exchange for the goods and services. Revenue is recognised when
the customer assumes control of the goods or services. IFRS 15 is applicable
to financial years commencing on or after 1 January 2018 or later, with earlier
application permissible. The Company is currently analysing the effects of
applying IFRS 15. IFRS 15 contains expanded disclosure requirements, which
will impact note disclosures in the financial statements.
The voluntary exemption for the percentage-of-completion method will continue to be able to be applied by the legal entity. The contracts may be recognised as revenue at the latest when the work is substantially completed (completed contract method).
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments – The new standard for financial instruments
covers the classification, measurement and recognition of financial assets
and liabilities. RFR 2 allows a legal entity to be exempt from applying IFRS 9.
RFR 2 contains provisions for recognising financial instruments that have to
be applied by entities that choose to apply this exemption. The amendment to
RFR 2 with regard to IFRS 9 will start to apply at the same time as IFRS 9
starts to be applied in the consolidated accounts, i.e. for financial years commencing 1 January 2018 or later. The Company will use the exemption from
applying IFRS 9 and therefore judges that the changes to RFR 2 will not have a
material impact on the Company’s financial statements.
IFRS 16 Leases – This new leasing standard primarily covers changes in the
way that leases are recognised by the lessee. A lessee must recognise all
leases as assets and liabilities in the balance sheet, except for short-term
leases and leases where the underlying assets have a low value. However, the
Swedish Financial Reporting Board is proposing the option for legal entities
to be exempt from IFRS 16. The amendment will start to apply at the same
time as IFRS 16 starts to be applied in the consolidated accounts, i.e. for
financial years commencing 1 January 2019 or later. This standard has not
been approved by the EU.

Sales of modules
Revenue from the sale of Climeon Heat Power modules are recognised when
the significant risks and benefits associated with the modules have been
transferred to the customer. This generally takes place upon delivery. If integration services are a significant part of the delivery to the customer, revenue
from the sale of the module is recognised when the integration has been carried out.
Sales of services
Revenue from service contracts is recognised as revenue in the period in
which the work is performed.

Interest income
Interest income is recognised as it accrues using the effective interest method. The effective interest rate is the rate at which the present value of all
future cash inflows and outflows during the fixed-interest term equals the
recognised value of the receivable.
State grants
Revenue from state grants that are not dependent on future performance
requirements are recognised as revenue when the conditions for receiving
the grant have been met and when it is probable that the economic benefits
associated with the transaction will flow to the Company and the revenue can
be measured reliably. State grants have been measured at the fair value of the
asset that the Company has received.
Revenue from state grants that are dependent on future performance requirements is recognised as revenue when the performance is carried out and
when it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the Company and the revenue can be measured reliably. State
grants have been measured at the fair value of the asset that the Company
has received.
Grants that have been received before the conditions for recognising them as
revenue have been met are recognised as a liability.
State grants relating to the acquisition of a fixed asset reduce the cost of the
asset.
Leases
Leases are recognised in accordance with the rules for operational leases.
Lease payments for operating leases are expensed on a straight-line basis
over the term of the lease, unless a different systematic approach better
reflects the user’s economic benefit over time.
Foreign currency
The Company’s accounting currency is Swedish kronor (SEK).
Translating items in foreign currencies
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On each closing day, monetary items in foreign currencies are translated at
the exchange rate on the closing day. Non-monetary items measured at historical cost in a foreign currency are not translated. Exchange rate differences are recognised in operating profit/loss or as a financial item, based on the
underlying business transaction, in the period in which they arise.
Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised in the income statement in the period in
which they are incurred.
Employee benefits
Employee benefits in the form of salaries, vacation pay, sick pay, etc., and
pensions are recognised as they are earned. The Company only has defined
contribution pension plans. There are no other long-term benefits to
employees.
Defined contribution plans
For defined contribution plans, the Company pays fixed contributions to a
separate, independent legal entity and has no obligation to pay additional
fees. The Company’s profit is charged with costs as the benefits are earned,
which normally coincides with the time when the premiums are paid.
Income tax
The tax expense represents the sum of current tax and deferred tax.
Current tax
Current tax is calculated on the taxable profit for the period. Taxable profit
differs from the profit recognised in the income statement since it has been
adjusted for tax-exempt income and non-deductible expenses, and for
income and expenses that are taxable or deductible in other periods. The current tax liability is calculated using the tax rates applicable on the closing day.
Deferred tax
Deferred tax is recognised on temporary differences between the recognised
value of assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the fiscal value
used to calculate taxable profits. Deferred tax is recognised according to the
‘balance sheet method’. Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for practically
all taxable temporary differences, and deferred tax assets are recognised for
practically all deductible temporary differences, to the extent it is likely that
the amounts can be utilised against future taxable surpluses. Untaxed
reserves are recognised inclusive of the deferred tax liability.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is tested on each closing day and
reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that there will be sufficient
taxable surplus available to utilise the deferred tax asset, either in full or in part.
The valuation of deferred tax is based on how the Company, on the closing day,
expects to recover the carrying value of the corresponding asset or settle the
carrying amount of the corresponding liability. Deferred tax is calculated based
on the tax rates and tax rules that have been decided before the closing day.
Current and deferred tax for the period
Current and deferred tax is recognised as an expense or revenue in the
income statement, except when the tax relates to transactions that have been
recognised in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. In such
cases, the tax is also recognised in other comprehensive income or directly
in equity. In the case of current and deferred tax arising when reporting business combinations, the tax effect is to be recognised in the acquisition
calculation.
Intangible assets
Additions through separate acquisitions
Intangible assets that have been acquired separately are recognised at cost,
less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses.
Amortisation is carried out on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful
life of the asset, which is estimated at 5 years. Estimated useful lives and
amortisation methods are reviewed if there are indications that they have
changed compared to the estimate on the previous closing day. The effect of
any changes to estimates and judgments are recognised prospectively.
Amortisation starts when the asset can be used.
Additions through internal generation
The Company applies the activation model, which means that work on producing internally generated intangible assets are divided into a research
phase and a development phase. All costs from the Company’s research
phase are expensed as they are incurred. All costs for the development of
Climeon Heat Power are recognised as an asset if all of the following condi-
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tions are met:
• it is technically feasible to complete the intangible asset and to use or sell
it,
• the Company intends to complete the intangible asset and to use or sell it,
• the conditions are in place for using or selling the intangible asset,
• it is probable that the intangible asset will generate future economic benefit,
• there are the necessary and adequate technical, financial and other
resources to complete the development and to use or sell the intangible
asset, and
• the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development
can be measured reliably.
After initial recognition, internally generated intangible assets are recognised
at cost less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment
losses. Amortisation starts when the asset can be used. Capitalised expenditure for Climeon Heat Power is amortised on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful life of 5 years.
Removal from the balance sheet
An intangible asset is removed from the balance sheet upon disposal or sale,
or when no future economic benefits are expected from the use or disposal/
sale of the asset. The gain or loss that arises when an intangible asset is
removed from the balance sheet is the difference between what is possibly
obtained, net of direct selling costs, and the asset’s carrying value. This is recognised in the income statement as other operating income or other operating expense.
Tangible non-current assets
Tangible non-current assets are recognised at cost following deductions for
accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.
Cost includes the purchase price, expenses directly attributable to the asset
in order to bring it to the location and condition to be used, and the estimated
expenses for the dismantling and removal of the asset and the restoration of
its location. Further expenditure is included in the asset or recognised as a
separate asset only if it is probable that future economic benefits associated
with the item will accrue to the Company and the cost of these can be measured reliably. All other costs for repairs and maintenance, as well as further
expenditure, are recognised in the income statement in the period in which
they are incurred.
When the difference in the consumption of the significant components of
property, plant and equipment is considered to be significant, the asset is
divided into these components.
Depreciation of tangible non-current assets is expensed such that the asset’s
costs, decreased by any estimated residual value at the end of its useful life, is
depreciated on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful life. If an asset
has been divided into different components, each component is depreciated
separately over its useful life. Depreciation begins when the tangible non-current assets can be taken into use. The useful lives of tangible non-current
assets are estimated at:
Plant and machinery

10 years

Equipment

5 years

Computers

3 years

Leasehold improvements

3 and 5 years respectively

Estimated useful lives and depreciation methods are reviewed if there are
indications that the expected consumption has changed significantly compared to the estimate on the previous closing day. When the Company changes its assessment of useful lives, the asset’s possible residual value is also
reviewed. The effect of these changes is accounted for prospectively.
Removal from the balance sheet
The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment is removed from the
balance sheet upon disposal or sale, or when no future economic benefits are
expected from the use or disposal/sale of the asset or component. The gain
or loss that arises when a tangible non-current asset or component is
removed from the balance sheet is the difference between what is possibly
obtained, net of direct selling costs, and the asset’s carrying value. The capital gain or loss that arises when a tangible non-current asset or component is
removed from the balance sheet is recognised in the income statement as
other operating income or other operating expense.
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Impairment of tangible non-current assets and intangible assets
On each closing day the Company analyses the carrying amounts of property,
plant and equipment and intangible assets to establish whether there is any
indication that these assets have decreased in value. If this is the case, the
asset’s recoverable amount is calculated in order to establish the level of any
impairment loss. Where it is not possible to calculate the recoverable amount
of an individual asset, the Company calculates the recoverable amount for
the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. Capitalised expenditure
for development work that is not yet ready for use is tested for impairment
annually.
The recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less selling expenses and
its value in use. Fair value less selling expenses is the price which the Company expects to receive in a sale between knowledgeable, independent parties
and who have an interest in completing the transaction, less the costs that
are directly attributable to the sale. When calculating the value in use, estimated future cash flows are discounted to the present value using a discount
rate before tax that reflects the current market assessments of the time value
of money and the risks specific to the asset. To calculate the future cash
flows, the Company has used the budget and forecasts for the next five years.
If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is established
to be lower than the carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset (or the
cash-generating unit) is written down to the recoverable amount. Any writedowns are expensed in the income statement straight away.
On each closing day, the Company assesses whether the earlier write-down
is no longer justified. If this is the case, it is reversed partially or completely.
When a write-down is reversed the asset’s (the cash-generating unit’s) carrying value increases. The carrying value after the reversal of the write-down
must not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined if no
write-down had been made of the asset (the cash-generating unit) in prior
years. A reversal of a write-down is recognised in the income statement.
Financial instruments
Financial instruments are recognised based on cost in accordance with the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act. A financial asset or financial liability is recognised in the balance sheet when the Company becomes a party to the instrument’s contractual terms. A financial asset is removed from the balance
sheet when the contractual right to the cash flow from the asset ceases, is
settled or when the Company loses control over it. A financial liability or part
thereof is removed from the balance sheet when the agreed obligation is fulfilled or otherwise ceases.
On initial recognition current assets and current liabilities are measured at
cost. Long-term receivables and long-term liabilities are valued on initial recognition at amortised cost. Borrowing costs are accrued as part of the loan’s
interest expense using the effective interest method (see below).
After initial recognition, current assets are valued at the lower of acquisition
cost and the net sales value as per the closing day. Current liabilities are valued at a nominal amount.
Long-term receivables and long-term liabilities are valued after initial recognition at amortised cost.
Amortised cost
Amortised cost refers to the amount at which the asset or the financial liability was initially recognised, less repayments, supplements or deductions for
accumulated accruals using the effective interest method of the initial difference between the amount received/paid and the amount payable/receivable
on the due date, and less impairment losses.
The effective interest rate is the rate at which discounting of all future expected cash flows over the expected term results in the initial carrying amount of
the financial asset or financial liability.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash at hand and available funds at banks
and other credit institutions, and other short-term liquid investments that can
be readily converted into cash and for which the risk of fluctuations in value is
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insignificant. To be classified as cash and cash equivalents the maturity must
not exceed three months from the date of acquisition.
Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of acquisition cost and net realisable
value on the closing day. Cost is determined using the first-in, first-out method (FIFO). Net realisable value is the selling value less the estimated costs
that can be directly related to the sales transaction.
Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement shows the Company’s changes in cash and cash
equivalents during the financial year. The cash flow statement has been prepared using the indirect method. The reported cash flow includes only transactions that involve deposits and payments.

NOTE 3 KEY ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
Significant sources of estimation uncertainty
The main assumptions concerning the future are reported below, along with
other significant sources of uncertainty in estimates on the closing day that
represent a material risk of significant adjustments to the carrying amounts
of assets and liabilities in the subsequent financial year.
Capitalised development expenses
At the start of the year, Climeon AB had capitalised development expenses
totaling SEK 14,106 thousand (5,264). They relate to the Company’s product
Climeon Heat Power. When calculating the recoverable value of cash-generating units for assessing any impairment needs for capitalised development
expenses, several assumptions have been made on future conditions, and
estimates of parameters have also been made. Climeon has found that reasonable changes of the assumptions have not given rise to any impairment
needs as of 31 December 2016.
Capitalisation of loss carryforwards
Climeon AB has unutilised loss carryforwards amounting to SEK 59,352 thousand (23,983), of which the tax effect has not been recognised as a deferred
tax asset in the balance sheet. This is because the Company assesses that it
is uncertain whether these loss carryforwards will be able to be utilised, due
to uncertainty about when in the future sufficient taxable surpluses will be
generated.
The tax rate for calculating deferred tax is 22% (22%).

NOTE 4 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
Through its operations the Company is exposed to various types of financial
risks, including market risk, liquidity risk and credit risk. The main market
risks are interest-rate risk and currency risk. The Company’s Board of Directors has the ultimate responsibility for the exposure, management and monitoring of the Company’s financial risks. The frameworks that apply to the
exposure, management and monitoring of the financial risks are adopted by
the Board of Directors. The Board has delegated responsibility for day-to-day
risk management to the Company’s CFO.
Market risks
Currency risks
Currency risk is the risk that fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate due to
changes in foreign exchange rates. The Company carries out operations in
several different geographic markets and in different currencies, which
means that it is exposed to currency risk. Exposure to currency risk arises
mainly from payment flows in foreign currency, which is known as transaction exposure, and from the translation of balance sheet items in a foreign
currency.
Transaction exposure is the risk that earnings will be negatively impacted by
fluctuations in exchange rates for cash flows that take place in foreign currency. The Company’s outflows are mainly in SEK, EUR, USD and GBP, while the
Company’s inflows are mainly in SEK and EUR. The Company is therefore
affected by changes in these exchange rates as regards operational transaction exposure. This risk is currently not hedged. This will be reviewed when
necessary.
The table below shows the nominal net amounts of the major flows giving
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rise to transaction exposure. The exposure is stated based on the Company’s
payment flows in the most significant currencies and is presented in SEK
thousand.
Currency
EUR

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

-3,383

-88

USD

-424

-18

GBP

-458

-38

Interest-rate risks
Interest-rate risk is the risk that fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate
due to changes in market interest rates. The Company is mainly exposed to
interest-rate risk through its loan financing. Interest on loans is paid using a
fixed and variable rate, which means that the Company’s future financial
expenses are affected by changes in market interest rates. The Company
currently judges this risk to be low.

The Company’s loan agreements contain no special conditions that could result
in the payment date being significantly earlier than shown in the tables.

12/31/2016

Within 3
months

3–12
months

1–5
years

Over 5
years

Total

23

70

16,820

383

17,296

Other long-term
liabilities
Advance
payments from
customers
Accounts payable

Effect on
profit/loss

12/31/2016

2015

12/31/2015

Effect on
Effect on
equity profit/loss

Effect on
equity

Transaction
exposure
EUR +10%

-338

-338

-9

EUR -10%

338

338

9

-9
9

USD +10%

-42

-42

-2

-2

-

-

-

-

-

6,748

1,653

3,424

-

-

5,077

Total

8,424

3,494

16,820

383

29,121

Within 3
months

3–12
months

1–5
years

Over 5
years

Total

-

-

10,516

-

10,516

-

1,420

-

-

1,420

3,025

-

-

-

3,025

Other long-term
liabilities
Advance
payments from
customers
Accounts payable
Other current
liabilities
Total

2016

-

Other current
liabilities

12/31/2015

Sensitivity analysis for market risks
The sensitivity analysis for currency risk shows the Company’s sensitivity to
a 10 percent increase or decrease respectively in the exchange rate for SEK
against the most significant foreign currencies. For transaction exposure, the
table shows how the Company’s profit after tax would have been affected by
a change in the exchange rate. This also includes outstanding monetary
assets and liabilities in foreign currency on the closing day. The amounts are
presented in SEK thousand.

6,748

342

1,007

-

-

1,349

3,367

2,427

10,516

-

16,310

Credit and counterparty risk
Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty in a transaction will not fulfill its contractual obligations, therefore incurring a loss for the Company. The Company’s exposure to credit risk is mainly attributable to accounts receivable. To
limit the Company’s credit risk, a credit assessment is performed of every
new customer, and credit insurance is taken out where necessary. The financial situation of existing customers is also monitored continuously in order to
identify warning signs at an early stage.

USD -10%

42

42

2

2

GBP +10%

-46

-46

-4

-4

GBP -10%

46

46

4

4

Accounts receivable are mostly represented by a number of counterparties,
where the majority of the payments are made through letters of credit.
Accounts receivable are not concentrated to one specific geographical area.
The Company therefore assesses that the concentration risks are limited.

-9

-9

-

-

5

5

1

1

The Company’s maximum exposure to credit risk is judged to be reflected in
the recognised amounts of all financial assets and are shown in the table
below.

Interest
Financial
expenses +10%
Financial
income +10%

12/31/2016
Liquidity and financing risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company encounters problems meeting its
financial commitments when they fall due. Financing risk is the risk that the
Company is unable to obtain sufficient financing to meet its obligations.
Liquidity and financing risks have been managed by raising loans and carrying
out new share issues, targeted at new and existing shareholders. To fully commercialise its business concept and to make the necessary investments, the
Company must raise additional risk capital within the next 12 months, and is
therefore planning to carry out new share issues in the future to achieve this.
The Company is also working actively on a number of different external financing solutions in the short and long term. Operational financing will increasingly
come from sales, which have already started, albeit on a small scale.
The maturity distribution of contractual payment commitments related to the
Company’s financial liabilities are presented in the tables below. The
amounts in these tables are not discounted values and they also include interest payments where relevant, which means that these amounts cannot be
reconciled with the amounts reported in the balance sheets. Interest payments are established based on the conditions applicable on the closing day.
Amounts in foreign currency have been translated into SEK at closing day
exchange rates.
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Accounts receivable

12/31/2015

241

15

3,102

1,340

Cash and cash equivalents

51,320

34,557

Maximum exposure to
credit risk

54,663

35,912

Other current receivables

Categorisation of financial instruments
The carrying amount of financial assets and financial liabilities by measurement category according to IAS 39 is shown in the table below. With regard to
the connection between accounting and taxation, the valuation rules in IAS
39 are not applied; instead the financial instruments are recognised based on
cost in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
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Financial assets
Loans and accounts
receivable
Accounts receivable

241

15

3,102

1,340

Cash and cash equivalents

51,320

34,557

Total

54,663

35,912

Other current receivables

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Financial liabilities

NOTE 5 DISTRIBUTION OF NET SALES
Revenue type

2016

Hardware

2,600

-

288

36

2,888

36

2016

2015

18

36

2,783

-

Service contracts
Total

Geographic market
Sweden
Europe
America

Other liabilities
Other long-term liabilities

16,081

Other current liabilities

11,824

10,074
5,794

Total

27,905

15,868

Fair value
Financial assets and financial liabilities that are measured at fair value in the
balance sheet, or for which fair value disclosures are made, are classified at
one of three levels based on the information used to establish fair value.
Level 1 – Financial instruments for which fair value is establish based on
observable quoted prices (unadjusted) on active markets for identical assets
and liabilities. A market is regarded as active if quoted prices from a stock
market, broker, industry group, pricing service or supervisory authority are
readily and regularly available and these prices represent actual and regularly
occurring market transactions at arm’s length.
Level 2 – Financial instruments for which fair value is established using
measurement models that are based on observable data for the assets or liabilities other than quoted prices included in level 1, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices).
Examples of observable data within level 2 are:
• Quoted prices for similar assets and liabilities.
• Data that can provide a basis for price assessment, e.g. market interest
rates and yield curves.
Level 3 – Financial instruments for which fair value is established using
measurable models in which essential input data is based on non-observable
data.
For all financial assets and financial liabilities, the recognised values are considered to be a good approximation of the fair values as the maturities and/or
fixed-interest terms are less than three months, which means that a discounting based on the applicable market conditions are not expected to result in
any material impact.
Capital management
The Company’s goal as regards capital management is to ensure the Company’s ability to continue its operations in order to generate a reasonable return
for shareholders and for the benefit of other stakeholders.

Total

2015

87

-

2,888

36

2016

2015

1,257

1,082

NOTE 6 OTHER OPERATING INCOME
Grants for development projects
from Eurostar/Vinnova
Swedish Cleantech Business
Award, support for continued
development
Total

100

-

1,357

1,082

2016

2015

NOTE 7 AUDITOR’S FEES
Deloitte AB
Audit assignments

275

98

Other services

311

83

586

181

Total

The audit assignment amounts are the fees paid to the auditor for the statutory audit. The audit involves examining the annual accounts and the accounting records, the administration of the Company by the Board of Directors and
the CEO, as well as fees for audit advisory services provided in connection
with the audit assignment.
Other services essentially comprise advice in areas closely related to the
audit, such as advice on accounting issues, as well as other tasks that are
incumbent on the Company’s auditors to carry out.

NOTE 8 LEASES
Operational leases – lessees
The Company is a lessee in operational leases for car leases and leases for
rental premises. The year’s expensed lease payments for operating leases
totaled SEK 2,104 thousand (161). Future minimum lease payments for noncancelable operating leases fall due as follows:
Maturity:

2016

2015

Within one year

2,922

1,641

Later than one but within five years

3,276

3,150

Total

6,198

4,791

Minimum lease payments
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NOTE 9 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, SALARIES, OTHER
REMUNERATION AND SOCIAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS
Average number of employees

2016

Number of employees

2015

25

12

20

10

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Board members

-

-

Number of people in the Company
management team, including the CEO

1

-

3

3

of whom men
Distribution of the senior executives on the
closing day
Women

Men:
Board members
Number of people in the Company
management team, including the CEO
Total
Salaries and remuneration

6

3

10

6

2016

2015

Salaries and other remuneration

14,162

5,991

Pensions, defined contributions

2,097

907

Social insurance contributions

4,199

1,605

20,458

8,503

Total
Salaries and other remuneration for Board
members and employees

2016

2015

Board and CEO

1,275

818

Other employees

12,887

5,173

Total

14,162

5,991

Salaries and other remuneration to senior executives1)

2016

Variable
Salary/ remunerFee
ation

Other
benefits

Pension
costs Total

There is a mutual period of notice of termination between the Company and
other senior executives of 3 months. In case of termination from the Company, no severance pay is payable.
Warrant programs
The Company has established several warrant programs, based on warrants
that are taxed as capital income, for selected senior executives and other key
people and consultants who are considered to have a material impact on the
Company’s operations and development.
Warrants for Company employees
Holders of warrants are entitled to subscribe for one new B share in the Company for each warrant they have at the issue price shown in the table below.
Payment of the issue price for the underlying shares for the warrants must be
made in cash. The holders have acquired the warrants at a price (called a ‘premium’) that corresponds to a fair value that has been assessed for the warrants and does not constitute any share-related benefit in accordance with
IFRS 2. The Company has not incurred any expenses in issuing these warrants. The premiums for all of the warrants that have been issued have been
determined using the Black-Scholes model.

Warrant program

NumIssue
ber Premium price

A. Program 2014/2018,
issued 07/01/14

6,500

B. Program 2014/2018,
issued 12/17/14
C. Program 2015/2019,
issued 04/21/15
D. Program 2015/2019,
issued 12/21/15
E. Program 2016/2019
issued 02/12/16

Chairman of the Board
Per Olofsson

200

-

-

-

200

Director
Olle Bergström

F. Program 2016/2019
issued 26/05/16

424

-

-

-

424

G. Program 2016/2019
issued 12/21/16

Director
Stefan Brendgen

53

-

-

-

53

CEO Thomas Öström

598

-

-

90

688

Other senior
executives (5 people)

3,593

-

-

472 4,065

Total

4,868

-

-

562 5,430

2015
Chairman of the Board
Per Olofsson

4,900
3,130
4,030
2,210
380
899

Subscription
period

Impact
on equity
(SEK thousand)1)

1,5

450

01/01/201806/30/2018

2,925

1,5

01/01/2018450 12/31/2018

2,205

1,5

01/01/2018450 04/30/2019

1,409

46

01/01/20191,731 01/31/2019

6,976

46

02/01/20191,731 02/28/2019

3,826

46

05/01/20191,731 05/31/2019

658

01/01/2019130 5,300 12/31/2019

4,765

1) Equity will increase by the following amount in the event of maximum utilisation.

Warrants allocated to consultants

Variable
Salary/ remunerFee
ation
114

-

Other
benefits
-

Pension
costs Total

B. Program 2015/2017,
issued 10/06/15

-

114

C. Program 2016/2018
issued 05/26/16
D. Program 2016/2018
issued 06/16/16

53

-

-

-

53

Director
Stefan Brendgen

53

-

-

-

53

598

-

Warrant program
A. Program 2015/2017,
issued 09/16/15

Director
Olle Bergström

CEO Thomas Öström

-

90

688

Other senior
executives (2 people)

1,330

-

-

199 1,529

Total

2,148

-

-

289 2,437

1) There are no costs for the ongoing warrant programs

Pensions
The retirement age of the CEO is 65. The pension premium amounts to 15
percent of the pensionable salary. Pensionable salary refers to the basic salary.
The standard retirement age for other senior executives is 65. The pension
agreement states that the pension premium amounts to 10–15 percent of the
pensionable salary.
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Severance pay agreement
There is a mutual period of notice of termination between the Company and
the CEO of 3 months. In case of termination by the Company or the CEO, no
severance pay is payable.

E. Program 2016/2018
issued 12/21/16

Number

Issue
price

Subscription
period

Impact
on equity (SEK
thousand)1)

150

865

01/01/201609/30/2017

130

695

01/01/2016865 10/30/2017

601

1,374

01/01/20181,400 12/31/2018

1,924

713

01/01/20182,000 12/31/2018

1,426

4,411

01/01/20182,650 12/31/2018

11,689

1) Equity will increase by the following amount in the event of maximum utilisation.
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Number of warrants
Outstanding at beginning of year

Background
2016
and
Summary
reasons
2015

2016

2015

26,805

18,800

Allocated during the year

9,987

8,005

Forfeited during the year

0

0

Exercised during the year

-7,400

-

0

0

29,392

26,805

Expired during the year
Total outstanding at year-end

Of the 29,392 (26,805) outstanding warrants at the end of the period, 845 (0)
of the warrants were redeemable.

NOTE 10 OTHER OPERATING COSTS
2015

-

-17

Other

-3

-

Total

-3

-17

Exchange rate differences

2016

2015

Interest income

51

37

Total

51

37

INTEREST EXPENSES AND SIMILAR ITEMS
2016

2015

-69

-4

Interest expenses
Exchange rate differences

-128

-

Total

-197

-4

NOTE 13 TAX ON PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets are measured at no more than the amount that is likely to
be recovered based on current and future taxable profits. The Company has
unutilised loss carryforwards amounting to SEK 59,352 thousand (23,983),
of which the tax effect has not been recognised as a deferred tax asset in the
balance sheet. This is because the Company assesses that it is uncertain
whether these loss carryforwards will be able to be utilised, due to uncertainty about when in the future sufficient taxable surpluses will be generated.

NOTE 14

EARNINGS PER SHARE
Earnings per share before/after dilution
The following amounts for profits and weighted average numbers of ordinary
shares have been used in calculating earnings per share:

Earnings per share before/after
dilution, SEK

2016

2015

-35,590,312

-18,345,840

335,656

324,806

-4,597

Internally developed assets

10,596

3,034

Closing accumulated cost

17,548

6,952

Opening amortisation

-1,024

-

Amortisation for the year

-1,754

-1,024

-2,778

-1,024

Closing accumulated
amortisation

Impairment losses for the year
Closing accumulated impairment
losses
Closing carrying amount

-664

-

-

-664

-664

-664

14,106

5,264

NOTE 16

PATENTS, LICENSES, TRADEMARKS AND SIMILAR

RIGHTS
12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Opening acquisition cost

1,329

809

Purchases

1,378

520

Closing accumulated
acquisition cost

2,707

1,329

Closing carrying amount

2,707

1,329

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

-

-

NOTE 17 LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS
Opening acquisition cost
Leasehold improvements during
the year

1,481

-

Closing accumulated cost

1,481

-

Closing carrying amount

1,481

-

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Opening acquisition cost

5,070

2,302

Purchases

2,480

2,768

Closing accumulated cost

7,550

5,070

-90

-

Depreciation for the year

Opening depreciation

-153

-90

Closing accumulated
depreciation

-243

-90

-4,170

-1,552

0

-2,618

-4,170

-4,170

3,137

810

Opening impairment losses
Impairment losses for the year

-106

8,515

-

NOTE 18 PLANT AND MACHINERY

The tax rate for calculating deferred tax is 22% (22%).

Weighted average number of outstanding ordinary shares

State grants

12/31/2015

6,952

Expenses for research and development that have been expensed during the
year amounted to SEK 2,881 thousand (165).

NOTE 11 INTEREST INCOME AND SIMILAR ITEMS

Profit for the year attributable to
the Company’s shareholders

12/31/2016
Opening acquisition cost

Opening impairment losses
2016

NOTE 12

NOTE 15 CAPITALISED EXPENDITURE ON DEVELOPMENT WORK

-56

The Company’s warrant programs did not have any dilution effect in 2016 or
2015.

Closing accumulated impairment
losses
Closing carrying amount
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Summary
Background and reasons

2016

2015
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NOTE 19 EQUIPMENT, TOOLS AND INSTALLATIONS

NOTE 24

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Opening acquisition cost

421

47

Purchases

336

374

ALMI growth loan

Closing accumulated cost

757

421

Total

Opening depreciation

-50

-28

Depreciation for the year

-105

-22

Closing accumulated
depreciation

-155

-50

Closing carrying amount

602

371

NOTE 20 INVENTORIES
Inventories comprise finished products, work in progress and goods for resale.
The impairment losses of inventories, amounting to SEK 1,259 thousand
(1,251), are included in the cost of goods sold.
NOTE 21 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Accounts receivable, gross

241

15

Accounts receivable, net
after reserve for insecure
receivables

241

15

Age analysis,
accounts receivable
Not overdue
Overdue by 30 days
Overdue by 31–60 days
Carrying amount

Swedish Energy Agency

12/31/2015

1

15

146

-

94

0

241

15

The Company expects payments to be received for accounts receivable that
are overdue but have not been impaired, because of the good payment history
of the customers.

NOTE 22 PREPAID EXPENSES AND ACCRUED INCOME
12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Prepaid rent

405

70

Prepaid insurance premiums

247

25

Other items

288

262

Total

940

357

NOTE 23 SHARE CAPITAL
The share capital comprises 356,123 shares (328,723) with a quotient value
of SEK 1 (1).

12/31/2015

14,081

10,074

2,000

-

16,081

10,074

Climeon AB has a conditional loan from the Swedish Energy Agency for SEK
14,081 thousand with a conditional repayment commitment. The loan is
repaid at 5 percent of the net-invoiced amount during the production and sale
of goods and services that, according to the Swedish Energy, relate to the project and its results. If invoicing is for license revenue, the amortisation will be
35 percent of the payments received. The amortisation commitment only
starts when there are net sales or license payments that relate to the project.
Amortisation will then take place every year on the last day of the ninth
month, starting the year after the financial year during which the amortisation
commitment started. The loan is interest free until the amortisation of the
loan begins. The interest rate for the loan is then 6 percent above the reference rate of the Riksbank (Sweden’s Central Bank). Interest starts to be paid 3
months after the amortisation of the loan has begun.
During the year Almi Företagspartner issued a growth loan to Climeon AB of
SEK 2,000 thousand. This facility is for a period of 72 months and there is no
amortisation for 24 months. The loan has an interest rate of 4.65 percent.

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES

Liabilities for grants received
12/31/2016

12/31/2016

Loans that fall due later than five years after the closing day amount to SEK
375 thousand (0).

NOTE 25

Management considers the carrying amounts of accounts receivable,
net after reserve for insecure receivables, to be the same as fair value.
The reserve for insecure receivables amounted to SEK 0 thousand (0).
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OTHER LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

Social insurance contributions,
retention tax
Total

12/31/2016

12/31/2015

2,094

400

886

-

2,980

400

The conditions that are required for the grant to be recognised as revenue are
for the project to have been completed and reported back, which is expected
to take place in 2017.

NOTE 26

ACCRUALS AND DEFERRED INCOME
12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Accrued vacation pay

631

161

Accrued social insurance
contributions

197

213

Other items
Total

589

175

1,417

549
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NOTE 27

Background
2016
and
Summary
reasons
2015

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS IN THE CASH FLOW
12/31/2016

12/31/2015

Cash

51,320

34,557

Total

51,320

34,557

NOTE 28

PLEDGED ASSETS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

Pledged assets

12/31/2016

Floating charge

2,000

12/31/2015
-

Total

2,000

0

NOTE 29 TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES
Disclosures on transactions between the Company and related parties are
presented below.
Inköp av varor och tjänster
Helen Öström
Verksamhetsutveckling
Weseba AB

2015

344

235

86

-

B-Garden

371

-

Total

801

235

Helen Öström Verksamhetsutveckling AB relates to consultancy fees for
administration services. Helen is married to the Company’s CEO Thomas
Öström. Weseba AB relates to consultancy services carried out outside the
ordinary work of the Board of Directors. This company is owned by the Chairman of the Board, Per Olofsson. B Garden AB relates to consultancy services
carried out outside the ordinary work of the Board of Directors. This company
is owned by Board member Olle Bergström.

Disclosures on remuneration to senior executives are presented in note 9.

Commencement of a pre-study for one of the world’s largest steel suppliers,
based in India.
In May, a new production facility, in partnership with Mastec from southern
Sweden, was opened with the capacity to produce up to 2,500 Climeon Heat
Power modules per year.
Maersk Line placed an order for a pilot installation of one Climeon Heat Power
module. The Swedish Energy Agency has in parallel awarded a grant to verify
the products application on bulk carriers.
In August 2017, Climeon received its first, conditional order in the geothermal
energy segment from an Icelandic operator. The total order value, provided
that the conditions are met, is in excess of EUR 30 million.

2016

The sales and purchase of goods and services are carried out on market
terms and conditions.

NOTE 30 EVENTS AFTER THE CLOSING DAY
In April 2017, the Company received an important repeat order within the maritime segment consisting of four Climeon Heat Power modules and an additional product under development.

Following a resolution at the general meeting in April 2017, Climeon was registered as a public company with the Swedish Companies Registration
Office.
Resolution from the general meeting on a bonus issue, share split and new
Articles of Association was registered.
The Company signed agreements for short-term loans of SEK 12.1 million
from major shareholders, and the full amount has been received in July.
The Company has been granted loans relating to order financing from Collector Bank of SEK 8.8 million and Almi Företagspartner of SEK 12 million, with
payment received in August.
After the reporting period, 845 of the Company’s total outstanding warrants
have been exercised for subscription of new class B shares. The total number
of shares after subscription amounts to 35,696,800.
Proposed disposition regarding the Company’s earnings
The following amounts in SEK are at the disposal of the
annual general meeting
Share premium reserve

111,877,724

Accumulated profit or loss

-33,501,702

Profit/loss for the year

-35,590,312
42,785,710
42,785,710

The Board’s proposal for balanced
profit/loss to be carried forward

42,785,710
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2015
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AUDITOR’S REPORT REGARDING HISTORICAL FINANCIAL
INFORMATION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS 2016 AND
2015
To the Board of Directors of Climeon AB (publ), corporate identity number 556846-1643

The Auditor’s Report on new (or restated) historical financial statements
We have audited the financial statements for Climeon AB (publ) on pages 117–129, which comprise the balance sheet as of 31 December
2016 and 31 December 2015 and the income statement, cash flow statement and statement of changes in equity for the years then ended,
and a description of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.
The Board of Directors’ and the Managing Director’s responsibility for the financial statements
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the preparation and the fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and additional applicable framework. This responsibility includes designing, implementing and
maintaining internal control relevant to preparing and appropriately presenting financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. The Board is also responsible for the preparation and fair presentation in accordance with the requirements in the Prospectus Regulation (EC) No 809/2004.
The auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
FAR´s Recommendation RevR 5 Examination of Prospectuses. This recommendation requires that we comply with FAR`s ethical requirements and have planned and performed the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatements. The firm applies ISQC 1 (International Standard on Quality Control) and accordingly maintains a comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory requirements.
We are independent of the Climeon AB (publ) in accordance with professional ethics for accountants in Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
An audit in accordance with FAR´s Recommendation RevR 5 Examination of Prospectuses involves performing procedures to obtain audit
evidence corroborating the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The audit procedures selected depend on our assessment
of the risks of material misstatements in the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the company’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements as a basis for designing audit
procedures that are applicable under those circumstances but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control. An audit also involves evaluating the accounting policies applied and the reasonableness of the significant accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors and the Managing Director and evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and additional applicable framework of the financial position of Climeon AB (publ) as of 31 December 2016 and 31 December 2015 and its financial performance, statement
of changes in equity and cash flows for these years.

Stockholm, 22 September 2017

Johan Telander
Authorized Accountant
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Addresses

ADDRESSES
THE COMPANY
Climeon AB (publ)
Jan Stenbecks Torg 17
164 40 Kista
Tel: +46 10-160 44 33
climeon.se

GLOBAL COORDINATOR AND SOLE BOOKRUNNER
Pareto Securities AB
Berzelii Park 9
P.O. Box 7415
SE-103 91 Stockholm
paretosec.com

LEGAL ADVISER
Baker & McKenzie Advokatbyrå KB
Vasagatan 7
101 23 Stockholm
bakermckenzie.com

CERTIFIED ADVISER
FNCA Sweden AB
Humlegårdsgatan 5
120 48 STOCKHOLM
fnca.se

AUDITOR
Deloitte AB
Rehnsgatan 11
113 57 STOCKHOLM

ACCOUNTING INSTITUTE
Euroclear Sweden AB
Box 191
101 23 STOCKHOLM
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